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ABSTRACT

Over 50% of the US building stock pre-dates 1970 - many of these buildings have low performing,
outdated and inefficient equipment and systems resulting in an energy intensive building stock (US EIA,
2015). The US commercial building energy retrofit market is estimated at $72 billion and it is projected
that retrofitting commercial buildings pre-dating 1980 to reduce energy use by 30%, could result in $280
billion energy savings and an influx of 850,000 cumulative job years over 10 years. Despite the potential
for tremendous savings, the overall uptake of energy efficiency projects still remains low in the US due to
multiple unaddressed market and non-market barriers.
This thesis is an extensive tripartite qualitative research into concerns about inaction by many commercial
building decision makers and policy intervention to overcome this inaction. The first component in the
thesis is a descriptive analysis identifying and analyzing the key barriers and then mapping policy tools to
address each barrier. The chief finding from this analysis component is the need to overcome the
knowledge barriers regarding external financing for energy retrofits. The second component is a policy
analysis to evaluate existing policy mechanisms and possible alternatives. The chief finding from this
analysis component is the viability of policy intervention through provision of financing decision support
tools.
Building on the first two findings, the third component focuses on the formulation of a policy tool to
effectively leverage resources for external financing through an aggregated, streamlined and simplified
framework. Such a resource could provide decision makers with holistic support through the entire cycle from understanding and identifying available programs, to assessing qualification and application process
through its three modules –
1. Interface Module: Minimal user input and granular, simplified data output
2. Database Module: An aggregated repository of external financing program information
3. Process Module: Input dependent calculated fields for simplified cash-flow analysis.
This research provides three main contributions to the literature, each representing one of three
dissertation components. This dissertation provides:
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•

Policy makers detailed insights into the barriers inhibiting commercial building decision makers
from investing in energy retrofits.

•

Energy efficiency program designers with an evaluation of the impact of different policy efforts to

address the barriers.
•

Commercial building decision makers with access to a policy tool in the form of a ‘retrofit

financing decision support’ resource that comprises of:
(a) Simplified Economic Assessment Information: cash-flow analysis for 14 external financing
vehicles to commercial building decision makers and
(b) A comprehensive external financing database to provide granular information by geography,
building type, financing source and energy conservation method
The findings from each component of the research is further substantiated through feedback from
stakeholders in the form of focus group and semi-structured interviews. Based on the stakeholder
feedback, the proposed program metrics can effectively help building owners, business owners and
building managers navigate through what they view as a challenging financing process for energy
retrofits.
Keywords:

Commercial buildings, energy efficiency financing, retrofit decision support tool, barrier analysis, policy
analysis, specialized financing, economic assessment for retrofit financing, financing database
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Why Energy Retrofits
Buildings account for over 40% of the total energy consumed in the US (EIA 2016); over 70% of the
electricity and over 40% of the total CO2 emissions (Cochran, Parekh, & Marion, 2015). The trend over
time shows a steady rise in the energy consumed by this sector and will continue along the same
trajectory as the number of buildings increase over the years. The need for energy efficiency in US
commercial building stock is further imperative as 50% of the buildings in this segment date before 1970,
making their systems outdated and energy intensive (US Energy Information Administration, 2015). A
potential savings of 68 billion dollars are estimated associated with the reduction in emissions. Increasing
the utilization of energy efficiency retrofits is a critical step toward reducing energy demand, increasing
energy security, lowering harmful gas emissions, and minimizing demand for new energy production and
distribution. For perspective, it would only take 14 billion dollars to achieve renewable energy production
which will help in reducing the carbon emissions by 1.4 billion tons (Natural Resources Defense Council,
2008). Further, they can reduce the property’s operational costs, increase property value, and improve
worker satisfaction.

Figure 1: Summary of total commercial building stock based on the year of construction
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A 2009 McKinsey & Company report projected that efficiency improvements using existing technologies
could reduce commercial sector's building energy use by 29% by 2020. Despite these benefits, energy
efficiency retrofit projects in the existing commercial building stock are being implemented at a much
slower pace.
According to a 2012 study conducted by Deutsche Bank to identify the market size for energy retrofits in
the US, the overall investment opportunity for commercial properties is $72 billion1. Based on an
assumption of 30% energy reduction in buildings built before 1980, Deutsche Bank conservatively
projects these investments to result in $280 billion in energy savings over 10 years and create a job
market of 850,000 cumulative job years of full-time employment. Further, these numbers are projected
to double if the building pool is expanded to include post-1980 buildings which have significant energy
challenges and deep retrofit (over 50% energy savings) is opted as well.
Council on Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (CFIRE) argues that small and medium commercial building
stock (under 50,000 sq.f.) is often neglected by most policies but comprise of 93% of the overall
commercial buildings in the US and represents almost 50% of the total floor space. They further derived
the size and impact of the commercial building energy retrofit opportunity for this segment based on the
Deutsche Bank report. This market represents over $35 billion in new investment, and $138 billion in
energy savings over a decade. If carried out, these retrofits would generate over 424,000 cumulative job
years of full-time employment and reduce carbon dioxide emissions by roughly 87 million metric tons
annually. (source)

Table 1: Summary of US energy retrofit market size and impact potential

1

Excludes education, health care, worship and public buildings
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2

There have been multiple industry and policy efforts to realize the projected market potential. The cyclic
3-step pathway mapped by US DOE to achieve these projections is one of the most prominent method for
building owners to achieve energy efficiency. This process is being translated into local policies across
multiple jurisdictions across the country. The first step is to benchmark the energy performance of the
building to identify its performance compared to itself and its peers. In case of low performance, carry
out the second step of conducting an energy audit to identify the inefficient equipment and systems. The
last step would be to carry out the energy efficiency upgrades based on the audit recommendations. The
merit of this model lies in its cyclic nature, allowing for constantly monitoring the energy performance of
the building.

Figure 2: DOE Recommended pathway for Energy Efficiency in Existing Buildings

Step 1 – Benchmarking:

Figure 3: States and Cities that have enacted Energy Benchmarking Policy (as of September 2018)

3
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Benchmarking helps establish a baseline performance level against which improvements can be
measured. For larger portfolios or groups of buildings, benchmarking helps identify the properties that
are underperforming and can most benefit from further analysis and improvements. Policy for energy
benchmarking of commercial buildings has been steadily gaining popularity across the country. First local
benchmarking policies were adopted by District of Columbia and Austin in 2008, and as of December
2017, 35 jurisdictions2 have successfully adopted energy benchmarking. Commercial buildings in these
jurisdictions have to annually report their energy consumption to the city which it aggregates and
discloses for public knowledge.
Step 2 – Energy Audit:

Figure 4: Cities that have enacted energy audits3

Energy audits are vital to identify the low-performing building equipment and systems, to make buildings
more efficient. There are multiple methods of conducting energy assessment, each of varying complexity,
which help identify a range of opportunities for energy improvement through an assessment of a

2

Cities, States, Districts and Counties

3

Berkley has enacted energy audit policy but does not have a benchmarking policy in effect
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building’s equipment, systems and energy use patterns. An energy audit is a critical tool to assess
operational discrepancies and identify cost and energy saving opportunities.
Policy for energy audits is however less popular compared to benchmarking. Energy audit and retrocommissioning requirements have begun to emerge only recently - providing owners, tenants, and
policymakers with detailed accounting of building systems and energy end-use, as well as the energy
savings and cost savings potential of the implementation of specific ECMs. Only 7 of the 35 jurisdictions
have a policy enacted for mandatory energy audit for commercial buildings. Further, only 3 cities – New
York, San Francisco and Atlanta have implemented it and collected data.
Step 3 – Energy Efficiency Upgrades:
Energy efficiency upgrades through standard retrofit measures provide building owners a low-risk, costeffective option to improve the performance of their building’s equipment, system and assembly. Based

on the auditors list of ECMs and estimate of the resultant savings – the last and the most critical step to
achieving energy efficiency is for building owners to follow up the recommendations with a retrofit.

Expected LM

Actual LM

Figure 5: Comparison of projected v/s actual EUI reduction ratio for LL87 Compliant Buildings

Seattle’s ‘Tune Up’ policy is the only local policy in the US that focuses on building owners following
through with energy retrofits. An analysis of the energy profile of the 1600 buildings that complied with
NYC’s Audit Policy (LL87) in 2012 and 2013 reveals that around 80% of large commercial buildings did not
carry out most of the audit recommendations until 2015. The graph above illustrates the relationship
between the energy reduction projected based on the audits and the measured EUI (Energy Use
5
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Intensity) 2 years later. If all the ECMs were carried out, both the values would be close. However, the
trend observed (Actual LM) shows that the actual reduction is close to 0.
On policy front, it is evident that there is a funneling effect as we move from step 1 to 2 and then from
step 2 to 3. This indicates existence of a gap, which has resulted in low motivation for the commercial
property owners to carry out energy retrofits.

1.2 Statement of the problem
Energy retrofits for commercial building in the US represent a substantial economic opportunity that
would generate significant jobs, environmental benefits, and improve resiliency and cost-effectiveness for
businesses. Although the need, scope and benefits of carrying out energy retrofits in commercial
buildings have been well-documented, the pace at which energy efficient upgrades are carried out still
remains low. This indicates existence of significant barriers which persist to limit investments for building
energy retrofits, creating an ‘energy efficiency gap’.
Most auditors provide the owners a list of ECMs that could be translated into the ‘technical energy
reduction potential’ of a building, which is based on a comparison of all available energy-saving
technologies, disregarding any financial and technical shortcomings. Reports base their financial
projections for the energy saving potential based on these technically feasible retrofits, instead of the
economically viable technologies. However, due to multiple market and non-market barriers, user
behavior, and perception, the building owner does not carry out all the ECMs recommended to him,
resulting in only a fraction of those savings being realized. The difference between the technical energy
reduction potential and the actual reduction post retrofit is termed as the ‘energy efficiency gap’.

Figure 6: Illustration of the relationship between technical reduction, actual reduction and energy efficiency gap
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Over the past few years, new policy tools in the form of financing structures, regulations, programs and
technology have emerged to overcome the barriers that exist to scaling energy efficiency retrofits in the
United States. Despite the growing effort both on government and industry front to improve energy
efficiency of old buildings a lot of these barriers remain unaddressed, and the projected 29% energy
reduction through energy retrofits by 2020 does not seem likely to be realized (Rocky Mountain Institute,
2016). EPRI projected an 11% technical energy reduction potential by 2030 using current tools and
resources; but estimates that, realistically, only about 3/4th of those savings could be realized due to
multiple market barriers and behavior anomalies (National Institute for Building Sciences, 2014). The
commercial building stock is being retrofitted at ~ 2.2% annually, and they reduce the energy
consumption in buildings by 11% compared to the 2003 national average (Zhai et al. 2011). This statistic
highlights the potential for investment in energy efficiency to significantly increase, in turn broadening
and deepening savings from retrofit projects.

Figure 7: Estimated energy saving potential in commercial building stock (source)

While multiple literature sources acknowledge the existence of barriers resulting in an ‘energy-efficiency
gap’, its size and scale have not been quantified with certainty and seem to vary based on the building
type and area. By improving the local and national policy environment, we can address these barriers and
scale the industry by dramatically speeding this process. Enabling targeted policy to address the identified
‘actual and perceived’ barriers could accelerate the market adoption of energy effi11ciency.

1.3 Research Overview
The overarching goal of this research is to catalyze market transformation by identifying policy
instruments to realize the projected environment and financial savings associated with energy retrofits in
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US commercial buildings. The research focuses on strengthening the existing policy by addressing key
barriers to energy efficiency in the commercial building retrofit market.
The deliverables from the proposed research aims to successfully fill the gap in current policy initiatives to
address some of the critical barriers and shrink the ‘energy efficiency gap’, by meticulously synthesizing
existing research on the impact of current energy efficiency barriers, and policies, programs and efforts to
scale the commercial retrofit market. With an in-depth understanding of the inter-relationships, the
research targets the following objectives to help achieve benefits of energy performance improvements
in this sector:
•
•

optimize energy efficiency investments across different size, type and class of commercial
buildings nationally
assist local governments strengthen their existing policy, to further the energy efficiency targets
and goals to provide building owners, property managers and tenants with pathways to
overcome challenges for executing EE strategies

1.3.1 Research Questions
As with any policy maker investigating in the building energy efficiency space, this research also begins
with an investigation into the following three critical questions regarding key barriers and variability of its
impact on the different segments of commercial buildings. An investigation into these preliminary
questions help understand the reason for slow uptake of energy efficiency investments, and strategies to
overcome them.
1. How successful have the current and past policy instruments been in driving investments in energy
retrofits?

A variety of tools, financing mechanisms, resources and leadership programs have been introduced
by different sectors to address these problems. This research aims to analyze policy efforts specific to
the Commercial Retrofit industry so far and draw lessons about what types of policies were more
effective and how can new cities that have interest in implementing benefit from them.
2. Does the inclusivity and effectiveness of existing programs vary across building sub-groups?

-

based on the building use type
based on age of the buildings (Class A, B, C)
based on the size of the building

While there are many innovative financing methods and leadership programs devised, it still remains
to be seen if these programs are inclusive or target specific building size and types. This research aims
to carry out evaluation to understand how fair and equitable current policy instruments are to
different building sub-groups.
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3. Would a multi-faceted approach assist in overcoming the key barriers unaddressed through current
approaches, increasing the likelihood of building owners investing in energy retrofits?

Many studies have been carried out globally, highlighting existence of barriers contributing towards
widening of the ‘energy efficiency gap’. This research aims to weigh in the perspective of an EE
investment decision-maker and the barriers that deter energy efficiency investments, and understand
what policy instrument can be mobilized so that

1.3.2 Research Hypothesis
Through the research questions, this thesis investigates the barriers and impact of existing initiatives on
scaling investment in commercial energy efficiency projects. The investigation points towards the need
for development of a policy instrument as a response to:
1. major unaddressed barriers and the inefficiency caused due to the interrelationship between
them, resulting in under-investment from stakeholders
2. shortcomings of existing efforts resulting in exclusion of certain commercial building sub-groups
based on their size or type
The policy instrument developed as a part of this research encourages widespread adoption of energy
efficiency projects and helps bridge the energy efficiency gap. The deliverables of this research address
the following hypothesis:
“Commercial building stakeholders can benefit from a local government policy enabling a retrofit
investment decision-support tool that provides understandable, project-specific financing information and
cashflow analysis to encourage increased energy efficiency investments.”
This larger hypothesis is further sub-divided to put forth three main sub-hypothetical propositions, each
verified or refuted through findings from field research and literature review:
Sub-hypothesis 1: Existing policy tools are not sufficiently effective in comprehensively
addressing the barriers experienced by various commercial building sub-groups, restricting the
scaling of Energy Efficiency investments across US commercial building portfolio.
Sub-hypothesis 2: Providing information about external financial resources in an aggregated,
streamlined and user-friendly manner can make access to energy efficiency equitable for all the

commercial building stakeholders, regardless of size and type.
Sub-hypothesis 3: Providing access to simplified cashflow analysis information can be an
economically effective solution to guide the stakeholders through complex energy efficiency

investment decisions and financial concepts.
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1.3.3 Research Process
This research focuses on commercial building retrofit market in the US and introduces an exemplary
‘investment decision-support framework’ as a policy instrument to improve visibility and uptake of
existing efforts for commercial building energy efficiency. The research is broken into the 3 steps
mentioned below, each with their unique set of tasks and deliverables:
Step 1: Descriptive analysis for barrier identification

This is the first component of the research which begins with a systemic review of existing literature to
identify the barriers to energy efficiency investments as experienced by the key decision makers such as
building owners, business owners and building managers. This data is further verified through
quantifiable data and subjective feedback collected through field research. The tasks carried out in this
part fit under qualitative research methods, and the dataset used for carrying out the descriptive analysis
is listed in Table 2 below.
•

Task 1: Literature review to identify and classify the barriers

•

Task 2: Meta-analysis to arrive at a prioritized list of barriers

•

Task 3: Mapping of existing policy initiatives to address the barriers

Table 2: Overview of dataset for barrier identification approaches

APPROACH

Systemic Literature
review

Meta-analysis of
barriers

Validation of barriers

10

DATA-POINTS COLLECTED

DATA COLLECTION METHOD

25 unique US federal, state and local
policies for Energy efficiency

Literature review,
stakeholder interviews

26 unique theoretical barriers faced by
Commercial building decision makers
Frequency of self-reported barriers faced
by commercial building decision makers

Select literature with
quantifiable field collected
data

Identification of the top 3 barriers faced by
commercial buildings decision makers

Subjective feedback from
focus group
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Step 2: Prescriptive analysis to identify efficiency and equitability across building sub-groups

This part of the research addresses research questions 1 and 2, to understand the relative success of
these policy initiatives at addressing the barriers, and their ability to cater to pre-defined building subgroups based on their size and type. The tasks carried out in this section are a part of policy analysis
•

Task 1: Categorization of existing policy efforts

•

Task 2: Assessing pro/con analysis of each category using 4-E analysis

•

Task 3: Evaluate alternative policy options to overcome the key unaddressed barriers

Table 3: Overview of dataset for policy analysis criteria

POLICY

DATA-POINTS COLLECTED

DATA COLLECTION METHOD

ANALYSIS
CRITERIA

Quantitative data on compliance rate,
growth rate, market penetration,
resultant energy reduction, number of
users etc.

Historic data or data from comparable
program through literature review
and stakeholder interviews

Findings from cost-benefit analysis

Historic data or data from comparable
program through literature review

Equity

Qualitative data on impact and
consequences for the stakeholders

Historic data or data from comparable
program from reviewed articles and
news articles, stakeholder feedback

Ease of Political
Acceptability

‘Prioritization’ Issue (Salience), ‘Power’
and ‘Position’ for key stakeholders

Studies from literature and
stakeholder interviews

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Step 3 - Develop the identified ‘policy instrument’

This part of the research addresses research question 3, through developing a prototype of the policy
instrument determined in the previous section, and validating its capability in overcoming the barriers
and bridging the energy efficiency gap. This part involves development of database (tools & software)
•

11

Task 1: Develop resource for simplified cost-benefit information
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•

Task 2: Mine information about sources to externally finance energy efficiency projects

•

Task 3: Develop a database for sourcing information about externa financing

•

Task 4: Demonstrate viability of the proposed policy instrument

•

Task 5: Illustrate implementation pathway to maximize the impact

Table 4: Overview of dataset for policy development components

APPROACH

DATA-POINTS COLLECTED

External Financing
Prototype

Economic
Assessment
Prototype
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DATA COLLECTION METHOD

33,000 data points linked to 56
unique external financing products
for greater Pittsburgh region

Program specific data obtained
through manual data scraping, webdata extraction and contacting
private financiers

National averages for commercial
buildings

Historic data through literature
review, and data collected for
financing product information

Program specific metrics for 15
external financing programs
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1.3.4 Research Deliverables

Figure 8: Thesis Structure and deliverables

To summarize, based on the process defined in the previous section, this research will provide the
following deliverables from each of the three steps:
Step 1 - Identify the key unaddressed barriers
1. Provide a prioritized list of market and non-market barriers experienced by the key decision
makers – building owners, business owners and managers that are causing the ‘energy efficiency
gap’
Step 2 - Identify presence of variance in barriers based on size of the building
2. Provide policy analysis to gauge the success of existing policy instrument (status quo) using 4-E
Analysis method, and to evaluate the degrees of likelihood of success of other alternatives.
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Step 3 - To develop a resource for building owners to overcome the identified financial and knowledge
barriers
3. Develop Illustrated cost-benefit information for different external financing vehicles
4. A retrofit decision-making framework to avail external financing for energy efficiency projects,
that can be utilized by services or tools to overcome market barriers
5. Prototype of the retrofit financing database with information populated for the greater
Pittsburgh region
6. Propose implementation pathway based on a comparative analysis of different policy
implemented in the past

1.3.5 Thesis overview
This thesis analytical overview and analysis of documented evidence of the barriers impeding energy
retrofit investments, the impact that policy resources have on the barriers, propose new policy
instruments to improve effectiveness of existing policy, and guidelines for implementing it. This thesis
confirms to the three steps utilized in the research as stated in the research process above. The contents
of each chapter within this dissertation and intended audience are briefly explained in table 2 below:
Table 5: Dissertation document chapters and intended audience

Chapter 2

Background on existing policy landscape

All

Since 2010, multiple policy efforts have been put into effect to
improve efficiency of the building stock. Through a precedent
study, this chapter lays out the policy landscape at federal,
state and local levels to establish the context for intervention

Chapter 3

Barriers to uptake of energy retrofits

Policy Makers

Chapter 3 provides an investigation into the key barriers as
experienced by the key decision makers – building owners,
building managers and business owners and the policy efforts
designed specifically to overcome them.
Chapter 4

Gap Analysis: Evaluating policy to address the barriers

Policy Designers

Chapter 4 evaluates the ‘status quo’ through analysis of the
effectiveness, efficiency, equity and ease of acceptability of
each of the existing policy categories, and are countered with
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policy alternatives to overcome the shortcomings of existing
policy.

Chapter 5

External financing vehicles for energy retrofits

Chapter 5 explains different external financing vehicles
available to commercial building owners, the process to avail
financing tools, and involved costs and benefits for applying
them to a project.

Chapter 6

Policy Tool for Retrofit Financing Decision Support

Commercial Building
Decision Makers –
Building owners,
building/portfolio
managers, energy
manager, business
owner
All

Chapter 6 covers the database design framework,
development and testing of prototype.

Chapter 7

Conclusion

All

Chapter 7 envisions scenarios for implementation of the
investment decision support framework to aid existing policy
through a comparative analysis of different strategies to
mobilize the policy instrument.
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2 EXISTING POLICY LANDSCAPE FOR COMMERCIAL
BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Government plays an extensive role in enabling energy efficiency investments at a wide-scale through
programs and policies that target persistent barriers to unlock the documented energy savings. The US
energy efficiency policy landscape has been steadily growing since the turn of the century and reflects an
interplay across different levels of government – federal, state & local (city, district, borough)
jurisdictions (Doris et al, 2009). An example of such a unified approach is the development and
enforcement of building energy codes, which are developed at federal level, adopted by states, and
enforced by local governments.
The different energy efficiency policy approaches adopted by the government use mechanisms such as
coercion, emulation, competition, and learning (Kontakosta, 2011) can be classified as either voluntary
initiative - approaches such as R&D of new technology, programs for promoting energy efficiency,
development of codes and standards for energy efficiency, tax reforms (ACEEE, 2012) or mandatory
policy – implantation of regulation, codes and standards (King and King, 2005). Voluntary initiatives are
not binding for all, but instead have an ‘opt-in’ structure – example: financial incentives such as tax
incentives or grants, voluntary/leadership programs such as EnergyStar, 2030 District. Mandatory policy
approaches are obligatory laws and regulations for example: New York City requires all municipal
buildings to be LEED Silver, or all buildings over 50,000 sq.f. to annually report their energy use (NYC
Energy Task Force, 2004). These policy tools can be sub-divided into two categories – 1. barrier reduction
through regulations and R&D or 2. Improving accessibility through incentives efficiency (Brown and
Busche 2008, Geller and Nadel 1994). This thesis divides the different energy policy tools developed by
the federal government into 3 categories:
1. Financial tools: Developed to increase market adoption of energy efficiency by motivating the
stakeholders by lowering the costs associated with energy efficiency.
2. Information & Technology Tools: Developed to increase market adoption of energy efficiency by
developing resources to support and guide the stakeholders to invest in energy efficiency.
3. Regulatory Tools: Developed to provide a framework to structure policies to encourage
stakeholders to invest in energy efficiency
This section provides an overview of existing energy policy efforts at national, state and local level
instrumental in promoting energy efficiency.
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2.1 Federal Policy Landscape for Commercial Building Energy Efficiency
A unified strategy and coordinated effort across all three levels of government is key to policy
effectiveness, and Federal government being at the top of the hierarchy plays fundamental role in
defining principal goals and targets towards energy efficiency through comprehensive energy legislation
which act as a framework for states and local governments. An example of one such comprehensive
policy is the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, which provided grants to state
and local governments for adopting and enforcing the latest/most stringent building energy codes. To
meet the targets set forth in the legislation, the federal government develops multiple energy policy tools
such as standards, incentives, labeling, technical assistance, public leadership programs, new technology
which are adopted and enforced by the state and local governments as seen fit to their overall energy
goals. The policy tools across the three categories are implemented at federal level through various
agencies such as US Department of Energy (DOE), US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), US Energy
Information Administration (EIA). The total federal expenditure in building energy efficiency policy space
exceeded $600 million in 2012 (DOE, 2014). The table below provides a list of different federal energy
policy tools. The table below list different policy initiatives by the Federal government with an example of
the resultant policy tool.
Table 6: Policy Initiatives by the Federal Government

CATEGORY
Financial
Tools
Information
&
Technology
Tools

Regulatory
Tools

POLICY TOOLS
Energy Efficiency Tax Benefits
Grants
Support & Leadership Programs
Hubs for to accelerate growth of EE retrofit market
Development of data repository to aid energy efficiency
projects
R&D for new technology
Development of building energy codes & standards
Development of efficiency standards

EXAMPLE
Section 179D
State Energy Program
Better Buildings Energy Data
Accelerator
EEB Hub/ CBEI
CBECS
Asset Score Tool
Building Energy Codes
Program (BECP)
Energy Star

2.1.1 Federal Level Financial Tools for Energy Policy
2.1.1.1

Energy Efficiency Tax Benefits – IRS Section 179D

Tax benefits in the form of rebates or deductions are an incentive offered by the government to motivate
the stakeholders to invest in energy efficient building systems. An example of this would be section 179D
Section 179 of the IRS tax code under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (US
Department of Treasury, 2015), which enables commercial buildings building owners to claim a tax
17
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deduction for installing EE systems in their buildings. Until the end of 2016, federal tax deduction of up to
$1.80/sqf were offered to commercial building owners or designers for demonstrating 50% savings on
HVAC, and rebates for carrying out energy efficiency upgrades. However, this program is cut down by the
new administration and federal tax credits are available only for projects demonstrating solar energy
generation during 2017 and 2018 (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). The program is now
revived for 2019 allowing businesses to deduct the full purchase price of qualifying equipment and/or
software purchased or financed during the tax year.

2.1.1.2 Grants – State Energy Program
The federal governments provide grants as a financial incentive to motivate the recipients to invest in

energy efficiency projects. An example of federal grant is DOE’s State Energy Program (SEP), which
provides grants promote state-led energy initiatives such as training building owners, development of
clean energy policies and programs, reducing energy waste and create public-private partnerships to
finance efficiency investments (ACEEE, 2019). Leveraging state and private investments, SEP has provided
more than $456 million in matching grants since 2010 to state governments to help institutions,
consumers, and businesses increase investments in energy efficiency (DOE, 2019). States that have used
grants through SEP for improving state-wide energy efficiency demonstrate a cost-benefit of the federal
investment to estimated savings between 2:1 - 31:1 (ACEEE, 2019).

2.1.2 Federal Level Information & Technology Tools for Energy Policy
2.1.2.1

Support & Leadership Program – Energy Data Accelerator

Multiple leadership programs and efforts are being undertaken locally to convene building owners and
provide them with the support and resources to overcome specific hurdles to investing in energy
efficiency. An example of one such federal led effort is Better Buildings Energy Data Accelerator (EDA).
Owners that need to comply with local benchmarking ordinance need access to information about their
energy expenditure data, however, data access is not a standard practice nationwide due to lack of clear
value propositions for the utilities to change their systems. DOE launched EDA, a two-year leadership
program in 2013 to address the upstream barrier of data access. EDA provided support to pairs of 20
participating local governments and their local utility companies, to overcome technical barriers of
aggregating and communicating data, upgrading data systems, and introducing new data organization
tools. At the end of the program, in 2015 the 20 partner jurisdictions devised a streamlined approach to
successfully provide aggregated energy data for at least 20% of their commercial buildings. Through
individual support to the partners, these 20 cities became leaders in overcoming hurdles of data access
and enabling benchmarking, and the process followed by them is emulated by new cities interested in
benchmarking. By the end of the program, enabling data access helped the partner utility companies
provide a new service to their customers, adding strategic value. They justified implementing data access
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as a small part of their overall energy efficiency outreach budget, and have utilized this data to effectively
target customers for rebate programs.
2.1.2.2

Hubs for to accelerate growth of EE retrofit market

In order to impact the pace at which EE is carried out, DOE provided grants in 2010 to form six energy
innovation hubs for development of tools, methods and means for scaling energy reduction use in
buildings. The funding period for the Energy Efficient Buildings Hub (EEB) ended in 2016, and current
hubs focus on material science (US Department of Energy, 2010).
EEB HUB, later known as Consortium for Energy Efficiency Innovation (CBEI) was a collaboration between
private sector and academia and economic development agencies to develop and incubate programs,
tools and technology to address challenges in the SMCB retrofit market, with an aim to cut building
energy use in existing buildings by 50 percent by 2015.
2.1.2.3

Development of data repository to aid energy efficiency projects

Data about energy-use is critical to take informed energy investment decisions. This data if fragmented,
inaccessible and opaque to most stakeholders, making it difficult to form baselines or benchmarks to
invest in energy efficiency. Federal government develops and provides information tools to overcome
data hurdles and provide easy access to data required to take energy decisions – such as BEDES, RECS,
CBECS etc.
An example of such a database is Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS), a nationally
representative sample survey of the US commercial building stock conducted by the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA). This database captures statistical information (microdata) on national
and census-division level energy-related building characteristics and energy usage data (consumption and
expenditures), serving as a baseline for benchmarking, design, policy planning, building code
development, market research, and forecasting energy consumption (US EIA, 2015). The results from this
survey are also a critical input to the EPA’s Energy Star models. The CBECS survey process spans four
years, beginning with development of the sample frame and survey questionnaire and ending with
release of data to the public through tables, reports, and public use data files containing building-level
records that allow users to conduct their own energy analyses (US EIA, 2015). The statistics reported by
CBECS are weighted estimates based on the individual building level data.

2.1.2.4 R&D for new technology
DOE’s Building Technologies Office (BTO) has multiple programs in place to promote applied R&D and
analytical studies of various near-term building systems , tools and novel technologies for reducing

primary energy use in commercial buildings The Emerging Technologies (ET) Program is one such program
where the federal government, together with private sector, national laboratories, and universities
conduct research, development and commercialization of cost-effective tools and technologies and
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systems (Building Technologies Office ,2016; Hart, 2019). The image below shows a variety of resources
produced by BTO to advance energy efficiency.

Figure 9: Resources developed by the Building Technologies Office to aid uptake of energy efficiency projects

An example of one such tool developed by BTO is the Commercial Building Energy Asset Score Tool (AST)
- an easy, user-friendly tool designed to ease data collection and report generation process for energy
audits. This tool was developed as a response to hurdles such as lack of standardization and high costs
associated with energy audits. As more local governments shift towards incorporating building audit
policies, there was a need for a tool to seamlessly collect, manage and transmit building energy
performance data for compliance. As a response, PNNL developed AST, a tool for assessing the physical
and structural energy efficiency of commercial and multifamily residential buildings, to ensure effective
implementation of policy. (Taylor et al, 2016). The tool uses a simulation-based engine to generate the
results, and is available in three forms, 1) preview,2) lite and 3) detailed, each corresponding to different
levels of ASHRAE audits based on the granularity of input data (EERE, n.d.).

2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Federal Level Regulatory Tools for Energy Policy
Building Codes & Standards

Building energy codes help building owners and tenants by reducing energy consumption and improving
comfort through the lifespan of the building. Energy codes establish minimum energy efficiency
requirements for new and renovated buildings and are a subset of building codes, which establish
baseline requirements and govern building construction. To reduce the impact of carbon emissions due
to fossil fuel-based heating and electricity (EERE 2008), the American Clean Energy and Security Act of
2009 mandated the creation of a national code enforceable by financial penalty, in form of withheld
federal funding and carbon-emission allowances for non-adopting states.
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The national model energy codes for commercial and residential buildings are identified in federal statute
and administered by two federally funded non-governmental organizations: ASHRAE - Standard 90.1 and
International Code Council (ICC) - International Energy Conservation code (IECC). The model codes are
proposed by the two agencies through processes open to the general public, and accepted based on their
objective, economic and technical analysis. The latest building energy codes enable new buildings to use
30% less energy than the codes that were in place less than 10 years ago (Livingston et al, 2014) and yield
an estimated energy savings of 270 trillion end-use BTUs by 2020 (Doris et al, 2009). The federal
government also provides state governments with analysis on energy saving potential and costeffectiveness of the new model codes, and develops resources to address barriers of split incentive and
ensure higher compliance and energy savings (Building Technologies Office ,2016).

Figure 10: Projected reduction in energy use by adopting the latest building code

2.1.3.2

Development of efficiency standards

Efficiency standards are developed as a part of federal regulations to ensure energy efficiency through
operational efficiency of equipment, systems or buildings. These standards are developed with input from
manufacturers, energy experts, consumer advocates and other stakeholders. Energy Policy and
Conservation Act authorizes DOE to enforce efficiency standards (Environmental and Energy Study
institute, 2017).
An example of such an efficiency standard is US EPA’s ENERGYSTAR, a voluntary program administered
jointly by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and DOE to promote products and buildings that
are even more energy efficient than those that meet the minimum federal standards (Environmental and
Energy Study institute, 2017). Energy Star’s labels for equipment guide are designed to alter building
owners’ belief about the likely value of energy savings, and owners biased reasoning about the cost and
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benefits of investing in an energy efficient technology. At a whole building level, Energy Star provides
guidelines for energy management of buildings and identifies and certifies buildings which are more
energy efficient through benchmarking. ENERGY STAR’s Portfolio Manager is an online tool for measuring
and tracking energy use in buildings, using over 150 metrics to give building owners an insight into how
their property is performing. Energy Star provides quantitative results to encourage better energy
management, and resources such as technical information, management tools, training sessions,
networking meetings, marketing materials etc. to bridge this knowledge gap. Further, the usability of the
tool is increasing with more and more local governments adopting this as a standard tool for
benchmarking compliance. Energy Star factsheet suggests that the tool has over 450,000 active
commercial buildings, accounting for over $3.4 billion in cumulative cost savings and prevented 17 million
metric tons of GHG since its inception (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). Energy Star database
is continually growing, with about 50% of all commercial buildings in the country already benchmarked in
the tool. (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2017)

2.2 State Policy Landscape for Commercial Building Energy Efficiency
Absence of a singular federal standard binding all states allows individual state policies to become key
drivers in spurring investment in energy efficiency. At the state level, energy-efficiency policies can be
tailored to local factors such as the climate, building composition, economics and yet offer broad, statewide impact. State governments’ flexibility to establish energy savings targets considering local
circumstances puts them in a unique position to take pro-efficiency actions and adopting new policies for
clean energy (Matisoff & Edwards, 2014). The energy policy tools adopted by different states – financial,
information and regulatory are the same, but the relative use of each tool within the overall policy varies
based on the goals defined in the primary vehicle or ‘Action Plan’ based on local factors and technological
and economic limitations (Wang, 2018). California’s SB 350 is the primary policy which sets out to double
the state’s EE, and various policies such as the Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Plan sets targets to
meet with the goal. These programs various policy tools such as customized incentives creation of
statewide dedicated energy-efficiency funds to attract adoption of green technologies (Lantz, 2009), and
R&D. Additionally, state’s jurisdiction over their utilities enables them to drive DSM policies to constrain
growth in energy consumption. Sates are bound to enforce high energy performance standards through
building codes to avail carbon-emission allowances from the federal government. Different policy tools
implemented by state governments are mentioned in the following table.
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Table 7: Policy Initiatives by the State Government

CATEGORY
Financial tools

Information &
Technology tools
Regulatory
tools

EFFORT
Innovative Financing

EXAMPLE
C-PACE

Loans & Grants
Green Banks

PA’s High Performance Building
Program
CT Green Bank

R&D of tools to overcome barriers

NYSERDA

Enforcement of building energy codes &
standards
Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS)

PA Uniform Construction Code
PA Act 129

Building Energy Disclosure

California Assembly Bill 802

Appliance Standards
Energy Performance Savings Contracting

PA’s Guaranteed Energy
Savings Act

2.2.1 State Level Financial Tools for Energy Policy
2.2.1.1

Innovative Financing

Over the last few years, many financial products have been introduced to the market to overcome
restrictions like split incentives, high cost, long payback periods, balance sheet debt experienced by
stakeholders. The goal of these new financing vehicles is to use the future energy savings that would be
generated to pay for the upfront cost of carrying out energy retrofits, helping generate a positive cash
flow from the outset. An example of one such financing tool implemented by 26 state governments is
PACE-enabling legislation and PACE programs (PACE Nation, 2019).
Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-PACE) is a non-traditional external financing model for
low-cost, long-term financing for energy-efficient and renewable energy improvements to commercial
property (PACE Nation, 2016). The model is structured that the loan is tied to the ‘tax id’ of the property
instead of an individual, and paid back through amortized annual payments on the property tax, where
the payment amount is less than the savings generated from carrying out the upgrades. The model is
adopted by each state by means of a municipal legislation, allowing property to be assessed for collateral
under an ‘Environmental Service Agreement’. Each state structures the financing model, specifically the
permitted ECMs, funding source, program administrator, Savings to Investment Ratio (SIR) and Loan to
Value (LTV) requirements, in a variety of ways depending on the jurisdictional laws, available providers,
local building composition and needs. First C-PACE legislation was adopted by Nevada in 2009, and has
been gaining popularity since, with now over 100 commercial banks as consenting lenders nationally .
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Figure 11: States with C-PACE enacted and implemented (PaceNation, 2019)

2.2.1.2

Loans & Grants

State governments incorporate financial incentives as a policy tool to overcome the perceived barrier of
high upfront cost and make energy efficiency investments more alluring for stakeholders. States usually
provide financial assistance in the form of loans or grants administered through various departments,
which are in-turn funded by the federal government through state appropriations, Recovery Act funds etc
(ACEEE, 2016). In select states, financial incentives are available through state government agencies and
PUC (utilities). The awards vary in amount and ECMs, to reach a wider audience.
An example of a loan/ grant program is PA Department of Environmental Protection’s Small Business
Pollution Prevention Assistance Account (PPAA). The PPAA program loan program is a collaboration
between DEP and the department of community and economic development, to provide financial
assistance in the form of grants and fixed, below market rate loans to small businesses within their
jurisdiction for undertaking energy efficiency projects. The grants fund up to 50%, and loans up to 75% of
the total project cost, up to a maximum of $100,000 (PA DEP, 2018). Such funding can motivate small
businesses to invest in energy efficiency projects, and in-turn comply with the set environmental
regulations.
2.2.1.3

Green Banks

State-sponsored Green banks are specialized financial entities, incorporated to increase the ease of
financing renewable energy and EE projects which are not easily funded through traditional external
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financing models. They bring expertise, focus and an approach to risk that can be more flexible than
institutional capital which is often constrained by deep-rooted credit policies and regulatory oversight
(Richardson, 2018). Green banks accelerate deployment of EE projects by attracting private investment
while mitigating risks through innovational transaction structures (ex: PACE). 7 US states have green
banks established4 to make EE more affordable and accessible to consumers, they differ in the scope and
approach (Green Bank Network, 2018).
Connecticut was the first state to establish a green bank through a public legislation in 2011 (Public Act 1180) to infuse private sector investment and maximize the use of public funds for green energy measures.
Moving away from a standard subsidy-driven model to promote EE investments, Connecticut Green Bank
(CGB) has effectively convened developers, private lenders, investors, utilities and other stakeholders to
develop multiple long-term energy offerings for commercial buildings, small businesses, schools,
institutions and nonprofits. CGB uses C-PACE as a preferred financing vehicle, while also leveraging utility
rebates and incentives for programs. CGB has efficiently used state’s limited resources to overcome market
barriers to scale by innovating, educating and accelerating the growth of EE in both served and underserved
portions of the market. Since the launch of the program, the CGB and its private investment partners have
deployed over a $1 billion in capital for clean energy projects across the state5, by Projects recorded
through FY 2016 show that for every $1 of public funds committed by the Green Bank that an additional $6
in private investment occurred in the economy (Connecticut Green Bank, 2016). Financing through CGB
spurred EE and clean energy project developments, creating new 38,000 new jobs opportunities statewide
since their inception in 2011 (Richardson, 2018).

2.2.2 State Level Information Tools for Energy Policy
2.2.2.1

R&D of tools to overcome barriers

Many US states promote research and development of new tools, technologies and programs to
overcome barriers and improve market penetration of EE programs. An example of state policy for
investment in R&D tools is New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), .
offers objective information and analysis, innovative programs, technical expertise, and funding to help
New Yorkers increase energy efficiency and reduce reliance on fossil fuels. NYSERDA was created as a
public benefit corporation in 1975 under Article 8 of the State Public Authorities Law (NYSERDA, 2017) for
R&D of renewable energy technologies with the goal of reducing New York State’s petroleum
consumption during the oil embargo. Today, NYSERDA supports technology research, development and
commercialization activities (market analysis, field validation) through partnerships with multiple
stakeholders such as private industry, academia, business owners, developers, community leaders, utility
representatives. Together with these NY organizations, NYSERDA stimulated invests in advancement of
clean energy innovations and stimulate an innovation economy in New York. The support provided by
NYSERDA to develop and test new products and technologies improves state-wide EE investments,
expands available energy options for multiple sectors and helps build a growing clean energy business
4
5

NY, NJ, CT, CA, WV, HI, RI (As of December 2018)
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ecosystem within the state. NYSERDA also invests in multi-use assets such as Proof of Concept Centers
(POCC) and Incubators to support inception and growth of companies focused on clean technology & EE.

2.2.3 State Level Regulatory Tools for Energy Policy
2.2.3.1 Commercial Building Codes
Model Building Energy Codes are developed at federal level, and are adopted by the state governments
as is or are tailored with modifications to address the state-specific needs. Imposing minimum energy

performance requirements for new and renovated buildings can reduce energy consumption and save
building owners and occupants money. Effective strategies for code compliance include performance
testing, independent testing and review, professional accountability, incentives, training, and streamlining
processes (Evans et al, 2017). Local governments have an option to opt into codes set by the state
government or adopt more stringent codes. The figure below shows that despite new codes being
developed, over 20 states still use codes less stringent than ASHRAE 90.1 – 2010.

Figure 12: Status of State Energy Code Adoption (US DOE, 2019)
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An example of state enforced building code is Pennsylvania's statewide building code, Uniform
Construction Code (UCC), is enforced by PA Department of Labor & Industry under the Pennsylvania
Construction Code Act effective 2004. As of October 2018, PA required all commercial buildings to
comply with the IECC 2015. The state has an opt-in model for local government and municipalities to
adhere to UCC, and over 90% of local governments have elected to administer and enforce state code
within their jurisdiction. To promote effective adoption of the policy, state has initiated multiple
initiatives to engage and educate stakeholders. PA Code Construction Academy provides workforce
training to reviewers, inspectors, builders, contractors and design professionals through webinars and
circuit rider trainings (ACEEE, 2019), and multiple organizations listed under the department’s training
and certification regulation provide vocational training, continuing education, licensing and certification
(PA Dept. of Labor and Industry, 2018). Other working groups such as the PA Energy Code Collaborative
work towards assisting UCC adoption and compliance by local governments and PA Climate Change
Advisory Committee (CCAC) helps prepare a climate action plan for the state to meet its EE goals (ACEEE,
2019; PA DEP, 2019).

2.2.3.2

Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS)

An energy efficiency resource standard (EERS) is an overarching policy adopted through legislation or
regulation, that binds the local utilities and non-utility program administrators through specific, long-term
energy savings target for effective use of non-renewable energy resources. The strongest EERS
requirements are in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, which require more than 2.5% new savings
annually. (ACEEE, 2018). 22 US states have mandatory EERS, 8 have voluntary standards that push for
energy savings through customer energy efficiency programs.
An example of a specific state implemented policy geared towards EE reduction is Pennsylvania’s Act 129
Utility Program. This is a landmark EE policy signed in 2008 imposing and requirements on electric
distribution companies (EDCs) operating within the state of PA with over 100,000 customers to reduce
the overall energy consumption and demand. The policy is geared towards cost-effective reduction of
peak demand load and energy consumption, failure subject to penalty up to $20 million (PA PUC, 2016).
In order to comply with this mandate, utilities offer a range of financial incentives such as financing and
rebates to their customers for EE upgrades. Currently in its Phase III, the policy mandates each EDC
deliver average energy savings over 3.7%, and collective annual savings of 425 MW through DR. The
policy is overseen by PA Public Utilities Commission (PUC), and each utility is required to submit their
EE&C plans and program reports to PA PUC for program evaluation. In its first 7 years, Act 129 has
delivered benefits worth $6.4 billion to their customers and generated over 60,000 local jobs across the
state (Keystone Energy Efficiency Alliance, 2016).
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2.2.3.3

Building Energy Disclosure

Energy benchmarking and disclosure is a regulatory tool to overcome barriers preventing the real estate
market from identifying and evaluating the energy efficiency of existing buildings, and increase building
energy performance awareness among key stakeholders. State governments lead by example and
mandate energy benchmarking for their facilities. Currently 3 states – CA, NY, WA and District of
Columbia6 have expanded beyond government buildings and implemented statewide policy for energy
disclosure of commercial buildings (DOE, n.d.).
An example of statewide building energy disclosure policy is California Assembly Bill 11037 and 8028 were
established to get a regional picture of the energy consumption and improve public understanding of
their property’s energy performance. These policies require creation of a statewide building energy use
benchmarking and public disclosure program for commercial and multi-family buildings. Buildings >
50,000 sqf are required to annually report their energy use data through EnergyStar Portfolio Manager,
and non-residential building owners and operators are required to disclose their energy consumption
data for real estate transactions of buildings over 5000 sq.f (ACEEE, 2019). The policy is also structured to
overcome the hurdles of data access by ensuring easy access to whole building aggregated utility data to
comply with the benchmarking policy. Buildings located in cities and counties that have a local
benchmarking mandate exceeding the state requirements are exempt from dual reporting. The statewide annual benchmarking policy is enforced by the California Energy Commission (CEC), which provides
notice in case of violation and fines up to $2000 in case of non-compliance.

2.3 Local Policy Landscape for Commercial Building Energy Efficiency
Local governments have a constrained impact compared to higher governmental authorities due to
limited geographic jurisdiction and smaller budgets. Most localities have jurisdiction over zoning,
planning, and building permits, and can directly impact and respond to the needs of local residents and
businesses, allowing effective fine-tuning of policies to meet the specific needs of the community. (Doris
et al, 2009). This level of knowledge and access to community-level input, allows local governments a
relative advantage in implementing certain federal and state efficiency policies.
Local jurisdiction primarily focuses on policy enforcement, ex. Building codes and lead by example
through programs and initiatives focused on public engagement, training and advocacy to improve
compliance under the umbrella of a climate action plan. As of June 2019, 57 local governments have
developed a climate action plan. Some local governments also influence efficiency through incentives like
expedited permitting for efficient buildings (city name). While over 300 cities have joined the Climate
6
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Mayors Initiative to strengthen local efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (source), there is
variation in stringency and effectiveness of policy between different local governments. An example is of
this variability can be seen in the ACEEE Scorecard: California which scores 8/8, which is most aggressive
in adoption and enforcement of newest energy codes and highest standards for energy efficiency. They
have state wide benchmarking program which ensures buildings constantly track their energy
performance. The neighboring state of Nevada on the other hand scores 3.5/8 on its building energy
efficiency policies, with no benchmarking efforts and its cities not enforcing building code for commercial
properties (ACEEE, 2017). This variability is documented in policy for adoption of standards to promote
energy efficiency across different jurisdictions (Kontakosta, 2011), where only 25% of the 50 cities studied
adopted the latest building codes.
Table 8: Policy Initiatives by Local Government

CATEGORY
Financial Tools

Information &
Technology
Tools
Regulatory Tools

EFFORT
Energy Efficiency Tax Benefits

EXAMPLE
Houston’s Tax abatement Program

External Financing

Philadelphia’s EnergyWorks

Leadership Programs & Advocacy

PGH 2030 District

Workforce Development

Boston’s Building Operation Certification

Support

SF Energy Watch - Commercial

Benchmarking Policy

NYC LL87

Audit Policy

Seattle’s Building Tune-up

Building Code Enforcement

Austin Energy Green Building Program

2.3.1 City Level Financial Tools for Energy Policy
2.3.1.1 Energy Efficiency Tax Benefits
Certain local governments offer financial incentives in the form of tax breaks to encourage sustainable

development within the city. Of the 80 cities studied in the US, most cities lean on non-financial
incentives such as expedited permits for boosting EE investments in commercial buildings, very few have
tax abatements at local level.
City of Houston enacted a financial incentive program in 2009, through Sec. 44-131 of the Tax Abatement
Program, offering partial tax abatement for LEED-certified commercial buildings to offset some of the
costs associated with applying for certification with USGBC. The program is available for both new
construction and retrofitted commercial properties with expense over $100,000 to offset the associated
incremental investment. The benefit can be availed on property taxes over a period of 10 years, and can
be applied for once the certification is achieved. The abatement percentage is proportionate to the level
of certification – starting at 1% for basic certification and up to 10% for LEED Platinum.
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2.3.1.2

External Financing

Many local governments offer external financing as a means to harness the market power to drive
innovation and investment in building energy efficiency. A significant number of these efforts leverage
private sector investment to reduce out-of-pocket expense for the building owners and generate more
local jobs. A popular model across US cities is incorporation of an Energy Efficiency Investment
Corporation (EEIC) through legislation, for funding local EE projects. EEICs are local organization that offer
traditional and specialized financing for undertaking energy improvements.
An exemplification of the EEIC model is NYC’s New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation (NYCEEC),
which was launched in 2011 through federal block grants under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), city government and private foundations. Using an initial seed capital of $37.5
million, NYCEEC spurred EE and clean energy projects through several financing products for direct
project financing, credit enhancement, and energy service agreement (NYCEEC, 2018). NYCEEC works
directly with stakeholders - building owners, business owners, contractors, developers and ESCOs – to
develop custom financing solutions to meet the needs for different building types and sizes. Loan
amounts provided by NYCEEC range from $50,000 to $6 million, depending on the project scope. As of
the end of December 2018, NYCEEC has closed transactions totaling $80 million in value (Better Buildings,
2019).

2.3.2 City Level Information & Technology Tools for Energy Policy
2.3.2.1

Leadership Programs & Advocacy

Cities have taken a leading role in running and participating in information-based and ‘Lead by Example’
programs. There are multiple national programs that cities opt to participate to accelerate growth of EE
investments within the city, such as the 100 Resilient Cities Program, City Energy Project, 2030 District
etc. In addition to these, cities lead by example and also promote – demonstration on city buildings –
participation in leadership programs, city energy project, 2030 district etc –
District 2030 is once such private sector led, voluntary leadership initiative addressing the need for major
building renovations and sustainable new construction. The 2030 Challenge has stringent energy use
targets toward the overall goal of 50% reductions in energy use by 2030, while increasing
competitiveness in the business environment and owner's returns on investment. It has presence in 19
cities and over 408 million sq.f of commercial real estate committed to the goal. City of Pittsburgh
endorsed its commitment to the 2030 District goals and objectives through an executive legislation in
2017 (source). The district has largest presence in Pittsburgh, with 528 buildings with over 84 million sq.f.
representing almost 75% of the commercial real estate in the city (Toole, 2019). The initiative is locally
driven by Green Building Alliance (GBA), a non-profit and is supported by 44 community partners,
including various government departments to provide assistance, expertise and resources to the property
partners – building owners, businesses and managers, to achieve these goals. Additionally, the PGH 2030
District programs also helps city achieve its sustainability goals, and assists property owners and
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managers in complying with the legislation. Through this voluntary program, the city saw 23.5% reduction
in energy use by end of 2018, surpassing its 2020 benchmarking goals (Toole, 2019).

2.3.2.2

Workforce Development

With rapid development of energy efficient technology, there arises a need for skilled workforce to
successfully for design, execute, operate and maintain energy efficiency projects. ACEEE reported a 9%
increase in demand for EE jobs across the country, and to address this demand many city governments
have enacted policies to train workforce to capitalize on EE investments. City-led policies and programs
for EE workforce development, and business support are articulated through their sustainability plan, and
implemented by several different local government agencies. Los Angeles’ Green New Deal established
goal to generate 150,000 green jobs, laying pathway for EE workforce development (Los Angeles 2015).
With support from federal & state governments, city partners with local stakeholders across private,
education and nonprofit sectors to identify skill gaps, and promote trainings for compliance.
An example of city government led effort for workforce development is City of Boston’s Renew Boston
program which was launched in 2009. The program was designed as a partnership between the city
government and its utilities to improve participation in EE programs which led to workforce training
across the city through Building Operator Certification (BOC) program. The city’s Department of
Environment staff worked closely with Eversource and National Grid representatives to develop their first
BOC training pilot (ACEEE, 2018b), where utilities sponsor 74-hr BOC training for facilities staff in the
Greater Boston. This initiative has yielded quantifiable benefits and pilot led to development three more
BOC training programs for local government facilities staff in central and western Massachusetts.

2.3.2.3

Support

In order to ensure smooth implementation and higher compliance for EE policies, cities develop programs
to support the stakeholders overcome barriers and invest in EE. Cities often deploy dedicated staff for
code compliance, building inspections and provide
SFO has 11 FTE to assist SFO Dept of Environment
Provides resources like case studies, turn-key services, start-to-finish technical assistance recommends
energy efficient equipment, facilitates the selection of contractors, coordinates installation, and conducts
an inspection when the work is completed
free on-site energy assessments and helps arrange for licensed Preferred Contractors to complete energy
efficient upgrades at greatly reduced cost
guide for self-installation process
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2.3.3 City Level Regulatory Tools for Energy Policy
2.3.3.1

Benchmarking Policy for commercial buildings

Local governments explored policy options to better leverage energy consumption data to identify and
act on energy reduction opportunities to achieve city’s sustainability goals. Benchmarking and
transparency policy is increasingly adopted as an enabling strategy to drive EE improvements in buildings,
and make markets work more effectively. Building Benchmarking refers to annual tracking of the energy
use of a building to compare it to its peers, a standard or its past performance (EnergyStar 2015). The
concept of benchmarking energy in buildings has been present in the building industry since early 1990’s
according to Perez.(Pérez-Lombard et al. 2009).
Local governments promote benchmarking and transparency of energy use in buildings compared to its
peers to drive data-driven decision making and inform market activity and become drivers for lower
vacancy rates, higher rent and higher sales prices. While compliance with the policy itself does not
improve energy efficiency, it addresses barriers such as lack of information on potential opportunities and
benefits of reducing energy use. Energy benchmarking opens the doors for building owners & managers
to better understand their buildings’ energy consumption and make informed, data driven investment
decisions. Of the 30 cities9 that have a mandate established for benchmarking & transparency, most of
them have reported up to 8% reduction in energy consumption over a 2-4 year period. While building
owners, managers, and operators use this data to identify opportunities to effectively reduce wasted
energy, local governments can use it to tack achievement of economic goals such as increasing local jobs
and creating higher property values, or inform energy efficiency programs. Further, improved profitability
on energy efficient buildings drive owners to invest the energy efficiency in their buildings to compete in
the market, resulting in an energy efficient building stock and significant energy savings, a continuously
repeating cycle of improvement. Best practices from more experienced jurisdictions are being
documented and replicated.

9

As of December 2018
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Figure 13: Comparative timeline of benchmarking process followed by different US cities (Marion et al, 2019)

A leading example of a local benchmarking policy is NYC’s LL84, a part of the city’s comprehensive
Greener Better Buildings Plan with a formal goal of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 80% by
2050. New York City has established itself as a leading local actor by passing Local Law 84 of 2009 (LL84)
as one of the recommendations of the Green Codes Task Force requiring reporting of energy and water
use for commercial ad multi-family properties over 50,000 sq.f. - covering 42% of the city’s floor area and
13,000 properties. The first compliance deadline was in 2010 for public buildings and 2011 for private
buildings. In 2016, the mayor signed Green Buildings legislation to expand on NYC’s existing energy
benchmarking mandate – Local Law 133, to expand LL84 to require buildings 25,000 sq.f and greater to
benchmark their energy use from 2018. Currently, the city’s benchmarking policy covers 88% of
commercial buildings and 85% of multifamily buildings. New York City has achieved a compliance rate of
93%
The city was successful in implementing the policy with help from multiple stakeholder groups, who
provided support through education, outreach, assistance, stakeholder engagement and enabling whole
building data access. The involvement of these stakeholders was not specific to energy benchmarking
policy alone. Real Estate Association and select commercial building owners were involved in the Greener
Greater Building plan since 2006 (Hope, 2014). PLANYC 2011 created tools and resources for building
owners to support them comply with benchmarking ordinance and implement energy efficiency measure,
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which was officially launched as Building Energy Exchange (BEEX) in 2015. Mayor’s Office of Sustainability
(MOS) also partnered with the CUNY Building Performance Lab to form a help center in 2011 with
support from MOS, Department of Buildings, NYSERDA, and the Institute for Market Transformation. Help
Center ran in 2011-2013 through a partnership with CUNY BPL. The Help Center guided property owners
for complying with LL84, which was instrumental in achieving an impressive 75% compliance rate during
the first year. Due to demonstrated success and energy savings, NYC’s benchmarking policy has been
adapted by various cities across the US interested in benchmarking.
2.3.3.2

Audit Policy for commercial buildings

An operational audit provides a clear understanding of the overall energy performance of the building
and its systems, and help understand specific measures needed to improve performance. A number of
local governments in the US have adopted energy policies related to energy benchmarking and
transparency, and assessments (or “energy audits”) to spur building owners to take action on energy
efficiency and result in reduced energy consumption (DOE 2015a).
The 7 cities10 that have enacted policy mandating energy audits, their relative timelines for enacting and
implementing policy for energy audits are illustrated in the figure below. Most of the cities evaluated and
learnt from the models implemented by the early adopter cities; and tweaked it to maximize
customization to their building stock. Among the policy adopted by these 7 cities, there exist 3 distinct
models that emerge – New York City, San Francisco and Seattle.

Figure 14: Audit policy timeline for the seven cities

10

As of May 2018
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New York City: New York’s policy for energy audits, LL87, requires all commercial buildings above 50,000
sq.f. to carry out and ASHRAE level 2 or 3 audit every 10 years. The auditor is required to submit a list of
all possible ECMs that could improve the energy performance of the building using Asset Score tool
template. No buildings are excluded from the process, and they do not have any strategy in place to
incentivize the building owners to comply and follow through with an energy audit. There are no
thresholds set for the maximum number or ECMs, payback period, investment etc., which tends to
project the technical energy reduction potential significantly higher than what would actually be carried
out.
San Francisco: San Francisco’s model eliminates some of the shortcomings of LL87. They mandate that
auditors provide only cost-effective solutions which have a payback period of 3 years or less, and exclude
buildings which are high performing or vacant from mandatory compliance. Additionally, they specify the
type of audits required to be carried out based on the size of the building, reducing the cost for
compliance for smaller buildings. The reporting template used by the city is Asset Score Tool, which links
the information to the benchmarking data. San Francisco also does not have any verification method to
identify if audits are followed up with retrofits, or any penalty for those who do not carry out retrofits.
Seattle: Seattle’s Building Tune-up policy is the most comprehensive of the three. It requires all buildings
above 50,000 sqf. to carry out audits to identify low-no cost ECMs every 5 years. Additionally, to comply,
the building owners need to carry out the recommended upgrades and have to submit a report from the
auditor verifying it. The city has designed an excel workbook covering all the fields that could have a
no/low cost ECM possible. Additionally, to motivate the building owners, they are providing an incentive
for early adoption of the policy, by covering a portion of their upgrade costs.
Table 9: Comparison of the different models of local Audit Policies
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2.3.3.3

Building Codes

Properties are under direct jurisdiction of the City governments, giving them the most crucial role in
ensuring savings form enforcement of building codes. The authority of local governments for building
code policy varies based on the state. Some states allow local governments flexibility to adhere to the
statewide code or adopt and enforce a code of choice within their jurisdiction. Most states mandate that
local governments enforce the state-adopted codes as-is or ‘stretch’/stringent version of it, as in case of
NYC. Each local government follow different procedures for enforcing code compliance - primary
activities include providing training and resources to staff to oversee enforcement of permits, inspection,
guidance and support. As per the ACEEE 2019 data, do not have a dedicated team to enforce the policy,
and 46% do not mandate inspections to and 39% do not provide any support for code compliance.
(See Appendix B) Austin city’s green building program is an example of

2.4 Key Takeaway
Despite different federal policies directed towards enhancing building energy performance, it is argued
that there is a lack of comprehensive policy that extends across all jurisdiction levels (Doris et al, 2009).
Further, there lacks uniformity in consciousness at a national level regarding the implications of current
trends in energy use, leading to lower nationwide impact and policies being conceived to locally to
address specific needs.
Due to lack of a unified approach between different levels of governance, the current policy efforts have
a limited market outreach, the tools and policies exclude a market of customers that are not well
informed about the benefits of energy efficiency. ‘Energy Efficiency Finance for Commercial Buildings:
Insights from Lenders’ identifies structural and outreach problems as reason for $72 billion worth
untapped investment opportunities (Kolstad, 2016). Another interview of 30 banks conducted by IMT
revealed that most small building owners look at energy efficiency upgrades as a luxury which they
cannot afford, due to shortage of large-scale public outreach for commercial energy efficiency. A
significant finding from the research carried out by Preservation Green Lab suggests that small buildings
have an energy reduction potential of 27-59% (Friedrich, 2016). An extensive outreach program at a
national scale for these unexploited sectors will help educate them about the benefits and help identify
high impact opportunities in their facility (Serian et al, 2014)
Another shortcoming relates to regulation and usefulness of EE tools. There are over 100 different tools
available to building owners to assess their building’s performance. This results in lack of uniformity and
chance of a biased ECM recommendations depending on the tool. A comparative analysis of 8 different
building energy assessment tools showed an inconsistency in the output recommendations and projected
energy reduction potential between these tools, resulting from differences in templates, input
parameters among others. (Gulati, 2015). Despite reducing the time and cost of compliance significantly,
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most policies do not allow virtual audit methods for reporting due to these inconsistencies, and their use
is restricted to academic use or for prioritizing retrofits for a large portfolio of buildings. The data may
also have inaccuracies as the tool requires manual entry and currently does not have an in-built function
to verify the data (source). A data cleaning exercise of NYC’s LL87 data from Year 1 of compliance
revealed that input errors rendered over 50% of the data useless. Though there are training programs to
reduce human error and ensure improved data quality, research shows that lack of standardization is still
one of the biggest barriers to overcome.
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3 BARRIERS TO UPTAKE OF ENERGY RETROFITS

This chapter identifies data-points needed to devise a comprehensive strategy, through a comprehensive
assessment of energy efficiency barriers at a wider scale and the policies implemented to address them.
A plethora of literature lists theoretical barriers, from the standpoint of external financiers, owners,
managers, operators, policy makers etc. across the globe and numerous case-studies highlight hurdles
experienced on project basis. However, only a limited research is carried out to identify the barriers faced
by decision makers at a multi-building scale. The section first identifies a comprehensive list of barriers
experienced by the stakeholders – Building owners, business owners and managers, in the Commercial
Energy Retrofit Market and followed by an evaluation of efforts to address the barriers. Overlaying this
information helps identify key unaddressed barriers inhibiting building owners from investing in energy
efficiency upgrades.
Existing research focused on data for barriers are restricted by breadth and depth of information
gathered, with only limited rigorous empirical evidence regarding quantification of the variance based on
the building characteristics. This research fills in these gaps by (1) assessing existence of these critical
‘actual and perceived’ barriers to commercial building retrofits, (2) identifying the relative importance of
these barriers, and (3) providing recommendations to accelerate the market adoption of energy efficiency
projects.
This chapter is divided into 4 parts. First focuses on identification of barriers as experienced by building
owners/decision makers. The second part zooms further in and examines papers that adopt a ‘surveybased’ approach to identify barriers at a multi-building scale. The resultant list included 10 reports and
papers which utilized stakeholder interviews or surveys as the primary mechanism for barrier
identification. As the existing literature varied in its depth and classification of the barriers, and did not
always contain overlapping information, the barriers across the studies are first reviewed and aggregated,
and then classified using a unique taxonomy as a result of this research. All the unique hurdles identified
from the papers are aggregated and the frequency of their occurrence within the sample studies is
mapped into a condensed color-coded density matrix using discrete arbitrary bins through reflecting the
relative occurrence of barriers. In order to ensure the weightage is not skewed in favor of papers with
higher number of respondents, the responses are normalized into percentage, and the four bins are <1% of total respondents, 1-10% of respondents, 11- 25% of total respondents and >25% of total
respondents. The barriers listed under these categories offer a unique perspective on the following
questions:
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1) Why do most decision makers set stringent criteria for investing in energy efficiency retrofits?
2) Why do decision makers neglect the energy saving potential demonstrated through audits?
3) Why are decision makers not motivated to invest in cost and energy-effective alternatives when
making operation and maintenance and upgrade decisions?
The study then identifies and analyzes the policy tools implemented to address these barriers – which
includes financing mechanisms, technology and regulatory efforts introduced to address the identified
top barriers from the literature. This process helps narrow down on the barriers which still remain
unaddressed and provides recommendations for policies to address them and accelerate the market
adoption of energy efficiency.

Figure 15: Methodology for identifying top unaddressed barriers

3.1 Meta-analysis of barriers to uptake of energy retrofits
Keeping with Sorell’s definition for ‘barrier to energy efficiency’ - “a postulated mechanism that inhibits a
decision or behavior that appears to be both energy efficient and economically efficient” (Sorell, O'malley
and Scott, 2004), an extensive literature review was carried out to identify the key unaddressed barriers
contributing towards the widening of the ‘energy efficiency gap’. A database of 52 journal papers,
conference papers, white papers, and reports were carefully examined to existence of these critical
‘actual and perceived’ barriers in the context of US commercial building industry. Existing research
examines these potential barriers through various lenses; this study is structured to gauge the impact on
the demand side, and weighs in the perspective of an EE investment decision-maker and the impact these
barriers have on his approach.

3.1.1 Scope and Data Collection:
An extensive literature review was carried out to identify the key unaddressed barriers contributing
towards the widening of the ‘energy efficiency gap’. While many such studies have been carried out for
different building types globally, this study zooms in further and examines the prevalence of these
barriers in the context of US commercial building industry. Existing research examines these potential
barriers through various lenses; this study is structured to gauge the impact on the demand side, and
weighs in the perspective of an EE investment decision-maker and the impact these barriers have on his
approach.
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Majority of the literature reviewed adopted a ‘case study’ or ‘observation’ approach to demonstrate the
hurdles. Keeping with the focus of this study - barriers perceived by the key decision makers for energy
efficiency investment– namely building owners, managers and business owners – the literature is sifted
to identify reports, white papers and journal articles which, 1) have a survey-based methodology and 2)
were published in the last ten years. The literature review covers 10 key reports and papers which base
their findings on empirical data from field research to identify the barriers that prevent scaling of the US
commercial building energy retrofit market. While this is not a comprehensive list of barriers, the
selection of literature and the approach makes it fairly representative of the US Small and Medium sized
commercial buildings (SMCB) market. The selected reports and papers are published in the last decade,
and cumulatively account for over 3700 stakeholder responses.

Table 10: Literature used for meta-analysis

TITLE

AUTHOR

YEAR

DATAPOINTS

BUILDING TYPE

P1

Energy Efficiency – A Compelling Resource

McKinsey &
Company

2009

100+
interviews

US Commercial
Buildings

P2

Understanding the Energy Retrofit Decision in
Commercial Office Buildings

Constantine E.
Kontokosta

2011

673 surveys

Office Buildings In
New York

P3

Exploring Barriers to Performance Contracting
and Deep Energy Retrofits

Institute for
Building Efficiency

2011

90 surveys

US Public Sector
Office Buildings

P4

Retrofitting in the Private Residential &
Commercial Property Sectors – Survey Findings

Britnell & Dixon

2011

Not specified

UK Commercial
buildings

P5

Barriers to The Adoption of Energy Efficiency
Measures for Existing Commercial Buildings

Leorey Marquez,
James McGregor &
Michael Syme

2012

1600 surveys

Medium
Commercial
Buildings in
Australia

P6

New Financing Solutions for Energy Retrofits

Chris Olson

2013

Not specified

US Commercial
Buildings

P7

2014 North American Energy Efficiency
Indicator Survey

Johnson Controls

2014

687 interviews

Small & Medium
Commercial
Buildings in the US
and Canada

P8

Energy Efficiency Finance for Commercial
Buildings: Insights from Lenders

Institute for
Market
Transformation

2016

30 Surveys

Class B & C
Commercial
Buildings in USA

P9

Building Performance That Pays: Insights from
the First IREM Energy Efficiency Survey

Institute of Real
Estate
Management

2017

56 Surveys

US Commercial
buildings

P10

Overcoming barriers to investing in energy
efficiency

UN Economic
Commission for
Europe

2017

551 responses
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Switzerland, US,
Germany

It must be noted that there is very limited research done that focuses on ‘building owners and managers
of small and medium size buildings in US’ in the last decade. Hence this study includes studies focusing on
commercial buildings in some other countries such as Canada, UK, Germany and Australia as well. 9 of 10
papers focus on the commercial building sector, while the IBE paper covers public buildings, mostly
government offices. 9 of 10 papers have interviews or surveys from decision makers, while the IMT report
interviewed 30 financiers about their interaction with building owners. Owing to these differences, the
dataset is not entirely consistent for the building location, size and the EE measures, which is a limiting
factor of the study.

3.1.2 Taxonomy
A wide range of barriers to energy efficiency have been categorized by researchers using various
theoretical framework – technical, social, economic etc. Sorrell et al classified the barriers as barriers
stemming from market failures, organizational failures and non-failures, while Weber sorted them as institutional, economic, organizational and behavioral, and Singh & Lalk expanded this list to include an
‘others’ category (Sorell, et al., 2000; Weber, 1997) . Thollander et al on the other hand divided the
barriers into three different categories, based on their system complexity – technical, technological, and
socio-technical (Thollander, Palm and Rohdin 2011). UNDIO classifies barriers into the - Principal-agent
barriers, information cost barriers, externality cost barriers and ‘others’, and (Hirst and Brown, 1990)
divide these barriers into two broad categories: structural and behavioral (UN IDO, 2011) (Hirst and
Brown 1990). These different categories depend on the focus of the study and the stakeholders involved.
Sorell et al argues that often these typologies are not mutually exclusive, and an individual barrier can
simultaneously have aspects that overlap between these typologies (O'Malley et al., 2004). Thollander et
al further claim that the classification of barriers is not intuitive and there may be overlap between the
different barriers for a specific inefficiency as well (Thollander, Palm and Rohdin, 2011). Hence, in order
to address this energy efficiency gap, there is a need to reclassify the taxonomy of these inefficiencies
into barriers that more aptly explain the reasoning behind their occurrence.
Energy efficiency problems are multi-faceted, hence (Weber, 1997) proposed that the methodological
approach to determine barrier classification should be done by identifying two key factors - ‘obstacle to
whom’ and ‘to achieve what’. Following Weber’s approach, this paper identifies the obstacles to owners/
managers interested in energy efficiency upgrades to invest in energy efficiency, through a meta-analysis
of the 25 barriers across the 10 papers. Further, the taxonomy for this research is devised on the specific
type of hurdle faced by building owners/managers, hence weighing in on the impact of each barrier on
the decision maker’s actions. This approach helps identify with the different challenges faced by the
decision makers more intuitively, making it easier to identify the different approaches and policy means
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for the four broad categories – market barriers, technical barriers, financial barriers and knowledge
barriers.
Table 11: Taxonomy for Barrier Classification

Market Barriers

These refer to irregularities arising from inability of policy structure to address the market needs,
deterring building owners from carrying out energy retrofits

Technical Barriers

These refer to the complexity of the process resulting in shortcomings in application and
interpretation and impacting building owners’ ability to carry out energy retrofit

Financial Barriers

These refer to the economic factors that impact building owners’ decision-making process for
investing in energy retrofits

Knowledge
Barriers

These refer to a general lack of knowledge about different aspects and benefits of the process due
to lack of resources/knowledge transfer

3.1.3 Overview of collected data
This section discusses through the chosen literature - the nature, risk and consequences of each of the 25
unique hurdles sorted into 4 broad categories as listed in Table 3 below. The ‘level of importance’ of the
barriers in each of these categories is visualized through a density matrix based on the responses from
the stakeholders based on their occurrence across the 10 papers.

TABLE 3: LIST OF CATEGORIZED BARRIERS FROM LITERATURE

3.1.4 Market Barriers
This section explains the 7 market barriers and the risk presented by them categorized - stemming from
irregularities in the way market is systematized due to policy shortcomings, deterring the building owners
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from carrying out energy retrofits. These barriers range from the way energy pricing is structured to
perception of benefits and drawbacks of transactional practices. The unique barriers documented
through the literature review are summarized in Figure 4 below.

Table 12: Density matrix summarizing market barriers based on meta-analysis of literature

MARKET
BARRIER

LITERATURE
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

Across literature, split incentive is most recurring, making it a significant market barrier identified by the
surveyed stakeholders. Other statistically significant barriers relate to the shortcomings due to an
inadequate supply chain, and a general lack of tax incentives which demotivates building owners from
investing in energy efficiency upgrades.
(M1) Split incentives: Split incentive is the most commonly cited issue preventing uptake of retrofits in

commercial buildings which are not owner-occupied. The discrepancy exists as the burden of capital for
upgrade lies on the owner, but the returns are split between both the owners and tenants. Limited costrecovery options dissuade building owners from investing in energy efficiency, as they believe the tenants
reap economic benefits from energy conservation measures. Numerous reports by utility program
evaluators and consultants in the field indicate that leased buildings tend not to participate in demand
side management (DSM) programs, as tenants are not willing to pay additional rent for energy efficient
buildings. Respondents across 70% of papers encountered this barrier in their practice.
(M2) Energy Efficiency not a part of underwriting: Lenders are concerned about the inconsistency of the

projected savings due to lack of a consistent standard, and different results from different auditors. Due
to this uncertainty, financiers are often skeptical of considering the projected savings as an actual income
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generated while lending the money. This barrier is less popular, with respondents in only 30% of the
studies observing it. This low number could also be attributed to the fact that it would be experienced by
those decision makers that sought external financing. It must be noted that when lenders are
interviewed, they state this shortcoming of the underwriting process to be one of the major transactional
barriers. (IMT, 2016)
(M3) Energy prices: The energy price barrier arises from mis-pricing of energy by regulatory bodies, below

its full economic cost. Energy prices vary from state to state based on the provider, time of consumption
etc. This mis-pricing drives over-consumption of electricity instead of conservation for increased
efficiency. Further, the energy prices are insignificant compared to other costs, hence the perception of
potential savings from investing in EE retrofits is small compared to the time and effort invested. A
comparison of the energy prices and consumption metrics in Boston and Houston highlights this
phenomenon. While average utility prices in Boston are 21% higher than Houston, it ranks first in
statewide energy efficiency while the latter ranks 25th (Ribeiro, et al. 2017). However, this barrier was
reported significant in study carried out exclusively in UK, hence is disregarded as a significant barrier in
this analysis.
(M4) Ownership transfer issues: The average payback period for energy retrofits is 5.5 year (US EPA

2016). Since the energy performance of a building is not generally accounted for during real estate
transactions, the building owners/developers refrain from investing in fear of not being able to recover
their investment if they sell their property. This barrier stemming from apprehension of being unable to
recoup the investment or reap the benefits in case of sale of the property, was reported as a barrier by
20% of the papers.
(M5) Inadequate supply chain: Policy push for uptake of retrofits and constantly emerging technology

results in an increased demand for new skills within existing occupations like – auditing, reporting,
installation and maintenance of equipment, monitoring data output from building management systems,
‘tuning’ buildings for peak performance, drawing up ‘green leases’ etc. Building owners often face issues
of identifying skilled professionals across various occupations in energy assessment and upgrades,
resulting in high implications on the energy saving potential and the rate at which retrofits are carried
out. This was reported as a barrier by respondents of a survey based in Australia, and due to distinct
processes followed in the two countries, it cannot be said with certainty if this is a significant barrier in
SMCB in US as well.
(M6) Lack of tax incentive: With changing governments, the array of tax incentives and benefits offered

for various retrofit measures undergo constant changes as well. The end of Obama administration
marked a modification in Section 179 (D) tax deduction for commercial building energy efficiency, and a
different criterion is put in place starting January 2018 (Section 179 Org n.d.). Furthermore, the visibility
of these incentives, if any, is extremely low and the process to qualify complicated. These shortcomings
hinder commercial building owners’ ability to obtain financial incentives, hence resulting in a lack of
motivation to carry out the upgrades. 40% papers have respondents citing this as a critical barrier.
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(M6) Lack of standards: There is a lot of variability in the process of auditing, reporting, and carrying out

upgrades. Additionally, not all states mandate the latest building codes, and some even allow for an optin model for local municipalities. 20% papers have respondents identifying this shortcoming as a barrier
to energy retrofit investments.

3.1.5 Technical Barriers
From the reviewed literature, three unique technical barriers were identified arising from shortcomings
such as technical complexity, lack of operations and maintenance expertise, data and skilled workforce
inadequacies which impacting building owners’ ability to carry out energy retrofit. Figure 5 below
visualizes the summary of the risk presented by each technical barrier to the uptake of energy retrofits, as
reported in the 10 papers. Lack of sub-metered data, experienced by buildings are not equipped with AMI
meters or BAS systems for interval data, is another prevalent barrier that exists but is not touched upon in
the 10 papers.

Table 13: Density matrix summarizing technical barriers based on meta-analysis of literature

TECHNICAL
BARRIERS

LITERATURE
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

T1
T2
T3

(T1) Technical complexity: The building controls and systems are technically complex, hence most small

and medium sized building owners that operate without a building manager often fail to understand the
technical complexity of audits and the process themselves. In turn they fail to understand the benefits
and are unable to invest and rely on the skills of auditors and contractors. This results in retrofits not
being pursued; and when they are pursued, the savings are often not realized to its full potential due to a
lack of understanding of how to use the new equipment. Respondents from 5 papers have identified this
to be a barrier, which includes US, UK, Canada and Germany.
(T2) Lack of experienced staff: Building owners often lack the staff capacity, to undertake efficiency

activities, especially in small and medium commercial buildings. Additionally, the responsibility of facility
managers is very wide and there is a shortage of qualified people, hence, energy use is often not
measured and optimized. Respondents from 7 papers have identified this as a barrier to their energy
efficiency investment, making it the most significant technical barrier in the data pool.
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(T3) Improper execution: There is often a reduced communication between the auditor and the installer,

resulting in a variability in savings due to improper execution. This uncertainty due to poor installation
and commissioning deters the building owners form installing in energy efficient equipment and systems.
This is observed as a less critical barrier, identified by less than 10% of the respondents in 3 papers as a
barrier that deters them for retrofitting their buildings.

3.1.6 Financial Barriers
This section explains in detail below the eight barriers categorized under financial barriers, which pertain
to the economic factors that impact building owners’ decision-making process for investing in energy
retrofits. As with virtually all economic problems, the barriers listed here are on a large scale a question of
balancing of costs and benefits. For the decision maker, this involves weighing the higher initial cost of
purchasing energy-efficient products against the expected benefits of future cost savings when operating
the products, among other considerations. Due to this difference in the timing of energy efficiency costs
and benefits, issues related to discounting feature prominently in analyses of energy-efficient technology
adoption. Table 6 below visualizes the summary of the risk presented by each financial barrier to the
uptake of energy retrofits, as reported in the 10 papers.

Table 14: Density matrix summarizing financial barriers based on meta-analysis of literature

FINANCIAL
BARRIERS

LITERATURE
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
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(F1) Insufficient internal capital budget: Most energy retrofits to date are financed through the cash flow,

reserves, capital raises, or reallocation of internal funds from the property owner. The respondents across
the ten papers indicated a heavy reliance on their internal capital over external financing to invest in to
building retrofit/upgrade as well. Due to lack ready capital, they often position themselves at a
disadvantage of not being able to carry out energy efficiency upgrades. 50% papers list this to be a barrier
that prevents building owners from investing in energy efficiency.
(F2) Insufficient economic incentives: Building owners often look for incentives to reduce their upfront

cost and improve the payback period. There are very few attractive federal programs, state programs and
utility incentives in the market that commercial building could benefit from. Further, the rebates provided
for energy efficient equipment and appliances are often difficult to locate and does not cover the
investment cost. This results in low motivation for business owners to invest in upgrades. This was listed
as a significant barrier by over 25% respondents in 1 paper.
(F3) Difficulty qualifying for external financing: A lot of small and medium sized commercial building

owners that lack internal capital for retrofits often do not qualify for external financing either due to
credit rating restrictions or lack of potential collateral, hence preventing them access to the loan market.
The inability to secure mortgage consent is a barrier for them to carry out energy upgrades. Respondents
in 20% papers reviewed list this as a barrier that restricts them from carry out energy efficiency upgrades.
(F4) Difficulty identifying financing options: While there exist multiple external financing mechanisms, a

lot of building owners struggle to identify alternate means to reduce their investment cost. Incentives,
rebates and grants often have a low visibility, and a complex process to determine eligibility; restricting
building owners to rely primarily on internal capital budget. This was identified as a barrier by the
stakeholders in 30% papers.
(F5) Balance Sheet Debt Limitations: Energy efficiency upgrade projects financed through traditional

external financing shows up as a debt on the balance sheet which restricts their ability to borrow towards
operations. This makes many smaller building and business owners are vary about securing external
financing, in turn limit the building owner’s ability to carry out retrofits. This was identified as a barrier by
only 1 paper.
(F6) Inability to secure external financing: Due to the uncertainty building owners have over the

distribution of their projected returns, they prefer financing methods where the borrowing rate is low.
Most owners find it difficult to obtain the desired low interest rates from lenders, and hence are not able
to carry out the retrofits. 20% papers which have respondents identify this as a barrier to energy
efficiency investments.
(F7) Insufficient ROI: The auditors provide building owners with a list of all possible ECMs, including ones

with low ROI and high payback period. Research suggests that building owners are more likely to invest in
ECMs with high ROI and payback under 5 years. This was identified as a significant barrier across 7 of the
10 papers.
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(F8) Perceived high upfront cost: Building owners assume that retrofitting for energy efficiency is

expensive compared to standard upgrades. They often bundle up all the “transaction costs” along with
the time and expense to find and monitor contractors and arrange the financing. Further, many external
financing methods only cover soft costs. As a result, they often perceive the upfront out-of-pocket
expenditure towards energy retrofits as a luxury. 60% papers have identified this to be a major barrier.

3.1.7 Knowledge Barriers
This section explains the eight unique barriers are identified from literature and categorized under
knowledge barriers – which highlight inaction from building owners due to a general lack of knowledge
about different aspects of the process, its cost and benefits, ignorance, lack of resources/knowledge
transfer, resulting in. The risk presented by each of the 7-knowledge barrier to the uptake of energy
retrofits by the decision makers is summarized in the Figure 7 below.

Table 15: Density matrix summarizing knowledge barriers based on meta-analysis of literature

KNOWLEDGE
BARRIERS

PAPERS
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7

(K1) Lack of awareness: Building owners often tend to be risk averse and do not fully understand energy

efficiency opportunities. Despite concerns about energy consumption or GHG emissions, they are
unaware about the potential solutions and often lack an understanding of the capabilities and capital
costs involved. Most significant issues are a general lack of awareness of how to deal with inefficiency and
an uncertainty about the value due to a poor understanding of the cost-benefit analysis. This was found
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as a universal barrier across the literature, as a barrier to adoption of ECMs in existing commercial
buildings.
(K2) Uncertainty about the value: Building owners are often reluctant to invest in equipment and systems

they have not previously used due to uncertainty about its payback and performance. Additionally, audit
reports can only provide a range and not an accurate estimate. This lack of payback confidence hinders
investors from carrying out upgrades. This comes across as a significant barrier experienced by
respondents across 80% of papers.
(K3) Institutional barriers: While the occupants are often excited about energy efficiency, the executive

leadership or decision makers often lack information or confidence in energy efficiency projects to make
an investment. Especially for small and medium sized business owners, the need for carrying out energy
upgrades is not seen as a core issue or priority when faced with conflicting investment choices. This trend
is observed in 70% of papers.
(K4) Hassle/ Disturbance to occupants: Many building owners do not have knowledge about project

phasing based on building operations and staff availability, and hence are vary that rolling out retrofit
agenda may disrupt the business operations. While this barrier is recognized theoretical studies, this was
reported only in 10% literature. As that was a study interviewing UK based building owners and
managers, it cannot be said with certainty if this would apply as a barrier in SMCB in US as well.
(K5) Lack of systems thinking: A lot of building owners lack systems thinking and are often not able to

understand and evaluate the impact of energy savings through ‘bundled effect’. They often only look at
the first bottom line and aim for ‘low-hanging fruit’ which need low investment, but also provide a low
return as time progresses. This barrier is documented in only the UK based study; hence it cannot be said
with certainty if this is a significant barrier in SMCB in US as well.
(K6) Complexity of process: A typical building owner requires an expert to carry out energy-saving

investments as the process is not straight-forward. They fail to understand the technical and financial
complexity to maximize the benefits, and refrain from investing due to the added cost of hiring an expert.
Only 1 report, a UK based study identifies with this barrier; This barrier is not it cannot be said with
certainty if this is a significant barrier in SMCB in US as well.
(K7) Lack of familiarity with tools: Most building owners do not have a proper understanding of how the

tools and systems in their buildings perform. Hence, they find it difficult to identify the benefits of
changing the operating systems, and tools to manage them through energy-saving investments and can’t
justify if they are worth the investment cost.
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3.1.8 Top Barriers:
3.1.8.1

Meta-analysis Findings

Through a comparison of the barriers across the four categories, knowledge and financial barriers can be
determined as the predominant hurdles preventing energy efficiency investments. There seems to be a
general lack of awareness about energy efficiency, financing, understanding of the costs and benefits due
to which ranks energy efficiency investments appear less attractive compared to other investment
choices.

FIGURE 8 DENSITY MATRIX COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT CATEGORIES

The IBE’s 2013 Energy Efficiency Indicator survey revealed that financial barriers are most critical factor
impacting the investment in energy efficiency in the US (IBE, 2013). Over the years, respondents have
cited “lack of funding to pay for improvements” as their top barrier to pursuing energy efficiency. Other
barriers include the perceived barriers of ‘insufficient ROI’ and ‘high upfront cost’.
3.1.8.2

Stakeholder Validation

To ensure collection of robust data, in addition to data collected from semi-structured stakeholder
interviews and literature, this information is revalidated using a feedback-based approach. A focus group
of 14 participants representing commercial building decision makers from the city of Pittsburgh were
convened, and quizzed about the top 3 barriers they encounter, that inhibits them from carrying out
energy retrofits. Half of the audience represented small commercial buildings, under 10,000 sq.f., (both
single and portfolio of multiple small buildings), 20% medium, 10,000 – 100,000 sq.f. and 30% large, over
100,000 sq.f. , collectively representing ~90 commercial buildings of different sub-types in western PA.
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Figure 16: Composition of Focus Group

The feedback from the stakeholders was consistent with the findings from literature and interviews, with
financial and knowledge barriers being cited as more critical roadblocks. ‘Institutional Barriers’ was an
issue for building owners of all sizes – energy manager for large building discussed the difficulty
convincing his superiors about benefits of EE, while small sized building owners looked at EE as a luxury,
that cannot be met by their shoestring operating budget – hence it is difficult to split the budget and
convince the owners to invest in EE. Financial barriers such as insufficient capital budget and insufficient
ROI are among the top 5 barriers, along with knowledge barriers such as lack of awareness and
uncertainty about the value. Further, stakeholder interviews conducted to validate the findings also
highlighted multiple knowledge and financial barriers as bottlenecks to uptake of energy retrofit projects.

Figure 17: Key barriers as identified by the focus group
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Table 16: Key barriers identified from stakeholder interviews

STAKEHOLDER

RESPONSE
•

Business owner

•

•
Building Owner
(under 100,000 sq.f.)

•

•
Building Owner
(over 100,000 sq.f.)
ESCO
(under 100,000 sq.f.)
ESCO
(over 100,000 sq.f.)

•

Lack of Awareness – did not hear about these external financing
options before
Uncertainty about value – unsure if the money saved would cover
the investment costs
Institutional Barrier – there are many challenging investment
needs, cannot prioritize EE.
Insufficient internal capital budget – rely mainly on internal capital
to fund EE projects

•

Lack of awareness – most businesses have to be convinced this is
good for their bottom line.

•

Institutional Barriers – experience that convincing the management
is the difficult task.

•

This tool would be a valuable resource for providing technical
assistance to building owners

•

Multiple knowledge & financial barriers – often lack the right
resources to overcome them

•

Uncertainty about the Value – Our underwriting cannot ascertain
that energy savings will be able to cover the entire cost

•

Lack of awareness – If they had knowledge and resources, they
would be able to utilize it better

EE Advocacy non-profit
Energy Manager
External Financier

Local Government

Lack of awareness – did not know about resources and their
benefits
Insufficient internal capital budget and Perceived high upfront cost
– limited operational budget to invest in EE.

3.2 Classification of Barriers by Sub-groups
Following the focus group and stakeholder interviews, it was evident that challenges and concerns of the
small and medium sized buildings sub-set was different from the large building owners. This finding was
consistent with the survey conducted by Johnson Controls, which highlight the difference in operating
budgets as the key differentiating factor which restricts smaller buildings from focusing on EE through
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technology, specialized technical staff or energy retrofits. It also highlighted heavy reliance by all building
sizes on internal capital alone to fund their EE projects.

Figure 18: Preferences by building size

3.2.1 Financial Barriers
Findings from both semi-structured interviews and the focus group show a heavy reliance by commercial
building decision makers on internal capital to fund energy efficiency projects. Further many specialized
financing methods such as energy service agreements, PACE etc. have a heavy transaction cost associated
with it, making it viable only for extensive deep retrofits or projects over 100,000 sq.f. with stakeholders.
These factors skew in favor of large building owners, while small and medium sized building owners have
limited operating capital, low balance sheet flexibility, poor understanding of external financing
mechanisms and miss the criteria required to qualify for external financing (Cassino, 2013; Rios & Chong,
2016; Ganderson et al, 2016) . Interviewees commented about the limited knowledge about options and
difficulty to secure financing. According to a 2011 National Small Business Association energy survey,
many small business owners and operators are concerned about energy costs (BTO, 2014). However, this
lack of right user-friendly, project-specific resources and support to aid their energy retrofit project
financing makes financial barriers more pronounced .
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Figure 19: Skew in financial barriers in favor of large buildings (Johnson Controls, 2016)

3.2.2 Technical & Knowledge Barriers
Similar to financial barriers, there is a variability observed between the technical and knowledge barriers
experienced by large building owners as opposed to their small & medium counterparts. Most building
stakeholders interviewed energy use reductions in their buildings is an effective way to cut operating
costs and boost profits. The biggest difference between small and large buildings and businesses is that
more than 60% of small commercial buildings lack specialized technical personnel and energy
management software, and the owners are involved with operational decision making. Building
performance technology vendors generally gear their offerings to larger buildings, for which sales are
more lucrative. This starves technology advances that specifically meet small commercial property needs
as well as the distribution network to deliver the solutions. These problems are not limited to the owners,
tenants and managers of small buildings, but are more prevalent in the small property sector.

Figure 20: Skew in technical and knowledge barriers in favor of large buildings (Johnson Controls, 2016)
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3.3 Mapping of Policy Tools to Key Barriers
This growing energy efficiency gap and the untapped potential of the market has resulted in many
initiatives both from the government and the industry to reduce the existence of these barriers. This
section maps the listed barriers to a potential, policy and technology efforts that were designed to
specifically address the challenge caused by the barrier. While many technical tools and financial
mechanisms have proliferated the market to address many of these barriers, the scale and pace of energy
retrofit activity still remains relatively low, particularly in the small and medium buildings sector. This
arises a need for deeper study to be conducted to identify the success rate of these approaches to scale
the market and mitigate the barriers

3.3.1 Effort for overcoming Market Barriers:
Split incentive is the top three market barriers identified by the decision makers. There are a number of
policy solutions such as green-lease and on-bill financing to address these. However, the extent to which
it has impacted the market is yet to be quantified. The nature and offering of the federal tax
breaks/benefits for EE investments in property have low visibility and change with every government. A
policy changes aimed at making the programs more inclusive and visible need to be explored.

Addressing split incentives: Traditional lease formats create asymmetrical distribution of costs and
benefits between tenants and landlord; Multiple initiatives such as on-bill financing, green lease, and
actions to further facilitate ESCO activities can bridge the differences by successfully addressing the issue
of ‘split incentives.

On-bill financing is a ‘bill-neutral’ loan offered by the utilities for EE upgrades and proceeds in terms of
reduction in energy expenses after the efficiency improvements repays on-bill loan payments. In cases
where utility bills are paid by the tenants, the cost is shared and the benefits are reaped by both parties,
as the tenant’s net cash flow will improve after the loan is repaid (Henderson, 2013).
Green-lease is another approach that has gained popularity in the past few years. It is an energy saving
agreement that describes the sustainability goals, roles and responsibilities of both the landlord and
tenant - covering tenant fit-out, sustainability metrics, noncompliance, etc. This model is appropriate for
large, commercial buildings.

3.3.2

Industry Effort for overcoming Technical Barriers:

Lack of experienced staff is the most crucial technical barrier that impacts the decision makers ability to
carry out these energy upgrades. A majority of small and medium sized building owners and managers
interviewed lacked essential energy management resources to monitor the performance of the building
and carry out regular operations and maintenance using BAS systems. Inability to comprehend the
technical complexity of the process is identified as another major technical shortcoming. Both private
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sector and government have launched multiple tools that building owners can leverage to assist them
overcome these barriers. The market share of these tools is yet to be determined.

Addressing technical complexity:
Asset Score Tool: DOE’s Commercial Building Energy Asset Score Tool, developed by the U.S. Department
of Energy (U.S. DOE) and Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL), is a standardized tool that enables
building energy assessment experts evaluate and assess energy efficiency of commercial buildings. It is a
web-based, free to use pre-audit tool, developed with the intention to channelize investments and
efforts, and not to replace other prevalent comprehensive energy audit methods (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory, 2012).
The tool has a simple user interface which requires the user to input simplified building geometry and
inputs about its attributes. Using a powerful reference and simulation engine (EnergyPlus) it provides
users with asset score report that evaluates the building’s envelope, electrical and mechanical systems.
(Wang, Gorrissen, Srivastava, & Taylor, 2012). The tool also provides EE measures provided on a building’s
specific situation to help building owners gain an insight into energy efficiency potential of various subsystems.
This tool is available in three versions – preview, lite & full, corresponding to the complexity of input
information. Additionally, the tool is now being adopted as a standard template across cities for audit
policy compliance. It is a web-based feature that simplifies the data collection, storage and reporting
process. It also provides the users with a report outlining the building’s energy use by energy type and
end use, and cost and payback periods for recommendations (EERE., n.d.).
Addressing lack of experienced staff:
Remote audit tools: Remote audit tools and online data analytics tools are increasingly gaining popularity
for conducting off-site energy audits, as it has less complexity and eliminates the need for experienced
staff. Utilizing the availability of energy data through smart meters and networked devices, combined
with geospatial imaging, and sophisticated algorithms to benchmark building energy consumption
segregated by end use, they are able to suggest operational tweaks and insights into retrofit
opportunities. There are over 200 compliant tools and methods for virtually evaluating building’s energy
efficiency, developed by the public sector, private sector and the utilities (Andersson et al, 2017). Multiple
companies have emerged with tools such as Retroficiency, FirstFuel etc. that have a simple user interface
and does not need the users to have strong technical knowledge; hence expediting and lowering the cost
of screening and auditing while not excessively compromising the accuracy of results.

3.3.3 Industry Effort for overcoming Financial Barriers
Insufficient internal capital budget, Insufficient ROI and perceived high upfront costs are reported to be
the top-most financial barriers. The research indicates that the majority of building owners rely on their
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internal capital or operating budget for retrofits. While the number of government credits/incentives
have gone down, there are numerous incentives provided by the utility which are not capitalized by the
building owners. This coupled with a relatively low market reliability on external funding becomes a huge
factor impacting the rate at which retrofits are carried out. There are financing mechanisms like PACE and
on-bill financing which aim to reduce the upfront investment.
Addressing insufficient internal capital budget & high perceived cost: Over the last few years, many

financial products and public incentives have been introduced to the market to overcome capital
restrictions experienced by many building owners. The goal of these new financing vehicles is to use the
future energy savings that would be generated to pay for the upfront cost of carrying out energy retrofits,
helping generate a positive cash flow from the outset.
PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy) Financing model helps overcome multiple financial hurdles faced
by building owners, by following a model that is significantly different from conventional financing
mechanisms. It is a program adopted by each state via a municipal legislation, where the property is
assessed for collateral (property lien) under an ‘Environmental Service Agreement’. The loan is repaid
through a special property tax, where the amount is less than the savings generated from carrying out the
upgrades.

Figure 21: Illustration of PACE Financing Model (McKinsey, 2009)
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Energy Service Agreements (ESAs) are also offered by private lenders, where they fund the retrofits and
are repaid generally through retention of the energy savings – the difference between the bill pre and
post retrofit. These loans are generally repaid in 10 years.

Figure 22: Illustration of Energy Services Agreement Financing Model (McKinsey, 2009)

On-Bill Tariffs are a financing model offered by the utilities to its customers to drive investments in energy
retrofits. The utility funds a portion of the upgrade and charges the property owner a fixed monthly
payment (installments) as a form of repayment. The fixed charge is generally less than the overall savings
generated, resulting in zero out-of-pocket expense and positive cash-flow for the owners.
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Figure 23: Illustration of On-Bill Financing Model (McKinsey, 2009)

3.3.4 Industry Effort for overcoming Knowledge Barriers
Addressing lack of awareness & uncertainty about value:
Energy Star: Federal government has deployed information programs such as Environmental Protection

Agency’s Energy Star, is an attempt to mitigate these barriers. Energy star has multiple programs and
resources to assist and educate the building owners about methods and benefits of investing in energy
efficiency. Energy Star’s labels for equipment guide are designed to alter building owners’ belief about
the likely value of energy savings, and owners biased reasoning about the cost and benefits of investing in
an energy efficient technology. At a whole building level, Energy Star provides guidelines for energy
management of buildings and identifies and certifies buildings which are more energy efficient through
benchmarking. ENERGY STAR’s Portfolio Manager is an online tool for measuring and tracking energy use
in buildings, using over 150 metrics to give building owners an insight into how their property is
performing. Energy Star provides quantitative results to encourage better energy management, and
resources such as technical information, management tools, training sessions, networking meetings,
marketing materials etc. to bridge this knowledge gap.
Leadership Programs: Multiple leadership programs and efforts are being undertaken locally to convene

building owners and provide them with the support and resources to overcome specific hurdles to
investing in energy efficiency. An example is the work done by Green Building Alliance, a non-profit in the
western PA region, to advance innovation and investment in the regional building stock through
community-scale engagement. Through effective stakeholder collaboration and convening, Green
Building Alliance in Pittsburgh has successfully managed to get participation from over 500 buildings,
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making the Pittsburgh the largest 2030 District. Through focus groups, meetings, and workshops, they are
educating building owners and increasing awareness about benefits of energy efficiency.
US DOE’s Better Buildings is another such government funded initiative which also engages and supports
building portfolios to demonstrate energy efficiency reduction by at least 20% over 10 years and share
their strategies and results. With over 900 participants, the reported cumulative energy and cost savings
from these market leaders is $3.1 billion at the end of April 2018 and sharing of approaches and
strategies adopted helps energy efficient technologies and practices gain traction over a wider audience
(Better Buildings, 2018).
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4 GAP ANALYSIS – IDENTIFYING STRATEGIES TO
INCREASE RETROFIT UPTAKE

Decide!

Step Eight:

Confront
the Tradeoffs

Step Seven:

Project the
Outcomes

Step Six:

Select the
Criteria

Step Five:

Construct
the
Alternatives

Step Four:

Assemble
Some
Evidence

Step Three:

Define the
Problem

Step Two:

Step One:

As a logical next step to mapping the policies to the barriers they address, this chapter of the dissertation
investigates the success of current policies in addressing the barriers experienced by building decision
makers through program evaluation; and a comparative policy analysis of any additional actions or policy
scenarios needed to increase investments into commercial building energy efficiency across the nation.
The methodology adopted for program evaluation and comparative policy analysis is the eight-fold path
followed by Eugene Bardach in his book - A Practical Guide for Policy Analysis: The Eightfold Path to More
Effective Problem Solving explained through the figure below.
Tell Your
Story

Figure 24: Eight-fold path followed by Bardach for policy analysis

The problem: Despite multiple policy tools being developed and implemented to address the barriers and

close the EE gap, data suggests that overall investment trend in energy efficiency by commercial building
decision makers still remains low. In the context of this research, the problem statement is developed
into a policy question:
“What efforts, if any, can the local government/non-profit take to aid the commercial building
decision makers (owner/manager/management) overcome the knowledge and financial barriers
and increase the likelihood of energy efficiency retrofit investment in the United States?”

The proposed action is envisioned at a local level as the initiatives are less risky and audience specific
compared to state-wide, regional or national programs. Further, stakeholder interviews discuss the
success of a joint venture between non-profit and the city governments as seen for Philadelphia
benchmarking and EEB hub, or Pittsburgh city benchmarking and Green Building Association. Such
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programs have been the most successful model for stakeholder engagement and have demonstrated the
most potential to scale.
This policy question is explored through an analysis of different criteria to understand the degree to
which the problem (if any) can be addressed by the existing financial, technological and regulatory tools
(status quo) and other policy options that may be relevant in this situation. The public policy options are
evaluated on the 4-E criteria from the many identified by Bardach, which uses four evaluation metrics to
gauge the relative impact and success of the different programs in consideration, namely their
effectiveness, efficiency, equity and ease of political acceptability.
Effectiveness: This metric measures the likeliness of the policy to achieve the overarching societal

•

goal of promoting EE. The effectiveness of the policy option is evaluated using real information either
through historic data from previous studies or implementation of a similar program in other regions
such as its relative presence across the country, compliance rate, resultant overall energy reduction
and number of adopters.
Efficiency: This metric evaluates the net-benefit of implementing the policy, to understand if the

•

proposed policy is the most cost-effective way of achieving desired EE benefits. The efficiency of
different policy options is arrived at through supporting data for cost benefit analysis identifying the
ratio of investments from all stakeholders and the resultant benefits generated.
•

Equity: This metric identifies if the proposed policy option is fair and equitable for all the stakeholders
involved. This is an important factor that defines the success of the policy. It is calculated by modeling
the probability of impact and consequences on the stakeholders based on data from comparable
previous events.

•

Ease of Political Acceptability: This metric identifies the overall acceptability of the proposed policy,

by identifying the stance of all involved stakeholders towards the policy. This is calculated by
identifying the issue positions and power of the stakeholders through prince analysis - a political
analysis that assesses the position, power, and salience of the key stakeholders relative to a particular
policy option.
The following table provides a high-level overview of the data points used for analysis of each of the
above motioned four policy analysis criteria.
Table 17: Summary of policy analysis criteria, data points collected and analysis method used

POLICY ANALYSIS

DATA-POINTS COLLECTED

DATA COLLECTION METHOD

Quantitative data on compliance
rate, growth rate, market

Historic data or data from
comparable program through

CRITERIA

Effectiveness
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Efficiency

Equity

Ease of Political
Acceptability

penetration, resultant energy
reduction, number of users etc.

literature review and stakeholder
interviews

Findings from cost-benefit
analysis

Historic data or data from
comparable program through
literature review

Qualitative data on impact and
consequences for the
stakeholders

Historic data or data from
comparable program from per
reviewed articles and news articles

Findings from Prince Analysis

Assignment of Issue, Power and
position for each stakeholder
involved

4.1 Primary Stakeholders Involved
Policy analysis is conducted taking into consideration all the key players who would be integral to the
success of the policy, through an assessment of their stance, views, what they stand to gain or lose
through enactment of such a policy. The list of seven key stakeholders are identified, who are directly
impacted are listed below and their stance or agenda is summarized in Table 18. The main stakeholders
are:
1. Local Government
2. Energy efficiency advocacy non-profits
3. Commercial building owners
a. Small size, under 10,000 sq.f.
b. Medium size, 10,000 – 100,000 sq.f.
c. Large size, above 100,000 sq.f.
4. Tenants/Business owners
a. Small size, under 10,000 sq.f.
b. Medium size, 10,000 – 100,000 sq.f.
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c. Large size, above 100,000 sq.f.
5. Energy Managers
6. Building industry professionals & Energy Service Companies (ESCO)
7. External Financiers

Figure 25: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency - Key stakeholders

Table 18: Table summarizing objective of each stakeholder

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
EE ADVOCACY NON_PROFITS
BUILDING OWNERS

Achieve EE goals, foster economic development
Promote ways to reduce energy consumption and promote clean energy
Assist in achieving EE targets in alignment with their goals
Reduce operational cost of their property, generate higher profit

Track, assess and report energy performance of buildings or portfolios to
achieve organizations energy goals
Provide time and cost-effective energy services, to increase their profit
ESCOs
margins

ENGINEERS & ENERGY
MANAGERS
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TENANTS / BUSINESSES

Lower operational expense

EXTERNAL FINANCIERS

Increase revenue generated from investments in energy upgrades
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4.2 Evaluating the Status Quo – Success of programs to address the barriers
This section focuses on assessing program impact and evaluation of the existing policy tools as grouped in
chapter 2, using 4-E analysis, supported by measured data from literature. Their collective ability to
address the barriers and scale the commercial building EE retrofit market is identified as the status quo.

4.2.1 Effectiveness
Financial Tools:

Figure 26: Summary of Specialized Financing Tools and the barriers they address

Specialized financing tools such as C-PACE, savings backed ESCO financing, on-bill programs and loan
guarantee programs are developed to address knowledge, financial and market barriers. To gauge the
overall effectiveness of these programs, we use historic data-points such as their presence, uptake and
market share.
A DOE report suggested that only 16% of all energy efficiency projects were funded through specialized
financing products in 2011 (DOE, 2012). Another study by Dunsky financing in 2015 showed that only 3%
of the survey sample that carried out retrofits chose specialized financing. However, another report
suggested that the adoption of specialized financing was on the rise - lending from on-bill programs and
ESPC have grown at a modest rate of 4% and 7% annually from 2012 respectively, while PACE has grown
by 210% annually since 2011.
C-Pace overcomes multiple financial and knowledge barriers through the long-term, off-balance sheet
financing. Since its initiation in 2008, it has been implemented by 26 of the 51 state governments, and
has 29 established programs (LBNL, 2015) . As of 2018, over 100 commercial banks have become
consenting lenders.
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ESPC structure overcomes risk and uncertainty barriers in addition to financial barriers through savings
backed project financing. In 2014, ESPC represented $4.1B in investment electric efficiency, 85% of that
year’s programmatic financing, mostly the MUSH market (LBNL, 2016).
On-bill financing addresses the concern of split incentives along with financial barriers by linking
repayment through an added charge on utility bills. A 2016 comprehensive market study by ACEEE found
that the tool was popular among rural co-ops and responsible for under $200 million in lending in 2014
(ACEEE, 2016).

Information and Technology Tools:

Figure 27: Summary of Specialized Financing Tools and the barriers they address

Over the last decade, multiple tools, resources and programs such as Asset Score Tool, Energy Star and
Retrofit Accelerator are developed to address the prevalent technical and knowledge barriers. Data
points such as uptake, growth and integration of these tools with other EE policies are used to gauge their
overall effectiveness.
DOE’s Asset score tool helps users identify operational savings through simple understanding of building’s
assets. It’s simple user-input and detailed output simplifies the complex task of understanding the
performance of their buildings. By February 2017, 1735 buildings were scored, 186 million sq.f. of
floorspace. Asset Score tool is growing its userbase through integration with retrofit policy as audit data
reporting tool in 4 cities (PNNL, 2017).
EPA’s Energy Star program provided multiple resources and tools Energy Star provides information on the
energy consumption of products and devices, using standardized methods. Over 450,000 active
commercial buildings, over $3.4 billion in cumulative cost savings and prevented 17 million metric tons of
GHG since its inception (US EPA, 2015). EPA’s labeling program has become a standardized way to
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identify energy efficiency and integrated with multiple policies and programs. Over 30,000 commercial
buildings are certified as ENERGY STAR using Portfolio Manager, which is integrated with benchmarking
policies across most cities (Enerystar, 2017).
IMT’s retrofit accelerator is a program designed to train the workforce for energy efficiency through
support, advisory service and hands-on educational training programs for building managers and staff to
accelerate uptake of EE projects. The 3-year program pilot was launched in New York City in 2015, and
has since provided training to 194 building operators, engaged over 3000 private commercial buildings
and provided assistance to over 2300 energy projects. The program is also integrated with 25 other
market programs to maximize the program impact.

Regulatory Tools:

Figure 28: Summary of Specialized Financing Tools and the barriers they address

As governments get conscious about the energy impact of their building stock, many regulatory and
voluntary programs are introduced to aid energy reduction by overcoming knowledge and technical
barriers. Programs such as Energy benchmarking and energy audits to catalyze energy efficiency by
providing participants information about their building’s energy performance. Data points such as uptake,
growth and compliance rate are used to gauge the overall effectiveness of the program.
Energy Benchmarking for commercial buildings is being widely adopted by states, counties and cities
across the country. This regulatory tool overcomes knowledge and technical barriers through improving
visibility of building’s annual energy consumption. Data form multiple cities supports 5-7% energy
reduction over 3 years in buildings that have complied with the policy (source).
Energy Audits have been implemented for commercial buildings in 7 cities each using a different
framework based on the local landscape. This policy is in its nascent stage and with implementation data
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from only 2 cities available. An analysis of the data for New York city showed that the policy had little to
no impact on energy reduction within 2 years of compliance.
Leadership programs such as better buildings challenge have participation from over 125 jurisdictions,
representing over 12% of total US commercial floorspace. On track to achieve the goal of 20% energy
reduction over 10 years, the participating buildings show a 2% annual energy use reduction (Better
Buildings, 2017).
Table 19: Summary - Effectiveness of Status Quo

Pro

Con

Financial Tools

Information & Technology
Tools

Regulatory Tools

Cost-effective as ability for
capital to be recycled once
recouped.

Inefficient buildings due to

Growing presence and
reported energy reduction
trends across most cities

The uptake of specialized
financing products is slow
for most products

Indirect Benefits – difficult
to quantify the benefits as
a stand-alone program

Efficiency highly dependent
on policy implementation
and enforcement.

Relatively high legal and
administrative expenses to
start programs, which
typically take 6-12 months.

These tools fall short on
market penetration,
resulting in low impact

4.2.2 Efficiency
To gauge the efficiency of the status quo, data is gathered on cost-benefit ratio and compliance cost to
the stakeholder and resultant percentage energy savings achieved form the program.
Asset Score Tool:
1. Spent $9.3M for development since 2011
2. Market size: 19% of total energy consumption in the U.S., totaling 18,021 Tbtu
3. Projected cost savings: $1,780 million cost savings
4. By February 2017, 1735 buildings were scored, 186 million sq.f. of floorspace (PNNL, 2017), only
0.21% of the total floorspace impacted over 6 years.
Energy Benchmarking:
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1. Energy Benchmarking projected benefit cost ratio: 2.6 , and recorded net consumer savings of
$1.2 billion till date.
C-PACE:
1. $493 million deployed in cumulative C-PACE financing till October 2017, savings Commercial
PACE funding has cumulatively saved 6.3 billion kWh, which equals the electricity used by
about 25,000 commercial office buildings each year.
Savings Backed ESCO Financing:
1. A 2017 Navigant Consulting research report estimates the annual global market deployment
potential of ESA in large Fortune 500 commercial and industrial sector buildings will reach $221
billion by 2026, typically 10-30% of building energy spending (15-20% savings are most common)
2. Since 1990, over $57B has been invested in efficiency through ESPC*
Table 20: Summary - Efficiency of Status Quo

Status Quo – Economic Efficiency
Financial Tools

Information & Technology
Tools

Regulatory Tools

Pro

High benefit-cost ratio

Data shows efficiency when
integrated with other tools

Growing presence
nationwide and reported
energy reduction trends
across most cities

Con

The uptake of specialized
financing products is slow
for most products

Slow market penetration
results in less impact

Compliant buildings are a
small sub-set of total US
commercial buildings

4.2.3 Equity
The impact and consequences for the stakeholders for these tools are first assessed by identifying the
target market sector for each of the policy tools, and whether they are available for different commercial
building types and different building sizes. In addition to this the consequences of the three policy tool
groups on general operations of all the key stakeholders are identified to arrive at the equitability of
these policy tools for all stakeholders.
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Table 21: Summary - Equity of Status Quo

Equity of Status Quo

Pro

Local
Government

Building Owners
& Managers

ESCO

Low
compliance
results in low
effectiveness

-

-

Con

Smaller
programs
often
excluded

Difficulty
getting
approval from
secondary
market

Non-Profits

External
Financiers

Right resources Increase in
to build a
profitability and
business case to good for business
promote EE
-

Existing lien
holders vary of
losing their
position for
specialized
financing

4.2.4 Ease of Political Acceptability
Ease of political acceptability is identified through an understanding of the stance of each stakeholder
involved and their ability to influence the outcome of the policy. Current policy approaches seem to be
lower on the priority of do not align with the Based on select literature, blogs and news articles that have
covered this issue, the overall ease of political acceptability for the status quo is estimated to be 82.14%.
The details of prince analysis for each of the three policy tools used for arriving at the individual scores
for the stakeholders as shown in Table 22 below can be seen in the Appendix.
Table 22: Prince Analysis Scores for Status Quo

Ease of political acceptability for Status Quo
Local
Government

Building Owners
& Managers

ESCO

Non-Profits

External
Financiers

4

-12

48

16

-32

Information
&
Technology
tools

2

9

(4)

6

(1)

Regulatory
Tools

20

8

(1)

24

(1)

Financial
Tools
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4.2.5 Key Findings:
Based on 4E analysis of status quo, it is evident that while multiple new financial tools, information &
technology tools and regulatory tools have proliferated the market, they fail to comprehensively address
the variable needs of various commercial building sub-types. While the pilot for such projects have been
received well and demonstrate immense potential, they are slow to scale and unable to address the
growing market demand. These financing and information programs relatively cost-effective based on
ACEEE findings, demonstrating 2-16 times profit in terms of energy savings. Hence it can be concluded
that while the cost-efficiency of the status quo is high, it falls short on equity and effectiveness diluting
the market impact and their ability to help scale the commercial building energy efficiency retrofit
market.

Figure 29: Summary of overall impact of status quo

4.3 Concept Mapping – Potential pathways to address the barriers
Using concept mapping as a tool, different three approaches are identified through an extensive
literature review to identify approaches that could target each of the key barriers as identified in section
3.1.8 –
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•

Reduce uncertainty about the resultant savings from energy efficiency upgrades

•

Overcome the perception of high costs associated with external financing

•

Promote training and knowledge transfer for energy efficiency financing.
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These approaches are then translated into six different policy tools that balance innovation, technology,
ability to address market needs, strategic integration with other policies and economic considerations to
provide the biggest energy-savings impact for the tax dollar. The size approaches considered are as
follows:
Economic Assessment Tools:
1. Providing simplified information on cashflow analysis
2. Providing access to tools for project specific savings calculation
Data-accessibility Tools:
3. Platform to find aggregated information about external financing vehicles
4. Platform to identify project-specific external financing
Peer-learning Tools:
•

Best practice guides for savings from comparable projects

•

Educational programs for the contractor network

Figure 30: Concept mapping to arrive at potential policy options

The presence of these six strategies are identified at national scale or widely implemented at a local level.
EPA has rolled out resources such as cost/savings calculators available as a free downloadable resource
for all. Similarly, basic information about the different external financing methods is widely available in a
fragmented manner, and many organizations such as Better Buildings, ACEEE, IMT, CBEI, 2030 District
have compiled this fragmented information along with some case studies showcasing the buildings that
utilized that form of external financing into a single toolkit.
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The other three approaches lacked a prominent presence, and their overall success is analyzed through a
4-E policy analysis to gauge the effectiveness, economic efficiency, equity and ease of political
acceptability of these policies.

4.4 Option 1 – Knowledge Transfer Resources
Indirect Customer Targeting through joint government and non-profit effort:
Robust knowledge transfer is often regarded less critical, leading to multiple knowledge and technical
barriers, and causing a bottleneck to EE investment in commercial buildings. To address this issue, one
proposed policy alternative is for policymakers, in partnership with industry leaders, to design education
and outreach programs for various building sector stakeholders to communicate effective strategies to
leverage external financing instruments for their customers. Such a policy promotes indirect customer
targeting through educational programs for contractor networks as a channel to reach owners and
managers to promote investment in efficiency through EE retrofits. This policy option is supported by
behavioral research into the decision-making process of owners – which highlights greater reliance by
building owners’ on information from trusted, credible, and non-persuasive sources such as their local
contractor network and building industry professionals (Davis et al, 2019; International Partnership for
Energy Efficiency Cooperation, 2015).
An example of such a program is Efficiency Vermont - Efficiency Excellence Network, which provides
contractors and building industry professionals support through programs and services such as:
1) Consumer financial incentives, and third-party financing options for projects completed by
contractors in the network
2) Enhanced listings and an improved search tool, for consumers through their web portal
3) Support of the commercial equipment supply chain, with Distributors, manufacturers, and suppliers
to reduce equipment purchase costs, ensure product availability and reduce lead times for rapidly
advancing efficiency technologies, such as lighting technologies.
4) Financing for heating system purchases and comprehensive thermal efficiency projects completed by
Efficiency Vermont’s Efficiency Excellence Network members.
5) Offer tools to calculate and present financing options for their customers
6) Provide listings of financing options and lenders
7) Make the discussion of cost-effective financing a standard part of service to customers lacking capital
who can benefit from efficiency upgrades
8) Present information on energy efficiency financing at community-based workshops in coordination
with local energy committees.
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Using a similar framework, this policy is envisioned to be:
• enacted by the local State Energy Office
•

administered by local energy efficiency advocacy groups

•

complied by all the licensed contractors, ESCOs and Building Industry Professionals undertaking
commercial projects within the state limit

4.4.1 Effectiveness
The effectiveness of this program is projected based on performance of a comparable program enacted
by Vermont State Energy Office - Efficiency Vermont’s Efficiency Excellence Network. The program
reports mention the following metrics that help gauge the success of such a program in achieving the
overarching societal goal.
•

Helped foster effective partnerships in the energy sector to drive innovative solutions for energy
efficiency

•

The network showed rapid growth with participation from over 948 contractor companies and
170 design firms across the state.

•

Had 22,000 communications and generated approximately 63,127 views of guides, tools, and
question-and answer content on efficiencyvermont.com for efficiency financing information.

Table 23: Summary – Effectiveness of Policy Option 1

Stakeholder

Pro

State Government

Building Industry
Professionals

External Financiers

Building Owners &
managers

74

Con

Can be well integrated with existing
programs

High investment without direct
quantifiable results

Increase in revenue and customer
satisfaction through additional skill
and ability to pursue continuing
education

Sector specific impact, larger
programs are often managed by
large ESCO companies

Network provides effective
knowledge transfer results in
increase of business volume

-

Indirect benefit – receive proper
support to achieve energy efficiency
in a cost-effective way.

Does not add value to large
building owners that rely on
ESCOs
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Energy Efficiency
Advocates (Non-Profits)

Businesses (Tenants)

The network and support provided
by this stakeholder can drive
program’s success

-

Indirect benefit – receive proper
support to achieve energy efficiency
in a cost-effective way.

Larger businesses have
partnerships with ESCOs.

4.4.2 Efficiency
Economic efficiency of this project cannot be assessed in isolation due to lack to direct quantifiable
savings indicator for its benefits. Based on Efficient Vermont’s 2018 performance report, the Efficiency
Excellence Network program constitutes 7.6% of its total budget for energy efficiency programs across
residential and commercial sector. The benefits could be assessed as a quantification of its integration
with other policies and through supporting evidence of the policy tool increasing the market penetration,
and in turn impacting the overall benefit.
Table 24: Summary – Economic Efficiency of Policy Option 1

Economic Efficiency of Policy option 1
1. Small percentage of the government’s overall EE budget

Pro

2. Provides building owners access to cost-effective energy retrofit at no
additional cost
3. Contractors improve their operations and bottom line through access to tools
and resources for
1. No Direct quantifiable savings for the dollar investment for the local
government

Con

2. Resource intensive at the costs involved include outreach, resource
development and deployment and support

4.4.3 Equity
For evaluation of impact and consequences of the proposed policy strategy on commercial building
decision makers, the decision-makers – building owners, building managers, energy managers, business
owners are grouped into three categories based on the building size. It has been established in section
3.2, that there is often a variability observed among the sub-groups in terms of the extent to which they
75
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experience the barriers, their preferences and decision-making criteria. The data obtained through
literature and conversations with key stakeholders show that such an option holds a huge promise for
small and medium sized building owners, while does not add any value to the large building stakeholders
as they often defer these decisions to specialists at their disposal.
Table 25: Stance of Commercial Building Decision Makers on Policy Option 1

Equity for Policy Option 1

Pro

Con

Small Buildings &
Businesses
(<10,000 sq.f.)

Medium Buildings &
Businesses
(10,000 – 100,000 sq.f.)

Large Buildings &
Businesses
(>100,000 sq.f.)

Overcomes knowledge, financial and technical barriers
by provision of information through trusted sources

Rely on ESCO for provision
of this information

Lacks support through the process, specifically for
securing capital that meets their preferences

Usually have a dedicated
team of experts to
provide this information

4.4.4 Ease of Political Acceptability
Ease of political acceptability of the proposed option is evaluated theoretically through three main criteria
for each stakeholder involved – issue, power and position, representing their stance, inclination, and
ability to influence the outcome of the policy. In view of the end outcome - increasing energy efficiency
investments in the commercial building sector, such a policy option has dependency on multiple players,
assigning a higher power position due to its indirect approach. The government who would fund, Nonprofit who would carry out the work, ESCO and other building industry professionals who through this
resource gains information and implements it across the projects for commercial building owners. While
there isn’t much opposition, the inclination is low except for non-profits and ESCO, resulting in the ease
of political acceptability of this option at 90.57%, the details for which can be found in the Appendix.
Table 26: Prince Analysis Scores for Policy Option 1

Ease of political acceptability for Policy Option 1
Probability
of support

76

Local
Government

Building Owners
& Managers

ESCO

Non-Profits

External
Financiers

8

-6

24

32

(1)
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4.5 Option 2 - Development and deployment of EE Financing Decision Support
Tools for Owners & Managers through grants
While financing is an important ingredient to enable upgrades, simply making financing available does not
seem to be enough to spur demand. To successfully scale the market for energy upgrades, it is necessary
to educate and motivate building owners, tenants, and managers about energy upgrades and financing
options. Proposed policy option is backed by studies which identify a willingness to invest in energy
efficiency among building owners through field investigation, when provided with the right information,
and knowledge barriers such as a lack of information about where to turn to get the right information
and resources being a major barrier inhibiting them (Davis et al, 2019). By addressing this widely
recognized barrier, existing policy tools can have a better impact on catalyzing demand from a wider
range of stakeholders s for clean-energy investments in commercial buildings. Further backed by
evidence that Investment Decision Support resources for commercial building owners and managers to
drive wider adoption of EE by addressing the knowledge and financial barriers that persist among the
building owners.
Different types of investment decision support resources are developed and administered by local nonprofits with wide outreach such as Green Building Alliance in Pittsburgh, Building Energy Exchange in NYC
and at a national level by Better Buildings, Getting to Zero forum etc. The resources provided by such
organizations include:

Using a similar framework for a localized approach, this policy is assumed to be:
•

Developed by local energy efficiency advocacy non-profits through grants and funding

•

Administered jointly by the local State Energy Office and non-profits working in the space

•

Adopted by Commercial building decision makers, ESCOs and Building Industry Professionals
undertaking commercial projects within the city limit

4.5.1 Effectiveness
The effectiveness of this program is projected based on performance metrics of comparable programs.
The closest match is Better Buildings solution center and financing navigator, a part of DOE’s Better
buildings initiative. Better Building’s 2019 annual report mentions the following performance metrics that
can be used to gauge the effectiveness of the policy resource.
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•

Program visibility managed to leverage over $19 billion since 2012, and over $3.3 billion in 2018
alone.

•

This was the highest viewed resource offered by the DOE.

•

Have 47 registered private financiers across the country.

Table 27: Summary – Effectiveness of Policy Option 2

Stakeholder

Pro

Con

Assistance with existing programs

-

Helps identify sources for secondary
financing

Sector specific impact, larger
programs are often managed by
large ESCO companies

External Financiers

Increases visibility and private sector
investment in EE

-

Building Owners &
managers

Direct resource to understand the
financing landscape and identify
financing options for the project

May be an overkill for certain
larger buildings

The network and support provided
by this stakeholder can drive
program’s success

-

Receive support to achieve energy
efficiency in a cost-effective way.

Larger businesses have
partnerships with ESCOs.

State Government
Building Industry
Professionals & ESCO

Energy Efficiency
Advocates (Non-Profits)

Businesses (Tenants)

4.5.2 Efficiency
Table 28: Summary – Efficiency of Policy Option 2

Efficiency of Status Quo

Pro

78

Local
Government
Low
compliance

Building Owners
& Managers
Inefficient
buildings due

ESCO
Noncompliance

Non-Profits

External
Financiers

Their work goes
to waste as the
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results in low
effectiveness

to current
code increase
their energy
bills

could result in
fines, if
strongly
enforced.

code
requirement is
lower than what
they propose

Con

4.5.3 Equity
For evaluation of impact and consequences of the proposed policy strategy on commercial building
decision makers, the decision-makers – building owners, building managers, energy managers, business
owners are grouped into three categories based on the building size. It has been established in section
3.2, that there is often a variability observed among the sub-groups in terms of the extent to which they
experience the barriers, their preferences and decision-making criteria. The data obtained through
literature and conversations with key stakeholders is used as evidence to ascertain the fairness and equity
of this option for buildings of different sizes. The data obtained suggests that this policy option has the
ability to positively impact commercial building decision makers for different size buildings. While the
impact is more prominent for smaller buildings that face technical and knowledge barriers due to lack of
experienced staff to assist with the energy retrofit process. Further, conversations with the stakeholders
showed that the proposed policy has the ability to aid the different decision-making pathways followed
by buildings of different sizes.
Table 29: Feedback on stance of buildings and businesses of different sizes

Equity for Policy Option 2
Small Buildings &
Businesses
(<10,000 sq.f.)
Pro

Medium Buildings &
Businesses
(10,000 – 100,000 sq.f.)

Helps streamline operating budget
Helps identify project applicable external financing

Con

79

Provides actionable
information but lacks
support

-

Large Buildings &
Businesses
(>100,000 sq.f.)
Helps identify multiple
financing strategies,
assists with cost-benefit
and lifecycle cost analysis
for different options at a
lower cost
Usually have a dedicated
team of experts to
provide this information
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4.5.4 Ease of Political Acceptability
Ease of political acceptability of the proposed option is evaluated theoretically based on stakeholder
interaction data, through three main criteria for each stakeholder involved – issue, power and position,
representing their stance, inclination, and ability to influence the outcome of the policy. In view of the
end outcome - increasing energy efficiency investments in the commercial building sector, such a policy
option has the highest ease of political acceptability owing to its alignment with the interest of various
stakeholder groups and ability to be integrated with existing programs for EE retrofits. While there isn’t
much opposition, the inclination is low except for non-profits and ESCO, resulting in the ease of political
acceptability of this option at 95.8%, the details for which can be found in the Appendix.
Table 30: Prince Analysis Scores for each stakeholders

Ease of political acceptability for Policy Option 2
Probability
of support

Local
Government

Building Owners
& Managers

ESCO

Non-Profits

External
Financiers

24

32

(9)

30

2

4.6 Proposed Policy Solution
Through a 4E analysis of the status quo, we identified the shortcomings of the existing regulatory,
information and technology, and financing tools in terms of its effectiveness to achieve the larger goal,
and equity among all building sub-groups by sizes. While the building energy retrofit finance sector has
been emerging, it is unable to scale to address the market demand. Financing Mechanisms have limited
visibility. Inadequate knowledge about resources to finance their retrofit projects significantly limits their
interest in investment in energy retrofits.
The first option of indirect knowledge transfer through contractor network involves could addresses the
effectiveness and efficiency issue. This is envisioned to be enacted by the government and administered
and supported by energy efficiency advocacy non-profits. Based on a similar program adopted by the
state of Vermont, the program is funded through nominal grant to train and educate the inspectors about
leveraging . Supporting research shows the importance of delivering the information about external
financing through trusted, credible, and non-persuasive sources such as local contractor network (Davis,
Wong-Parodi & Krishnamurti, 2019). If successfully implemented, such a policy would be beneficial for
building owners and it would expand the retrofit job market through a shift in benchmark of building
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energy performance. However, the implementation is contingent on various factors such as successful
transfer of knowledge at
This leads to the second option of providing free educational resources to all, and mandating training for
building inspectors and technical staff as ‘continuing education’ to maintain license. This option has a
higher equity and ease of political acceptability, however there is no quantitative research backing its
effectiveness (see Appendix A). As the resources are available to everyone at no cost, this could help the
DIY home builders who do not have the financial resources and the building owners, who face
consequences in case of non-compliance. As only the training is mandatory and not implementation,
there is less resistance for this option from the building industry professionals and trade organizations.
Prince analysis for this option revealed that this option has a very high probability of support as it is
voluntary and free.

Table 31: Comparison of overall performance of different policy options

Status Quo

Option 1: Indirect
Customer Targeting

Option 2: Stakeholder
Financing Decision
Support

Effectiveness

0

+

+

Efficiency

-

?

0

Equity

-

-

+

Ease of Political
Acceptability

+

+

+

This policy analysis provided an overview of the current scenario for energy efficiency upgrades in the US,
and the stand of all the involved stakeholders. Based on the analysis, it is evident that the policy issue at
hand is difficult to solve by adopting a single solution. Through concept mapping of various policy
alternatives, and an in-depth understanding of various efforts underway two contrasting policy
approaches are analyzed through use of comparable. The first option of indirect knowledge transfer
through contractor network is effective and has an acceptable ease of political acceptability, however its
efficiency is completely dependent on the success of contractor network in proliferating and applying the
information. The second option of providing holistic financing decision support resources is a more direct
approach, and owing to its structure equitable to all. The efficiency of this resource cannot be evaluated
in isolation without a prescribed implementation pathway and hence is marked neutral. By first increasing
awareness among all stakeholders through implementation of the second policy option, government can
change industry perception, but also influence their support for option one. From this analysis we can
conclude that apart from effectiveness, ease of political acceptability and efficiency is equally critical to
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the success of the policy in achieving its goal. Additionally, it is evident that all information and
technology programs such as the ones discussed can only influence the users perception and cannot be
used for direct quantification of energy savings. Hence, program integration is the key for such policy
options, and should be assessed based on their impact to collectively achieve economic and energy
savings target.
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5 EXTERNAL FINANCING VEHICLES FOR ENERGY
RETROFITS

The first step for developing the policy tool specified in chapter 4 is simplified, aggregated economic
assessment for distinct project financing pathways is to assist building owners with retrofit financing
decisions. As discussed in chapter 3, last decade has seen an influx of a variety of energy efficiency project
financing tools to address the barriers faced by building owners and managers and make the market
more inclusive for different building sub-types. Findings from interviews and focus group indicated that
over 60% of commercial
In addition to the regular methods of funding through financial organizations, there has been an increase
in the programs offered by the government, utilities and non-profits. It is imperative that decision
makers understand the relative merits of the different financing products options available. Section 5.1 of
this chapter explains 14 different types of external financing vehicles available to finance commercial
building retrofits listed in figure below, their sources and a high-level comparative analysis of how they
map against borrower preferences and lender criteria for different building sub-types. This list is not
intended to be comprehensive, but rather to provide an introduction to prominent emerging financing
mechanisms. Due to development in policy, new financing structures and growing awareness about
energy efficiency, more players that offer financial support have emerged both in the private sector as
well as public. Section 5.2provides a list of different organizations that have expanded into EE financing
and the products they offer and the building types they cater to. The usefulness of these 14 products
varies by building sub-groups such as building size and sub-type. Further, the process to identify the right
financing option for a project requires navigation through the criteria set by the financier and preferences
of the borrower. Section 5.3 explains these criteria and there are viable options for virtually any type of
organization to implement a well-designed project.

5.1 External Financing Tools
Primary customer-facing external financing is available either in the form of incentives like tax benefits
or rebates which refund a portion of the first cost to reduce the payback period, or in the form of upfront
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funds like loans or grants for carrying out certain end-use ECM reducing the out-of-pocket first cost
incurred by the building owners, and allowing costs to be spread over time. All different financing
products can be traced back to five broad types of financing, which vary based on the form in which they
offer the funds:
•

Grants: Grants are upfront funds provided as a contribution, conditional on carrying out preagreed energy efficiency undertaking.

•

Loans: Loans are upfront funds provided as financial assistance to cover the first cost, payable
back based on terms of the agreement

•

Lease: Leases are agreements providing temporary possession and use of specific EE assets and
equipment for an agreed amount.

•

Rebates: Rebates are a type of an incentive, which refunds a portion of purchase price of EE
equipment

•

Tax Incentives: These are incentives provided in the form of concessions available on government

levied taxes for carrying out specific EE measures.

External Financing Products

Loans

Traditional

Grants

Specialized

Lease

Tax
Incentives

Capital Lease

Tax Credits

Tax Rebate

Traditional Debt

PACE

Operating Lease

Energy Efficient
Mortgage

ESA/MESA

Municipal Lease

Equipment Loan

ESPC

Green Loan

On-Bill

Rebates

Figure 31: List of available customer-facing External Financing products for Energy Retrofits
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This section covers 15 unique financing products – explaining the structure through four key metrics :
•

Out of pocket first cost: This metric quantifies the impact on the internal capital budget,
expressed as the difference between the project expense (soft and hard costs) and the upfront
funds provided through external sources.

•

Savings at the end of year 1: Quantitative metric tracking the difference between the cost of
carrying out the upgrade and summation of reduction in energy bills, reduction in operation &
maintenance costs, increase in rents

•

Simple Payback period: This metric quantifies the amount of time taken to recoup the initial
investment, expressed as a ratio of total expenses and total savings

•

Relative Ease of transaction: This is a qualitative metric to highlight the visibility and accessibility
of the financial product

5.1.1 Loans
Loans are well established financial vehicles, widely used to accelerate real-estate investments. Through
incorporation of evaluation of the impact of energy retrofit on property value in the underwriting
process, and an evolved understanding of future cash flow through EE, the market is gradually expanding
to include loan products targeting energy retrofits
Multiple traditional and specialized loan products have proliferated the market to address the barriers to
uptake of EE retrofits. Traditional loans are common financing products with a standard underwriting,
servicing and repayment structure. These traditional loans could be unsecured loans, where lenders do
not have any recourse to recover the principal amount in case of nonpayment; or secured loans which
are guaranteed by a collateral as a protection measure. Unsecured loans tend to have higher accessibility
to all markets and easy and quick application process, but also carry a higher interest rate (unless it is
secured by a loan guarantee program). LBNL report suggests that $100 million worth of financing was
through unsecured loans in 2014. However, there is no report that quantifies market share of unsecured
loans in the EE space, but due to the reactive nature of the capital, its presence is pretty large (LBNL
source). Secured loans are available at a relatively lower rate offer lower interest rates than equivalent
unsecured products, due to presence of a collateral. However, these loans have a more stringent
underwriting process, increasing the transaction cost and time. Specialized financing refers to specific
financing products which are designed to overcome barriers to efficiency faced by both owners and
lenders. An example is on-bill financing product where the repayment is linked to the utility bill, or PACE
financing, where it is linked to the property taxes. The table below provides a comparison of different
traditional and specialized loan products.
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Table 32: Comparison of different types of loan products

TRADITIONAL
Traditional
Debt

Equipment
Loan

Green Loan

75% - 90%
(soft + hard
costs)

75-80%

Amount
Loan Term

Max 3 Years

Max 3 Years

Interest Rate

7%-15%

Amortization

No

No

Collateral

Property Lien
& Personal
Guarantee

Interest

Loan

SPECIALIZED
EE
Mortgage

PACE

On-bill
Financing

ESPC /ESA

Up to 100%

Up to 100%

100% (soft +
hard costs)

Up to 100%

100% (soft +
hard costs)

5–20 years

10-30 Year

Max 30
Years

Max 5 years

Project Life

4-7%

5-7%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Equipment
Lien &
Personal
Guarantee

Personal
Guarantee

Property
Lien

Tax Lien

N/A

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Added to
property tax
paid
annually

Added to
utility bill
paid
monthly

Annually

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Payment
Transaction
Cost

Underwriter

Banks,
Private
Lender

Fannie Mae/
Freddie Mac

600 or higher

650+

Investment

10% - 20% of
project cost
+ Closing

Up to 25%
of
equipment +
Soft costs +
Closing

Approval

30 to 90 days

Credit Score

600+

600+

NA

NA

Up to 10% +
closing costs

0%

Above the
maximum
amount

Depreciation
& Interest,
Equipment

Depreciation
& Interest,
Equipment

Depreciation
& Interest,
Equipment

Criteria

Upfront

Under 1
week

Period
Tax
Deductions
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5.1.1.1

Traditional Debt Financing

Traditional debt financing or commercial loans are non-energy-specific lines of credit extended to
business and building owners by established financial institutions. These loans are usually unamortized,
short term offerings, secured with a lien/collateral. The underwriting is not specific to energy savings,
increasing liability on the borrower. These loans may not be suited for all building sub-types and all
retrofit undertaking as the ballooning of principal payment may result in negative cashflow in cases when
the payback period is longer than the loan term (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without traditional debt financing

Upfront cost:

These loans can cover up to 90% of the first cost, significantly reducing
the day 1 out-of-pocket expense for the borrower

End of Year 1 Savings:

The savings vary depending on the loan term and the interest rate. It is
critical to assess the loan terms for EE projects with the payback period to
avoid significant negative cashflow.

Impact on payback period:

Depending on the loan term, the payback period is likely to extend
compared to a project funded through due to the repayment of principal
and interest

Ease of transaction:

Traditional loans are available aplenty from private sector financial
institutions such as banks and private sector
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Visibility: Traditional loans have to be individually identified and applied
for. However, there is no single portal to identify loans from financial
institutions and compare different loan offerings and identify one best
suited for the needs.
Application process: The application process varies between different
financiers. It is usually a straight-forward procedure, well- guided by the
lender.
Approval Period: The process timeline varies depending on the financing
organization but is usually between 1-3 months from the time of
application.
5.1.1.2

Equipment Loan

Equipment loan products are structured like traditional debt, but the lien is on specific equipment that
the money is lent for. on normally require a down payment of 20 to 25 percent and are secured by a lien
on the items purchased. Lenders will also look at the organization’s financial strength— credit history,
cash flow, and current debt—to determine if additional security is required, such as liens on other assets
or a personal guarantee. A borrower’s ability to negotiate favorable terms (down payment, soft costs,
interest rate, payment structure) depends largely on the lender’s perception of the risk.
Upfront cost:

These loans can cover up to 80% of the hard cost (cost of purchasing the
equipment), significantly reducing the day 1 out-of-pocket expense for
the borrower

End of Year 1 Savings:

The loan term is generally over 3, the savings are dictated by the interest
rate. It is critical to assess the loan terms for EE projects with the payback
period to avoid significant negative cashflow due to a balloon payment.

Impact on payback period:

The payback period is likely to extend compared to a project funded
through internal capital, as the end of total savings are lower than the
repayment of principal and interest

Ease of transaction:

Equipment loans are offered by private sector as well as utility
companies.
Visibility: There currently does not exist a single portal for users to
identify and compare equipment loan offerings to identify one best suited
for the needs.
Application process: The application process varies between different
financiers. It is usually a quick, straight-forward procedure, well- guided
by the lender.
Approval Period: The process timeline varies depending on the financing
organization but is usually between 3-6 weeks from the time of
application.
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The chart below explains the impact on cashflow, ROI, payback period and return at various stages
through the life of the equipment.

Figure 33: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without equipment financing11

5.1.1.3

EE Mortgage

Energy efficiency mortgage is an asset-backed external financing available through federal programs such
as the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and Small Business Administrations (SBA)
specifically for energy efficiency projects. These programs have underwriting that accounts for savings
through energy efficiency, cover 50 - 100% of the hard and soft costs, a low interest rate and a longer
term, making the structure best suited to aid small to medium-sized business and buildings. However,
different EE Mortgage loans have different program requirements and cumbersome paperwork and
reporting requirements, making the task onerous for SMB who do not have dedicated staff and resources
for assistance.
Upfront cost:

11

EE mortgage covers portion of the first cost, reducing the day-one out of
pocket expense and allowing for more cashflow for competing business
needs

Assumptions:
POLICYinvestment
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
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End of Year 1 Savings:

At the end of year one, the savings are lower due to added payments
towards the EE mortgage

Impact on payback period:

The payback period however reduces as the O&M and utility bill savings
are higher than the EE mortgage payment.

Ease of transaction:

EE mortgage are financing tools usually offered by the government for
carrying out specific ECM.
Visibility: DSIRE database provides high-level information about different
ECM products offered, however the government website does not reflect
the most up-to-date information
Application process: Tax credits can be redeemed on the taxes filed every
year. Due to the complexity of paperwork, usually a CPA is needed to
navigate through the process to realize maximum savings
Approval Period: Subject to approval, tax credits are reflected within a
period of 6 weeks from the time of application.

5.1.1.4

Green Loan

These are unsecured loans offered by government and financial organizations such as credit unions, for
energy efficient upgrades.
Upfront cost:
End of Year 1 Savings:

Tax credits are usually processed at end of do not increase the amount of
money you save, but as the associated first cost reduces, the overall
impact on the savings is higher

Impact on payback period:

Due to part of the initial investment being refunded in the form of tax
credits, the payback period shortens.

Ease of transaction:

Tax credits are financial incentives offered by the government, and can be
redeemed annually while filing the tax returns.
Visiblity: DSIRE database provides high-level information about the tax
benefit, however the government website does not reflect the most upto-date information
Application process: Tax credits can be redeemed on the taxes filed every
year. Due to the complexity of paperwork, usually a CPA is needed to
navigate through the process to realize maximum savings
Approval Period: Subject to approval, tax credits are reflected within a
period of 6 weeks from the time of application.
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5.1.1.5

PACE Financing

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) is a specialized financing vehicle devised to address the hold
period barrier experienced by building owners and businesses that have investment properties. IN this
form of a loan, the building owners voluntarily as provided up to 100% of their soft and hard costs, which
are repaid through additional charges on their property tax bill. In states with enabling legislation for
PACE, local governments can establish programs to coordinate the implementation. Approximately 40
different PACE programs have been established across the U.S. till date, and more are in development
(Source). These programs had catalyzed $100 million in project financing activity by 2013, and the scale of
financing activity is expected to increase rapidly (PACENow, 2013). There are two implementation models
for project financing through PACE programs depending on the state legislation:
o

Open Market model, where the program is offered by any participating private lender or
financiers. In such a model, municipalities collect the PACE assessment payments, and remit the
funds to the financier. The legislation appoints a program administrator to provide additional
oversight and/or baseline criteria of the projects’ financial and technical underwriting, to ensure
quality control and consumer protections.

o

Closed Market model utilizes public funds for securing a line of credit or financing an EE project.
In such a model, municipalities issue a non-recourse revenue bond against the PACE repayments
as “takeout” financing.

Some programs are even defined to offer hybrid models, allowing both open market lending and offering
public financing for projects meeting certain criteria. PACE has been adapted to serve as repayment
mechanisms for other financing types as well such as energy service agreements.
Upfront cost:

PACE financing up to 100% of the project cost in large installments,
allowing building owners to not use any capital funds, allowing net
cashflow to be positive from day 1

End of Year 1 Savings:

At the end of year one, the savings are lower compared to internal
funding due to added payments towards the payment for the PACE loan

Impact on payback period:

The payback period however reduces as the O&M and utility bill savings
are higher than the charges on the property bill

Ease of transaction:

PACE financing is offered by the government entities or private sector
depending on the state legislation
Visibility: Better Buildings Financing Navigator has a database of providers
from private sector, however the information it does not provide any
details and the information is often dated.
Application process: PACE application is relatively straight forward and
guided by the provider
Approval Period: The approval process is faster compared to a traditional
debt
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Figure 34: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without PACE financing12

5.1.1.6

On-Bill Financing

On-bill programs are specialized financing extended by a utility to their customer, repaid through regular
monthly payments on the utility bill. The benefit of such a financing tool is its potential to reach a widerange of building sub-types and stakeholders. Funding for most on-bill programs is provided by utility
funds provided by utility customers (or utility shareholders) either to capitalize loans, provide credit
enhancements, or buy down interest rates to customers, and the repayment structure is is such that it
never exceeds the energy savings. On-bill financing is unsecured, and a high volume of programs offer
below- market interest rates. This form of financing has been around since 1970s for different ECMs. In
2014, a total of $179 million dollars of on-bill transactions were made nationwide for reducing electric
bills (Deason et al, 2016). Some utilities have programs that allow transfer of loans to subsequent
occupants and alternative underwriting process to address split incentive barrier.
Upfront cost:

12

On-bill covers part of the hard and soft costs associated with EE
programs, lowering the upfront investment from building owner.

Assumptions:
POLICYinvestment
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] PACE loan for a 35% tax bracket
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End of Year 1 Savings:

At the end of year one, the savings are lower compared to internal
funding due to added payments towards the payment for the on-bill loan,
however the net-cashflow is positive form day 1

Impact on payback period:

The payback period is marginally longer than an internally funded project
due to an additional interest charges and short loan term

Ease of transaction:

These programs were identified through the Database of State Incentives
for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE), a literature review, and
conversations with program administrators.
Visibility: Better Buildings Financing Navigator has a database of providers
from private sector, however the information it does not provide any
details and the information is often dated.
Application process: On-bill application is relatively straight forward and
guided by the provider
Approval Period: The approval process is faster compared to a traditional
debt

Figure 35: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without On-bill financing13

13
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] On-bill covers 50% of the project cost
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5.1.1.7

ESCO Financing (ESA & ESPC)

Savings-backed ESCO financing are specialized financing arrangements in which a service provider takes
on performance risk of the project financed. In such an arrangement, energy efficiency is “outsourced” to
a 3rd party (ESCO) where they install, own and maintain efficiency equipment, and is paid by the building
owner based on realized energy savings. ESAs are used by ESCOs, an option popular in the public sector.
Such a financing option can minimize project performance risk for building owners and provide technical
support and O&M. They are relatively complex, and often not well understood in the marketplace.
Key features of ESCO financing are as follows:
•

Building owners do not assume any up-front costs or O&M responsibility.

•

It is structured to minimize project performance risk and utility bill price risk

•

It could potentially be structured as a part of the operating expense, allowing for off-balance sheet
treatment

•

Some ESCOs raise capital through individual investors to each project, which adds significant
transaction costs and complexity

There are two main types of ESCO financing - Energy Savings Performance Contracts (ESPC), and Energy
Service Agreements (ESA). and Managed Energy Service Agreements (MESA).—a subset of ESAs:

Upfront cost:

ESCO financing pay for 100% of the project cost, hence Day 1 out of
pocket expenses are negligible (only transaction costs)

End of Year 1 Savings:

At the end of year 1, the savings are higher compared to an internally
funded project as it ensures positive cashflow from day 1.

Impact on payback period:

0 out-of pocket expense leads to dramatic shortening of the payback
period.

Ease of transaction:

ESCO financing are savings-backed loan products offered by, and is repaid
through periodic amortized payments generally lower than the energy
savings.
Visibility: Have to reach out to ESCO individually to get quotations
Application process: Extensive process for application, structuring and
approval
Approval Period: Subject to approval, ESCO projects take up to 3 months
to take-off.
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Figure 36: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without savings backed ESCO financing14

Energy Savings Agreements (ESAs)

ESAs are contracts that permits energy efficiency to be packaged as a service to the building owner –
such that building owners pay for the service through the savings generated, and that generally require
minimal upfront cost to the owner. ESAs place more responsibility on the customer/building owner, as it
requires them to make payments to both the third-party financier and their energy supplier.
Managed Energy Savings Agreements (MESAs), a subset of ESA, take risk away from the building owners.
They are considered to be off-balance sheet arrangements, which involve the sale of energy savings as a
service. In this case, the building owner/customer makes one bundled payment—combining the portion
of shared savings, service fee and energy purchase to the third-party financier who in turn pays the utility
bill. Expense under an ESA is considered as operating expense and is thus tax-deductible.

Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC)

ESPCs: Performance contracts are budget neutral financing agreements where the ESCO directly contract
with building owners to perform EE work, and pays all costs involved in identifying and installing new or
14

Assumptions:
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] ESCO repayment is structured as 20 equal payments of under $20,000
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upgraded energy-efficient equipment, guaranteeing energy savings. financing is obtained separately. The
energy upgrades are paid for by a portion of the cost savings resulting from these improvements over a
set term. At the end of the ESPC, the customer owns all of the improvements and receives all of the
continuing savings. An energy services company (ESCO) can set up ESPC for a client in which the ESCO
assesses energy savings opportunities and assumes the risk by financing the project until the energy
savings from the project “pays back” the ESCO, meaning the performance of the actual project defines
the profit. This is a great program for hands-off clients because the ESCO handles the installation and
delivery as well. However, because the risk is on the ESCO, the projects that are undertaken may result in
lower savings than larger, more innovative projects.
There are three sub-types of ESPC based on structural differences:
1. Shared savings: In this structure, the ESCO shares the financial benefit of the measured energy
savings and are paid only when energy savings are realized.
2. Paid from savings: In this format, the ESCO payment is structures as a set amount or percentage
of the cost savings generated through reduction in energy bill.
3. Guaranteed savings: This is a premium format where the ESCO assumes the performance risk of
the project and guarantee a minimum amount of cost savings. In event of the minimum amount
not being met, the ESCO pays the difference.
Most ESPC activity takes place in the public and institutional markets (e.g., federal/state/local
government buildings, K-12 schools, universities/colleges). In 2014, ESPC represented $4.1B in
investment electric efficiency, 85% of that year’s programmatic financing.

5.1.2 Grants
Grants are periodic offerings by government or philanthropic organizations.
Upfront cost:

Grants cover a portion of the upfront cost, significantly reduce the outof-pocket expenses borne by the owners

End of Year 1 Savings:

Grants do not increase the amount of money you save, but as the
associated first cost reduces, the overall impact on the savings is higher

Impact on payback period:

As grants cut the first cost down, the payback period also reduces.

Ease of transaction:

Grants are set with a cap on number of awards, making it fairly
competitive. Depending on their structure, they may be available on
rolling basis or open for a specific duration.
Visibility: DSIRE database provides high-level information and link to
government grants, there is no such resource to provide information
from private sector
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Application process: Grant paper-work is extensive and extremely
onerous on the applicant. They often require specialized writing skills
Approval Period: Grants take minimum 6 months from time of application
to receiving funds.

Figure 37: Cashflow analysis for a project with and without grant 15

5.1.3 Equipment Leases
Equipment Lease financing structure is similar an equipment loan structure, the main difference being the
ownership of the EE equipment installed lies with the lessor. Under an equipment lease, the leasing
companies typically own the energy efficiency equipment installed in a building, and the lessee (typically
the owner or tenant) will make periodic payments for renting them. Energy efficient equipment leasing is
similar to leasing a car: the lessee needs a car and pays a leasing company, the lessor, for the right to
keep and use the car for some period of time. Like car leasing, equipment leasing may also ultimately lead
to an outright sale of the leased equipment. In the case of energy efficient equipment, leasing usually
ends in the lessee purchasing the equipment.
Lease structures have a faster turnaround, easier approval, lower transaction costs, and more flexible
terms than secured loans or bond financing. Leases do not assume the performance risk for a large piece

15

Assumptions:
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] Assuming a 50% cost-share for grant
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of equipment, as they generally invest in proven technologies with high capital cost and strong residual
value. Some of the key features of lease financing includes:
• Financing of both hard and soft costs: Private firms may choose leasing for energy efficiency
projects over other forms of financing because leasing can cover 100% of hard and soft costs
(e.g., installation) whereas loans generally require a down payment (e.g., some sort of equity in
the project) and may not cover soft costs.
• Cost treatment: Operating leases allow lessees to treat project costs as off-balance-sheet may
be attractive to entities that are limited in the amount of debt they can undertake.
• Faster turn-around and easier approval: Lease are generally approved in under a wee, much
faster than specialized financing or secured loans.
• Flexible terms: Leases have multiple options available for term and payment schedules as
compared to specialized financing or secured loans.
There are two primary types of lease: operating leases and capital leases. A variant of the capital lease is
Tax-Exempt Lease Purchase Agreement (TELP), also known as municipal lease, which is available for
financing efficiency projects in MUSH sector.
Table 33: Comparison of different types of equipment lease products

Capital - Dollar
Buyout

Capital - 10%

Operating

Municipal

Loan Amount

100% + soft costs

100% + soft costs

100%

100%

Loan Term

2-5 Years

2-5 Year

Varies

Project Life

Interest Rate

6-15%

7-16%

Max 10%

Max 5%

Amortization

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monthly

High

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Payment Size
Transaction
Cost
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Credit Score
Criteria

600 or higher

600 or higher

650 or higher

Approval
Period

Max 3 weeks

Max 3 weeks

Max 3 weeks

Less than 30 Days

Depreciation,
Interest,
Equipment

Depreciation &
Interest,
Equipment

Monthly Payments

Interest is tax
exempt, 179D

Tax Deductions

5.1.3.1

Capital Lease:

The structure of a capital lease is similar to that of an equipment loan. Capital leases have fixed terms
and monthly payments with $0 down payment from the end-user. There is an opportunity to buyout the
equipment at the end of the term at a nominal amount, $1 or 10% of the principal depending on the
structure. Many lease providers allow both hard and soft costs (engineering, etc.) be funded through the
lease.
Upfront cost:

Capital lease cover up to 100% of the upfront costs, hence significant
reducing the Day 1 out of pocket expenses borne by the owners

End of Year 1 Savings:

Tax credits are usually processed at end of do not increase the amount of
money you save, but as the associated first cost reduces, the overall
impact on the savings is higher

Impact on payback period:

The payback period increases a little due to additional interest payment

Ease of transaction:

Capital leases are very straight-forward
Visibility: No singular source of data to identify leasing companies for EE
equipment
Application process: Lease application is short and straight forward
requiring minimal paperwork. They have a low transaction cost
Approval Period: capital lease are approved in under 3 weeks.

5.1.3.2

Operating Lease

Operating lease is more of a traditional lease structure with fixed payments, minimal/no upfront costs
and end-of-lease purchase, return or re-lease options. This is often a preferred leasing method by some
owners, because payments can be made from operating budget which can remain off-balance sheet (vs.
capital budget) hence qualifying for tax deductions.
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Upfront cost:

Operating lease covers upto 75% of the equipment cost, hence reducing
the Day 1 out of pocket expenses borne by the owners

End of Year 1 Savings:

The savings are lower than an internally funded project owing to the
interest payment. However, the savings vary depending on the loan term
and the interest rate. It is critical to assess the loan terms for EE projects
with the payback period to avoid negative cashflow.

Impact on payback period:

The payback period increases a little due to additional interest payment

Ease of transaction:

Operating leases are offered by private leasing companies, and have easy
and straight forward application process.
Visibility: No singular source of data to identify leasing companies for EE
equipment
Application process: Lease application is short and straight forward
requiring minimal paperwork. They have a low transaction cost
Approval Period: Most operating leases are approved in under 3 weeks.

5.1.4 Tax Incentives
Tax incentives are provided by the government for qualifying building systems upgrade as an incentive to
increase the uptake of energy efficiency projects. Incentives are offered at both federal as well as local
level of the government for different ECMs.
Upfront cost:

Tax incentives are processed as refunds, hence they do not impact the
Day 1 out of pocket expenses borne by the owners

End of Year 1 Savings:

Tax incentives are usually processed at end of do not increase the
amount of money you save, but as the associated first cost reduces, the
overall impact on the savings is higher

Impact on payback period:

Due to part of the initial investment being refunded in the form of tax
credits, the payback period shortens.

Ease of transaction:

Tax incentives are financial incentives offered by the government, and
can be redeemed annually while filing the tax returns.
Visibility: DSIRE database provides high-level information about the tax
benefit, however the government website does not reflect the most upto-date information
Application process: Tax incentives can be redeemed on the taxes filed
every year. Due to the complexity of paperwork, usually a CPA is needed
to navigate through the process to realize maximum savings
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Approval Period: Subject to approval, tax credits are reflected within a
period of 6 weeks from the time of application.

There are two prevalent tax incentive structures – Tax credit, which reduces your tax liability and tax
deduction, which reduces your taxable income. While the concept is to lower the taxes as a financial
incentive, the treatment of the two varies (Table 34).
Table 34: Difference in treatment for tax credit and deduction

Tax Credits

Tax Deduction/ Abatement

Annual Taxable Income

100,000

Tax Liability
(assuming 20% tax bracket)
Total Tax Owed

(20000-10000)
=10000
$10,000

(100,000 – 10000)
= 90,000
18.000
$18,000

Figure 38: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without tax credits16

16

Assumptions:
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] Assuming tax credits
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Figure 39: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without tax deduction17

5.1.5 Rebates
Many electric utility companies offer significant financial incentives to install energy efficient equipment
that saves energy and money for the end customer as a part of their program to reduce demand side
energy consumption.
Upfront cost:

Rebates are processed as refunds, hence they do not impact the Day 1
out of pocket expenses borne by the owners

End of Year 1 Savings:

Rebates are usually processed at end of year one where a part of the
qualifying purchase is refunded, increasing the savings at the end of year
1.

Impact on payback period:

Due to part of the initial investment being refunded in the form of rebate,
the payback period shortens.

Ease of transaction:

Rebates are financial incentives offered by the utility companies, and can
be redeemed by submitting proof of installation and energy savings.

17

Assumptions:
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[1] $100,000 EE upgrade
[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] Assuming tax credits
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Visibility: DSIRE database provides high-level information about utilityoffered rebates, however in-depth information can be obtained through
the utility website.
Application process: It is a relatively straight forward process, and the
rebate is processed upon receipt of the paperwork
Approval Period: Subject to approval, rebates are reflected within a
period of 6 weeks from the time of submission.

Figure 40: Cashflow analysis for a sample project with and without rebate18

5.2

Sources of External Financing

External financing is gradually gaining market-share as a response to the regulatory requirements and
information and technology tools to overcome the market barriers. Banks, ESCOs and other financing
firms offer solutions to fit various aspects of market need. Banks often lack the industry expertise (EE &
DR) needed for proper due diligence on the contractor. ESCOs (Energy Service Companies) cater to the
smaller loan sizes, typically offering financing from a third party for energy saving installations. Banks
often find larger projects to be more cost effective for them, as it takes immense due diligence to finance
projects, and would not be as beneficial or efficient for them to focus on small projects.

18
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[2] $20,000 annual savings
[3] Assuming
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Utilities may also offer financing to the customer, who then pays for the installation on their monthly
utility bill—a process called on-bill financing. In some locales, utilities may also offer on-bill repayment
programs, which allows for financing from a third-party, rather than the utility. Additionally, government
programs such as PACE and Greenbanks offer financing mechanisms for energy efficiency upgrades.
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) provides financing to property owners, which is repaid as a
property tax assessment for up to 20 years, which makes it easier to transfer payments to new owners
over time. Green Banks utilize public and private capital to cover the upfront costs of energy efficiency
solutions. The capital is often recycled in the form of a revolving fund in order to expand green
investment and reduce market inefficiencies.
For this thesis, the definition financing organization is limited to organizations that building owners and
businesses can approach to secure external financing. These organizations are grouped together based
on their origin – Industry, Utility or Government. Classifying efficiency finance sources into these three
categories is not always straightforward as some organizations could reasonably be counted in more than
one category. For example, a conventional financing program is administered by WestPenn SEF is a nonprofit on behalf of WestPenn utility to their pre-approved customers and many credit unions and
commercial banks are also partners for CFDI.

Utility
Company

Industry

Banks

CDFI

Funds

Finance
Companies

ESCO

Foundations
& Non-profit

Government

Federal

State

Local

Figure 41: Organizations that finance energy efficiency projects

5.2.1 Industry
Data suggests that the influx of private capital in energy efficiency space has increased as they gradually
figure out the underwriting process. The industry financiers comprise of:
1) Private sector - such as commercial banks, community banks, CDFI approved institutions, ESCOs
and private lending companies.
2) Non-profits – such as charity and philanthropy organizations or foundations and funds.
Non-profits offer grants and below market value loans, whereas private sector organizations offer at-par
loan and lease options
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Figure 42: Mapping of industry sponsored external financing products

.
5.2.1.1

Banks

Despite a growth in the number of energy finance programs, commercial banks have a limited presence
in customer facing energy financing. Limited players provide mortgage backed securities but limited to
high credit worthy organizations. Commercial banks have less interest in financing small and medium
sized buildings, requiring smaller loan sizes owing to the higher risk involved. Most assume secondary role
by financing the energy service contracts undertaken by large ESCOs (Freehling & Environmental, 2011).
Credit unions and Co-ops offer green loans and loans for smaller size. With assets under $100 million,
they are smaller players compared to commercial banks.
5.2.1.2

CDC & CDFIs

CDFIs which encompass various industry financiers grouped through the Department of Treasury, with
assets worth over $ billion are a fast-growing segment in energy retrofit financing. are fas
Community Development Corporations administer Federal Government’s SBA 504 loan program,
covering up to 50% of the project costs jointly with the government.
5.2.1.3

Private Companies

Multiple leasing companies are also directly involved in the energy efficiency finance space focusing on
equipment leasing for alternate energy and LED lighting.
Private sector finance is gaining popularity, it is the largest source of capital provided through a diverse
array of institutions. Many states with PACE enabled through the private sector.
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5.2.1.4

ESCO

ESCOs provide savings backed financing in the form of energy service agreement, managed energy
service agreement
5.2.1.5

Foundations & Endowments

Many family foundations provide customer-facing energy finance through program related investments in
the form of matching grants, or provide indirect financing by investing their endowments through CDFIs
or investment grade bonds.

5.2.2 Utility Companies
Utilities provide financing through on-bill programs and customer rebate programs. Growing
requirements by state legislations to offer energy financing have resulted in a spur of on-bill financing
programs. Examples of well-established are Alliant Energy’s shared savings program and Sacramento
Municipal Utility District.

Figure 43: Mapping of Utility sponsored external financing products

5.2.3 Government
Federal government is the largest source of risk capital, financing energy efficiency investments through
small business administration,
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State governments offer loans and grants through their state offices, and also have a loan loss reserve set
up which they offer as loan guarantees.
Local governments offer tax abatements and tax increment financing for energy upgrades and pass
legislation to mobilize private sector investments through specialized financing as vehicles.

Figure 44: Mapping of government sponsored external financing products

5.3 Lender Criteria & Borrower Preferences
5.3.1 Lender Criteria
5.3.1.1

Loan Security

In case of secured financing, financiers seek security in the form of collateral, such that they can place a
lien on the collateral and seize control of it, should the borrower fail to repay the loan. When applying for
a retrofit loan, if a business or individual has assets such as accounts receivables, real estate, inventory,
equipment and machinery, which are used as a collateral to obtain financing. Having collateral provides
assurance to the lender that they won’t lose all their money in the event of a default. Lenders have the
right to take possession of the collateral, sell it, and use the sales proceeds to pay off the loan in the
event of non-payment from borrower.
5.3.1.2

Financing Threshold

Many external financing products have a high transaction cost associated with them. Marketing and
negotiating services and financing agreements with clients is typically a time intensive process for ESCOs,
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engineering firms, contractors, and financiers. Thus, they typically are only willing to engage in financing
relatively large projects. Prominent ESCOs in different regions of the country reported to MIT GEDI that
they require a minimum project size range from $150 thousand to $1 million to provide financing. Many
smaller energy upgrade projects are not large enough to meet that threshold. To overcome this barrier
however, it may be possible to aggregate multiple projects in a pool to achieve the scale necessary for
cost-effectiveness.
Loans typically have a heavy underwriting process; they are rarely adapted to contractors’ business needs
and customer expectations. In particular, banks provide loans to the customer—on the balance sheet—
which creates a barrier to sale and scale. The customer must endure a classic credit check and analysis,
which involves a long and heavy underwriting process. Since banks are more likely to provide a loan for
larger projects, small to medium sizes are often neglected.
5.3.1.3

Credit-worthiness

The amount of existing debt and the credit worthiness of the borrower are the most important factors
determining the success and the amount of funding building owners may be eligible to receive.
Creditworthiness is determined by several factors including repayment history and credit score. This helps
the financier understand how the borrower has dealt with payment obligations in the past. Lenders run a
credit report on the borrower through leading credit reporting agencies like TransUnion, Equifax and
Experian. A credit report also outlines the late payments, debt balances and credit limits for a borrower.
This criteria often restricts small buildings and businesses are restricted by low credit scores that hinder
their ability to qualify for desirable financing, limit their available options.

5.3.2 Borrower Preferences

Figure 45: Preference alignment of external financing products
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5.3.2.1

Ownership hold period

The ‘Ownership Hold period’ refers to the period a property owner keeps ownership of the asset. Many
building owners hesitate to invest in ECMs which have a longer payback period due to uncertainty of the
investment not paying back before sale of the property, like in case of investment properties. Many
studies cite this ‘hold barrier’ as perhaps the an impediment to realizing the technical energy reduction
potential of the property (MIT CoLab, 2016; IMT 2017) Another MIT study conducted in 2008 found a low
median payback period of 3.2 for ESCO projects in the private sector (Larsen, Goldman & Satchwell,
2012). This preference of aiming for the low-hanging fruits leads to potential ECMs being left out and
payback periods, much cost-effective efficiency is left “on the table”. Thus, a mechanism to pass financing
repayments to future owners is needed.
5.3.2.2

Cash-flow limitations

‘Cash Flow’ are barriers that result from liquidity constraints faced by consumers that may want to invest
in efficiency measures. They may not have sufficient capital to pay for energy improvements outright or
their cash flow may be constrained, making financing of energy improvements difficult. As a result,
owners often prefer financing options that provides positive cash flow from the onset, as seen with
multiple specialized financing options.
5.3.2.3

(Perceived) need for off-balance sheet financing

Many properties, particularly Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) established to own individual properties
as investments, are highly leveraged; thus, they have little capacity to take on additional debt.
Commercial consumers tend to avoid the use of financing products that show up as debt on their balance
sheet. The primary causes for these tie back to the barriers listed in Chapter 3.1.8 1) Institutional barriers - Most firms prefer to take on debt primarily for core business activities.
2) Perceived High upfront costs - Transaction costs are higher for secured lending as require that
valuation of the collateral property be conducted.
3)

Lack of incentives - For capital expenses, a full tax deduction cannot be taken in the first year but
must be depreciated over time.

In addition to this, most mortgage covenants also prohibit commercial building owners from assuming
other debt, or liens on their property or equipment, without a mortgage lender’s permission.
5.3.2.4

Risk averseness

There is a certain degree of uncertainty surrounding the benefits that often deters commercial building
owners from conducting energy efficiency investments. Many building owners and financiers alike
perceive uncertain prospects of future cost savings or uncertain technology performance as a risk due to
lack of knowledge or technical expertise, and prefer options which overcome the related risk through
some form of guarantee. Specialized financing and tax benefits are risk-averse financing options, where
the owner does not have to assume any risk for project performing as projected.
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6 POLICY TOOL FOR ‘RETROFIT FINANCING DECISION
SUPPORT’

6.1 Introduction
The findings from chapter 4 highlight the need for simplified, aggregated economic assessment and data
accessibility tools to assist building owners with retrofit financing decisions. Key findings emphasize on
resources to reduce dependency on internal capital through explanation of cost-benefit and improving
visibility of existing financing mechanisms. This chapter first evaluates the features of existing retrofit
decision support resources, then presents the description of the tool and its various sections: The
database module, the user interface and the processing module. It also describes the method for
collecting data and the background calculations used to accomplish the tasks within the prototype. The
last section of this chapter describes the process and results of prototype testing.
The previous chapter explains in depth the key features of the information captured in the database.

6.1.1 Shortcomings of Existing Retrofit Financing Decision Support Resources
As a first step to developing new resources for retrofit financing decision support, existing resources are
evaluated for the level of information and support they provide to aid commercial building decision
makers identify and obtain the ideal external financing for their project. A list of available resources are
discussed below.
•

DSIRE: ‘Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency’ (DSIRE) is the only available free
comprehensive source of information on government and utilities sponsored incentives for
energy efficiency projects in the US. The database only provides high-level information and links
to the existing documents. It is operated by North Carolina State University through federal
funding, resulting in less frequent data updates, often resulting in archived information.

•

2030 District Project Financing Toolkit: 2030 District has bundled all free relevant published

material and resources into a repository consisting of 101 information about 13 government and
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industry supported External Financing Types addressing variability by building sizes. However, it
lacks comprehensiveness and visibility.
•

EPA’s Energy Star Building Upgrade Manual & Cost Calculator: EPA has developed multiple

resources to aid commercial building stakeholders such as:
o

Simplified 101 information about 7 External Financing Types

o

Cost Calculator in the form of a downloadable excel sheet for identifying investment

This information is however is extremely simplified and does not
•

Better Buildings Solution Center: It is the only comprehensive database with information on

private sector based external financing. This database provides:
o

Financing Navigator – 101 information about 10 External Financing Types

o

Provides a list of ESCO that provide loans, lease, PACE, ESPC or PPA by state

However, it is not an exhaustive list, lacks program specific information and the information is
dated as well, many companies mentioned do not exist.
Other information lies fragmented across multiple websites on the web, such as:
•

DOE – lacks most up to date information.

•

Individual state government – snippet does not provide eligibility details; documents are
extensive, and process is complicated

•

PA PUC - programs are straightforward, don’t tell you if you are eligible

Table 35: Comparison of information provided by existing retrofit financing decision tools
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6.1.2 Tool outline
The developed resource fills in the gaps in existing decision-making tools available to commercial building
stakeholders as shown in Table 35, which helps address multiple knowledge, financial and technical
barriers. Based on the findings of chapter 4, a policy tool in the form of ‘retrofit financing decision
support’ resource is developed to provide commercial building decision maker:
(a) Simplified Economic Assessment Information: A simplified graphical calculator for cash-flow
analysis and ROI for 14 external financing vehicles.
(b) Comprehensive External Financing Information: A data repository to provide aggregated yet
granular information about various external financing products by geography, building type,
financing source and energy conservation method.
The tool is envisioned to be an online, rapid, interactive means to obtain preliminary information about
project specific financing The tool minimizes need for user sophistication by restricting the input data to
readily available, elementary information about the project. It will consist of a user-facing front end,
comprising of an input and output interface and a back end where the database and processing modules
would dwell. The interaction between the front end and back end and its various components is
explained in Figure 46 below.
•

The user-facing interface is where the user would interact with the tool through input of 7 basic
information about the project that needs to be financed, which are required to identify project
specific financing products and corresponding cashflow analysis; and receive the generated custom
list of project specific financing products and graphical information about the impact of applicable
external financing mechanism on their cashflow through the output interface.

•

The database module in the back-end houses all the information about all external financing products
offered across the country. While the process module carries out 2 main functions – parse the
information from the database to match the user-input criteria and provide cashflow and ROI impact
analysis based on collected data on program attributes.
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Figure 46: Diagrammatic representation of the developed resource

6.1.3 Prototype
As a part of this dissertation, a working prototype is developed to obtain proof of concept and
understand how commercial building decision makers can leverage external financing and other
incentives through the policy tool to make energy upgrades economically sensible. The prototype is built
out as a stand-alone front and back end along the concept outlined in Section 6.1.2.
The platform used for hosting the relational database is ‘Airtable’ - a cloud-based relational database
engine supporting real-time synchronization. The database engine has higher sophistication than Access –
it supports open-source Node.js, and has the ability to store images and encrypt data, stored in cloud and
allows for integration with multiple other tools and websites. The user data is manually input as queries
and the output is presented in form of a table with all relevant attributes.
The front-end was communication is set-up via e-mail where the user input data is structured to be
collected through a survey using ‘Typeform’ – a secure platform to collect and store data with the ability
to integrate with other tools such as ‘Airtable’ which was used for designing the back-end. The set-up for
communication was such that the output about project-specific information about external financing
products were corresponded to the same email IDs they provide in the survey.
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6.2 Database Module
6.2.1 Comprehensive external financing database
In order to provide holistic support for all local commercial building markets, the proposed external
financing database is designed to provide prompt, project-specific information by aggregating,
streamlining and centralizing scattered information about external financing for energy retrofits which is
currently hard to find and difficult to comprehend, making it challenging for a stakeholder to benefit from
available resources.

Figure 47: Graphical Representation of the information collected in the database

6.2.2 Database Architecture
Data about various external financing programs and products discussed in the previous section is
modelled and stored in a digital relational database, following Codd’s rules (O’Rilley). The relational
database for external financing consists of five different types of tables listed in Table 36 and described
below:
External Financing Type Tables: Available external financing products are split into five primary datasets or tables, relating to the
five larger categories of financing – loans, leases, rebates, tax credits and grants that they fall under based on the classification in
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1) Figure 31. Different financing products are stored as records within the corresponding table,

and objective information about each product such as application process, eligibility criteria,
loan amounts, contact information etc. are stored as individual attributes.
2) Financing Organization Tables: Different organizations that provide some kind of financing for

energy retrofits are split into three primary datasets, based on the three broader categories
illustrated in Figure 41. Different organizations are stored as individual records within the
corresponding tables, and objective information pertaining to the organizations are stored as
individual attributes.
3) Code Tables: These tables contain information about different attributes which are critical for
identifying the geographic location, . There are seven code tables in the database, and the
information housed here is linked to records in either the external financing type tables or
the financing organizations table
4) Joining Tables: These tables link the information contained in the entity tables to the
information about product specific records in external financing type tables. The database
houses 15 linking tables – each external financing method is linked to construction line items,
building type and Applicable measures tables.

Table 36: List of different datasets/entities within the relational database

EXTERNAL
FINANCING TYPE
TABLES

FINANCING
ORGANIZATION
TABLES

Loans

Contains information about traditional and specialized loan
products offered by various government and private
companies

Leases

Contains information about different lease products
offered by government, utility or private organizations

Tax Credits

Contains information about different tax credit programs
offered by different governmental organizations

Rebates

Contains information about rebate products offered by
different utility companies

Grants

Contains information about grant products offered by
governmental and private organizations

Government

Contains information about all governmental organizations
at federal, state and local levels
Contains information about all utility providers in the US
offering external financing

Utility
Private
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CODE TABLES

ECM Category

Contains a list of all ECM categories and associated payback
periods for product identification by ECM category

Construction Line
Items

Contains a master-list of associated costs that could be
paid through external financing

Commercial
Building Types

Contains a master-list of DOE defined function-based
commercial building types for product identification by
building type

Financing Type

Contains information about customer-facing external
financing products, associated including lender criteria,
user preferences and data for economic assessment

Upgrade Measures

Contains a master-list of all qualifying upgrade measures
under particular ECM

State

Contains all US states to geotag the products offered

Zip Code

Contains all US Zip codes to geotag the locations where the
product is offered

6.2.3 Database Schema
A database schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of the entire database. It
defines graphically how the data is organized into various datasets or tables within the scope of the
developed system, and the inter-relationships, dependency and cardinality between different records
stored within them. It formulates all the rules and constraints that are to be applied on the data.
The database schema is arrived at through an iterative process using the technique of database
normalization to re-structure the entities in a way that can reduce data redundancy and improve data
integrity. The descriptive detail of the developed relational database is depicted graphically by means of
an entity relationship diagram (ERD) in the Figure 48 below. The purpose of this ERD is threefold:
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•

Determine the attributes required to aid the data collection process

•

To visualize the design such that it allows for seamless expansion

•

To guide the development of the physical database structure
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Figure 48: Entity Relationship Diagram for the Relational Database
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6.2.4 Data Sources for Prototype
Data is Utility websites were the primary data source for collecting this program and measure-level data,
and were mostly accessed through the Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency3
(DSIRE). The DSIRE website summarizes state energy efficiency programs and provides links that point to
utility program landing pages.
This research identifies the key factors that contribute to underinvestment in energy efficiency, including
a lack of information on the benefits and costs of energy efficiency measures.
3 methods used:
1) For government sponsored programs: step 1: PUC website/ DSIRE database then parsed through
program manuals to identify relevant information
2) For utility sponsored programs: step 1: Individual utility website/ DSIRE database then parsed
through program manuals to identify relevant information
3) For industry-offered programs: step 1: Make a list of financing organizations from resources such
as Better Buildings, GBA and periodicals, identify information available through individual
websites, or obtain the information through communication via telephone or email.
For the prototype
Table 37: Summary of aggregated program information built into the prototype
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6.3 User-Interface Module
6.3.1 User input
The user input consists of 7 simplified questions – carefully devised considering the complexity of input,
ease of information availability and differentiating factors to parse the data for project-specific . The first
three questions are grouped together as the ‘Qualification Criteria’ – these responses to these questions
are used as criteria to filter through the ‘Financing Type’ table and arrive at external financing programs
the user may be eligible for. The basis of question selection is explained below.
1) Building Ownership: A large proportion of external financing products for building systems
upgrade place liens on the property as a collateral. Such scenarios exclude businesses that lease
their office space. Based on a careful examination of all external financing methods, the first
question to filter the data focuses on the ownership of the property.
2) Building Size: Many specialized financing products have an intensive underwriting and a high
associated transaction fee. Further, marketing and negotiating services and financing agreements
is also a time intensive process. Thus, such financing is often exclusive to relatively large projects.
Based on the data collected, 50,000 sq.f. is used as a threshold, assuming retrofits targeting a
30% energy reduction.
3) Credit Score: Most loans and lease structures require a personal guarantee from the primary
borrower. Creditworthiness is a criteria set by most financiers, which helps them filter the ability
of the borrower to make timely repayments. The critical credit score threshold identified through
data collection is 600, below which the number of external financing products available to the
borrower are limited.

Figure 49: User Input - Qualification Criteria Questions
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The next four questions are bundled together as to determine the availability criteria, based on the
geographic location, building sub-type and desired ECM. The responses to these questions are used as
criteria to filter through individual datasets, explained in detail in section 6.4.1. The basis for question
selection is explained below and visualized in Figure 50.
1) Audit Recommended ECM: There are 9 wide category of energy conservation methods
(ECMs) each corresponding to a different type of iconological intervention to the building
systems, to reduce the energy conservation within the building. These categories are:
•

Lighting Fixtures – upgrades pertaining to energy savings by upgrading to an energy
efficient fixture

•

Lighting Controls – upgrades pertaining to introduction of controls such as dimmable
ballasts, sensors for occupancy, daylight integration etc. to reduce energy use

•

HVAC equipment - upgrades pertaining to energy savings generated from upgrading
to equipment that consumes less energy

•

HVAC controls – pertains to introduction of sensors for effective use of HAVC
equipment and reducing energy wastage

•

Building Envelope – upgrades pertaining to upgrades to the exterior of the building –
roofs, windows, insulation etc. to reduce energy loss through infiltration

•

Whole Building – upgrades pertaining to deep retrofits or installation of BMS to
conserve energy

•

Refrigeration – all measures pertaining to upgrading to efficient, less energy intensive
refrigeration equipment

•

Hot water - all measures that upgrades the equipment involved for domestic hot
water, to switch to a more energy efficient one

•

Renewable Energy – equipment and technology to reduce dependency on
conventional fuel sources

Energy efficiency specific external financing products are not universal in nature and are
available contingent on carrying out specific upgrades within the above-mentioned ECM
categories. An example of this is rebate programs available for commercial lighting alone, or
tax incentives for energy efficiency (179D) for HVAC improvements. Based on the variability
on ECMs financed by the collected financing products, this attribute is added to filter and
provide end-user more accurate, project specific information.
2) Location – Zip Code: There are very few programs which are offered nationwide. The
availability of most programs gathered within the database are restricted to certain geolocations, by states, cities, counties, rural areas, special economic development zones etc. An
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example of this is grants offered by state, or tax abatements offered by certain cities. Based
on these findings, zip code was used as a filtering criterion to provide the end-user with more
granular, location specific information without compromising on privacy.
3) Utility Company: Under state PUC regulations, many utility companies provide rebates for
commercial building energy upgrades to reduce the overall demand-side energy use. These
benefits, however, are offered only to the utility customers. Hence, the utility service
provider is asked as a user-input, to further parse through the rebates table and identify if
the end-user qualifies for a particular product.
4) Commercial Building Type: DOE has sub-divided commercial buildings based on the function
of the building into 12 categories, which collectively represent 70% of the US commercial
building stock. The energy use and building systems involved across these buildings types
vary. These categories are:
•

Office

•

Warehouse

•

Stand-alone retail

•

Supermarket

•

Strip-mall

•

School

•

University

•

Library

•

Restaurant

•

Hotel

•

Hospital

•

Religious Institution

Many external financing products are exclusive to certain building type – such as municipal
lease available to the MUSH market (municipal, universities, schools and hospitals).
Additionally, some of these buildings may be have different tax treatment such as certain
religious buildings or libraries. Based on the observed variability on building types financed by
the collected financing products, this attribute is added to filter and provide end-user more
accurate, project specific information.
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Figure 50: User Input - Availability Criteria Questions

6.3.2 Output
Consistent with the thesis deliverables, the output is structured to provide the end-user granular, project
specific information – carefully considering all the relevant information fields that are critical for sounddecision making. The two components of the output are as follows:
(a) Simplified Economic Assessment Information: A simplified graphical calculator for cash-flow
analysis and ROI for 14 external financing vehicles.
(b) Project-specific External Financing Information: A data repository to provide aggregated yet
granular information about various external financing products by geography, building type,
financing source and energy conservation method.
For the prototype, the output is emailed to the end-users as a two part PDF along with a cover
mentioning the number of qualifying financing types and number of products under each type available
for the user-defined project specifications as illustrated in Figure 51.
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Figure 51: Sample Output Screen 1

6.3.2.1

Project-specific External Financing Information

The first part of the output presents the end-user with synthesized relevant information about all
applicable financing products. The information is structured in an easy to browse, tabular format to
ensure all the relevant information is accurately communicated to the end user to make an informed
decision. The output is provided for each financing type along with financing-type dependent attributes
to guide the user through the identification and application process. The list below provides the
exhaustive list of attributes presented as information to the end-user. Figure 52 provides an example of
the data, as presented to the end-user.
1) Financing Type: This lists the type of financing out of the 14 external financing types available
2) Program Name: This provides the commercial name of the product under which the financing
is offered
3) Financier Name: This field provides the name of the financing organization
4) Applicable measures: This field lists the applicable measured under the ECM category that
the financing product will cover. This helps end-user easily identify if the desired upgrades
would be covered by the product in consideration.
5) Other measures considered: This is a yes/no field that provides end-user with feedback if the
product in consideration open to applicable measures or project types beyond what are
publicly listed by them.
6) Applicable construction line items: This field lists the different retrofit associated costs
covered by the financing product. For example - purchase, installation, labor, maintenance,
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software, audits etc. This would help the end user identify the percentage of associated soft
and hard costs covered by the product in consideration.
7) Minimum interest rate: This field lists the minimum interest rate (where applicable) to
calculate the net cost to the end-user for product in consideration, and understand the
impact on annual cashflow.
8) Available financing term: This field specifies the term for which the financing is available
(where applicable). This helps end-user evaluate the product through lens of the desired
buy/hold period and annual cashflow.
9) Loan to Cost: This field specifies the percentage of the project cost that can be covered
through the financing product in consideration. This helps end-user understand his out of
pocket expense and the impact on cashflow analysis.
10) Application Process: This field provides synthesized information, listing a step by step process
to be followed for availing the product in consideration to finance the energy retrofit project.
11) Qualification Criteria: This field provides summarized information on specific requirements
that the project must satisfy, conditional to which the financing product is available.
12) Required Documentation: This field lists the documents that would be required from the enduser in order to avail the external financing product in consideration.
13) Contact Details: This field provides the contact details in the form of phone number to
contact for further correspondence or to avail more information about the product.
14) Link to additional information: This field provides the end-user ta hyperlink to the URL where
maximum detailed documentation about the project could be found, specifically to
understand existence of caveats of any for the product in consideration.

Figure 52: Output Screen 2 - Applicable financing product details
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6.3.2.2

Comparative Economic Assessment Information

The second part of the output presents the end user with simplified graphical understanding of the
impact of their investment choice on the project cashflow over the next 30 years. Multiple studies state
the benefit of communicating graphically through symbols, such as reduction in ambiguity, universal
understanding, simplification and reinforcement of message to name a few (Derks et al, 2007). For this
dissertation, the two types of information – qualitative and quantitative are simplified and graphically
presented to provide the end-user a well-rounded understanding about the following :
•

Understand how the financing type in consideration pays for the project – upfront payment or
refund

•

Understand trade-offs between the different metrics associated with financial calculations

•

Benefits of opting for external financing over the internal methods

•

Understand the resources (time, money and expertise) required to avail the product

Communication of quantitative information

Impact of the financing type in consideration on the operating capital as a comparison to the same
project being internally funded through . Using universal graphics which are easy to comprehend, each of
the following three metrics communicate the performance of
1. Impact on annual cashflow: This metric illustrates the year by year projection of cashflow taking
into consideration the initial investment, the loan to cost, interest rate, loan term and repayment
structure of the financing type in consideration. By graphically comparing the money coming in
and going out each year relative to the project being funded through internal capital alone.
Details for annual cashflow for each of the 14 financing types are available in section 5.1.
2. Impact on Out of pocket expense: This metric demonstrates to the end-user the amount of
upfront investment that would have to be financed through the operating budget, were the
project financed through the t financing type in consideration, as opposed to internal capital. The
three scenarios listed below are graphically demonstrated using emoticons.
•

Would the out of pocket expense increase

•

Would the out of pocket expense reduce

•

Would the out of pocket expense remain the same

3. Impact on End of year 1 savings : The metric demonstrates to the end-user the impact on savings
at the end of year 1, were the project to be financed through the financing type in consideration,
as opposed to internal capital. The three scenarios listed below are graphically demonstrated
using emoticons.
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•

Would the cashflow be higher than baseline at the end of 1-year period

•

Would the cashflow be lower than baseline at the end of 1-year period

•

Would the cashflow effectively remain the same

4. Impact on payback period: This metric demonstrates to the end-user the impact on time taken to
break-even, were the project to be financed through the financing type in consideration, as
opposed to internal financing alone. The three scenarios listed below are graphically
demonstrated using emoticons.
•

Would funding the project through the product in consideration reduce the payback period
as opposed to internal capital

•

Would funding the project through the product in consideration increase the payback period
as opposed to internal capital

•

Would funding the project through the product in consideration not impact the payback
period

Communication of qualitative information:

Qualitative metrics are used to communicate the level of complexity and resource-intensiveness of the
financing type being reviewed by the end-user. These two metrics are also represented through the use
of emoticons where smile represents - easy or good, and frown represents difficult or bad.
5. Identification ease: This metric in general provides information about the visibility and availability
of the financing type. Many financing types and products do not have listed details on readily
available on the web, or have a cap, waitlist etc. which cannot be determined through the
information provided through the tool alone. This metric provides an indication of existence of
such caveats, presented through graphical emoticons.
6. Obtaining ease: This metric is a representation of the effort needed from the end-user to avail
the financing type in consideration, in general. While information may have variation on case-tocase basis across different products offered by different financiers under the same financing type,
this provides a good overview about the products that fall under the type. This information is a
summary of process, criteria and documents required fields, reviewed in combination with time
to process.
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Figure 53: Output Screen 3 - Simplified cashflow information for applicable financing methods

6.4 Process Module
This section explains in depth the functioning of the process module, which is the component of the tool
containing two sub-modules responsible for carrying out computational tasks based on user input to
provide :
•

project specific external financing information

•

computation of economic information

6.4.1 Project-specific External Financing Information
In order to arrive a project specific information on case-basis, The tool is designed to utilize the seven
different criteria entered by the end-user. User-input for the first three questions act as a ‘filter option’ to
guide the navigation process by further refining the selection available, based on user-specific criteria
such as Ownership ("Owned", "rented"), Size (“Above 50,000”, “Below 50000”) and Credit score (“above
600”, “below 600”). Based on user input of the qualification criteria questions, the process module parses
through the database to identify general program information dataset to identify only the programs
which contain using the following formula for the calculated output:

Where “ownership” = <user input>
And “size” = <user input>
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And “credit score” = <user input>
The user input of the first three questions results in one of the eight outcomes illustrated in Figure 54.
This serves as a start for the processing of individual external financing products. Using test site 4 as an
example, the inputs are:

>Select*
>FROM financing types
>WHERE (ownership = ‘owned’ AND size = ‘under 50000’ AND credit score =
‘below 600’)
The user would be eligible for 7 of the 14 external financing methods, and the next set of questions would
only parse thorough only through the datasets that contains records based on the specific refinement
through the ‘Qualification Criteria’ questions as seen in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Navigation process through data database based on user input for qualification criteria

The next set of questions further refines the database, allowing the end user to retrieve the most relevant
results based on the geographic location, auditor recommended ECM, utility service provider and building
type they’ve selected. This set-up helps the end-user achieve accurate product discoverability, by
reducing navigation time and any potential disruptions along the consumer path to identifying projectspecific external financing.
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Using example of test site 4, all five datasets (loans, lease, rebate, grant and tax incentives) will be parsed
for external financing products that match the following criteria as shown below:

>Select*
>FROM loans
>WHERE (type = ‘grants’ OR ‘tax credits’ OR ‘tax deductions’ OR ‘on-bill’ OR
‘rebates’ OR ‘municipal lease’)
>AND (applicable ecm = ‘HAVC Equipment’ OR ‘Whole Building’)
>AND (building type = ‘office’)
>Select*
>FROM lease
>WHERE (type = ‘grants’ OR ‘tax credits’ OR ‘tax deductions’ OR ‘on-bill’ OR
‘rebates’ OR ‘municipal lease’)
>AND (applicable ecm = ‘HAVC Equipment’ OR ‘Whole Building’)
>AND (building type = ‘office’)
>Select*
>FROM rebates
>WHERE (utility = ‘Duquesne Light’)
>AND (applicable ecm = ‘HAVC Equipment’ OR ‘Whole Building’)
>AND (building type = ‘office’)
>Select*
>FROM grants
>WHERE (zip = ‘15237’)
>AND (applicable ecm = ‘HAVC Equipment’ OR ‘Whole Building’)
>AND (building type = ‘office’)
>Select*
>FROM tax benefits
>WHERE (type = ‘grants’ OR ‘tax credits’ OR ‘tax deductions’ OR ‘on-bill’ OR
‘rebates’ OR ‘municipal lease’)
>AND (applicable ecm = ‘HAVC Equipment’ OR ‘Whole Building’)
>AND (building type = ‘office’)
>AND (zip = ‘15237’)
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6.4.2 Computation of Project-specific Economic Assessment Information
In order to address knowledge and financial barriers, in addition to the program information this tool also
provide comparative cashflow and ROI information to highlight the benefits of leveraging eligible external
financing vehicles for their project. This process helps address the observed dependence on internal
capital for funding energy retrofits. PNNL study published that $1/sq.ft. savings in office building energy
costs increases cash flow by $0.95 and asset value by $13/ sq.f. (PNNL, 2017), but these metrics are
currently opaque to buildings owners.
The process module computes three key metrics to explain the business sense of using a particular
external financing measure:
1. Annual cashflow
2. Return on Investment
3. Payback period
This is achieved by combining Input dependent calculated fields along with pre-logged data about basic
energy cost, average operations and maintenance cost and average anticipated savings. This section
describes in detail the assumptions and calculations used to process basic information for internal capital
budget and 14 external financing methods captured in the database.
6.4.2.1

Pre-logged calculations

For each of the 15 external financing vehicles, simplified economic assessment information is calculated.
It must be noted that these savings are baseline and currently agnostic to individual energy consumption
of each system and energy reduction from proposed ECM. The calculations assume the energy reduction
of 30% in pre-1980 buildings based on the McKinsey report (2008) and simplifies the formula to calculate
the energy savings as:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐸) + (𝑂&𝑀)
Where,
E = Energy cost savings
O&M = Operations Maintenance and Repair cost savings
The energy cost savings are calculated based on the avoided energy consumption costs from investing in
the technology. The future streams of cost savings are then converted to its present value. For computing
the accurate energy savings, it is critical to determine the energy conservation method (ECM) being
considered. Additionally the quantity of energy used at the building site by the building type and system
(lighting, ventilation, heating, cooling or whole building energy) and the fuel type used and energy prices
based on the utility’s rate schedule.
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$
𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = % 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 ∗ 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(
) ∗ 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
∗ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑘𝑤ℎ
𝑠𝑞𝑓𝑡
The cost of energy is projected to increase every year and this increase is known as energy cost
escalation. The present value of the recurring energy savings accrued over N=15 years can be calculated
using the following formula:
𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
1+𝑖 ‚
𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 =
•1 − €
• ƒ
(𝑟 − 𝑖)
1+𝑟
Where,
r = rate per period
i = energy inflation rate
n = number of period
Operations Maintenance and repair costs includes the routine ground and janitorial maintenance,
processing of work orders and deferred maintenance for non-capital projects. Investing in energy retrofit
reduces the maintenance costs through fewer material and man hours required, computed using savings
data from international literature, peer reviewed journal and conference papers and or manufacturer
data. For the purpose of this tool, the baseline facility costs for maintenance is obtained from BOMA. The
Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) International, estimate the O&M expenses within the
commercial real estate industry based on data from over 5,200 buildings across the US and Canada, to be
$8.00 /sq.f. e (BOMA International, 2012).
Total O&M savings are calculated as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑂&𝑀 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = % 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑞𝑓𝑡 •

$
ƒ ∗ 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡
𝑠𝑞𝑓𝑡

Assuming these savings are accrued over 10 years, the net present value of O&M savings is calculated as:
‡
𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑜𝑓 𝑂&𝑀 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = ∑‰Š
‡‹Š 𝑂𝑀& 𝑅 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠‡ /(1 + 𝑑)

Where,
N
= Number of years in the study period and
d
= Discount rate used to adjust cash flows to present value

The building size is considered to be 50,000 sq.f. based on average building size and average annual utility
cost for commercial buildings is derived from CBECS 2012 data as $2.10/sq.f. However, the database
structure allows for individual costs to be plugged in based on commercial building type subject to data
availability. Using an average of payback period of 5.5 years for different ECM based on data collection,
the investment cost is assumed as $835,000.
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As the economic assessment is a comparison across all 14 external financing methods, the time period
considered for this assessment is the maximum term/duration offered by any of the 14 external financing
vehicles. C-PACE is available for a maximum duration of 30 years, annual cashflow is calculated for the
curation of the project. Such a treatment can provide comparative data required for complex economic
assessment to assess lifecycle cost analysis (LCCA).
The following table provides a summary of the numbers arrived at using the above-mentioned formulae
and assumptions.
Table 38: Default calculations for economic assessment

Building Size (default, can be adapted from user input)

50,000

sq.f.

Average annual Utility Cost (CBECS, 2012)

$ 2.10

/sq.f.

Total Annual Energy Bill

$ 105,000

Annual O&M cost (BOMA, 2012)

$ 8

Annual O&M Expense

$ 400,000

Total Baseline Operating Expense

$ 505,000

Annual Energy Reduction (McKinsey, 2009)

/sq.f.

/ year

30%
$

Annual Energy $ Savings = % 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑥 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 Œ•Ž•‡ • 𝑥 𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 $ 31,500
$

Annual O&M Reduction = % 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑥 𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 Œ•Ž•‡• 𝑥 𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒

$ 120,000

Minimum Operating Expense Reduction

$ 151,500

Energy Efficiency Retrofit Cost

$ 830,000

/ year

This data is combined with the following parameters of the 14 external financing products individually
obtained as an average of the data about the external financing products collected for the database.
•
•
•
•
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•

(E) Day1 out of pocket expense

Using this information, the annual expense for amortized products is calculated as:

Where,
A = payment Amount per period
P = initial Principal (loan amount)
r = interest rate per period
n = total number of payments or periods

>If (amortization = ‘no’ AND year<duration, ‘expense’ = interest * loan amount)
>ELSE IF (amortization = ‘no’ AND year = ’duration’, ‘expense’ = (interest*loan
amount) + loan amount)
>ELSE IF (amortization = ‘no’ AND year >duration, ‘expense’ = 0)

Using these calculated fields, the three metrics for economic assessment are calculated fore pre-decided
terms.
6.4.2.2

Annual cashflow

Annual cashflow information is critical to inform the end-user about their ‘debt to service ratio’, which is
a metric to indicate the amount of cash flow available to meet annual interest and principal payments,
and savings thereafter. Cash flow for each year is calculated as the net annual savings after deducting the
operational expenses such as interest, repayments etc. This is a critical metric to help address all the
lender preferences mentioned in Section 5.3.2.
For annual cashflow analysis in this thesis, each external financing method is treated as a separate
‘investment’ and is shown in comparison with the baseline – a retrofit project financed through internal
capital alone.
Annual cashflow for each year is calculated as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =
” (𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠)
This information is simplified and graphically communicated to the end-user as shown in Figure 53 For
ROI calculations used in the tool, see Appendix.
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6.4.2.3

Return on Investment (ROI)

Return on Investment is a financial metric widely used to measure gain form an investment relative to its
cost and demonstrate its ‘profitability’. It is a useful metric to evaluate the potential return from a standalone investment by comparing returns to a baseline or other investment.
For this thesis, each external financing method is treated as a separate ‘investment’, and compared
against the baseline – a retrofit project financed through internal capital alone over 5-years (based on
average payback period), 10-years and 20-years to explain the long term benefits of energy efficient
investments.

Annualized ROI is calculated as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑂𝐼 = •1 + €

𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ‰/‚
• − 1ƒ ∗ 100%
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

Where,
Net return on investment = ∑‚‡‹Š(𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒)
Cost of investment = day 1 out of pocket expense
n = number of years
The output can be calculated for project-specific financing as follows:

>If (ROI5.grant < ROI5.internal, PRINT “ L”)
>ELSE IF (ROI5.grant > ROI5.internal, PRINT “ J”)
>ELSE PRINT “no change”

This information is simplified and graphically communicated to the end-user as shown in Figure 53 and
explained in detail in section 5.1. For the calculated ROI for each external financing method used in the
tool, see Appendix.

6.4.2.4

Payback Period

The payback period refers to the amount of time it takes to completely payoff the initial investment and
start generating a profit. In other terms, the payback period is the length of time an investment reaches a
breakeven point. The desirability of an investment is directly related to its payback period, especially for
small and medium buildings and businesses, hence an investment that could shorten the payback would
be a more attractive investment.
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The payback period is the ration of cost of the investment and the annual cash flow. For example, a
building owner interested in replacing old CFLs with LED that costs $5,000 to procure and install, and
generates savings of $100 on monthly energy bill, it would take 4.2 years to reach the payback period.
The payback period is calculated as:
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 =
𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
” (𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠)

The output can be calculated for project-specific financing as follows:

>If (payback.grant < payback.internal, PRINT “ L”)
>ELSE IF (payback.grant > payback.internal, PRINT “ J”)
>ELSE PRINT “no change”

This information is simplified and graphically communicated to the end-user as shown in Figure 53 and
explained in detail in section 5.1. For the calculated payback period for each external financing method
used in the tool, see Appendix.

6.4.3 Prototype Testing
In addition to the iterative testing done through the configuration of the tool, the prototype was tested
for its accuracy and usability on five commercial projects in the City of Pittsburgh, each representing
different building sub-groups. The input criteria for the five projects is listed below.
Table 39: Test-case user input

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5

Q1

Owner

Owner

Tenant

Owner

Tenant

Q2

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Q3

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Q4

A, B, E

A,B, C, D

C,F

F

A,B

Q5

15213

15212

15232

15237

15090
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Q6
Q7

University

Office

Stand-alone
retail

Office

Restaurant

6.5 Stakeholder Consultation – Feedback on policy tool
Stakeholder feedback is an important component of policy formulation and planning process to design
the policy design, outcomes, and identify external risks. As a part of this thesis, a new policy tool has been
developed to improve visibility, understanding and facilitate easy access to existing financial resources
through an aggregated, streamlined and user-friendly data repository. The final step of policy formulation
involves stakeholder consultation - where the design prototype was tested, and feedback was received on
the viability of this tool through consultation with key stakeholders. To communicate the utility of this
retrofit financing decision resource in assisting the decision makers identify and understand the impact of
external financing, a demonstration of the prototype was provided to key users and their responses were
recorded. This activity helped gather information on the acceptable thresholds for investing in energy
retrofits given the developed policy tool and validate how such a policy tool could impact and shift the
decision-making patterns in commercial buildings retrofit investment.
The qualitative data collected from commercial building stakeholders in the form of observational
findings about utility of the policy tool is critical in uncovering critical patterns about requirements from
different sub-groups that would be a deciding factor for the success of such a policy tool. The main aim of
conducting stakeholder feedback is to understand the views and perception of stakeholders in order to:
•

To get acceptance from affected stakeholders for greater satisfaction

•

To manage risks and uncertainties for greater chance of successful implementation

•

To educate the stakeholders about benefits of the resource

•

To identify general stakeholder consent

6.5.1 Feedback Methodology
Consistent with the approach of qualitative research, the validation for the developed policy tool
described in this section consists of a 2-part process, with an aim to evaluate the viability of the tool in
achieving its goals, and receive feedback from stakeholders to align the implementation plan such that it
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can best meet with their needs. Using Monadic testing, feedback is received through semi-structured
methods such as in-depth interviews and participant observations through focus groups in the form of
objective and subjective feedback on the policy tool. The first method for feedback collection was
through a focus group consisting of 14 leaders in the
Such a two-step process allowed for feedback on the prototype and policy tool by a wider range of
commercial building stakeholders and identify key trends and feedback on how decision makers assess
retrofit investment decisions for their buildings. It is acknowledged that there may be selection or
consistency bias, where there is a desire of participants to appear consistent by answering related
questions in a consistent manner (Weisberg et al.1996).
6.5.1.1

Survey set-up:

The first activity under this task of validating the developed retrofit financing decision support tool as a its
impact on decision-makers was to develop a feedback instrument such as a survey, that would allow
collection of user responses on ‘usefulness’ and ‘relevance’ of this policy resource in addressing the
concerns of the respondents after the information is provided. To achieve this goal, an online polling
application ‘Poll Everywhere’ was used to gather real time user responses upon experiencing the
demonstration of the policy tool prototype. User responses were sent through smart phones or through
the online web interface and then visualized using the online application.
The survey consisted of five questions. The first three questions were to gauge the exposure of the user
to the policy problem in discussion and the last two questions whose responses are used as preliminary
feedback on the developed policy tool. The last two question are structured as a seven-point Likert Scale
to measure and ascribe user perception ranging from ‘absolutely’ to ‘not at all’ into basic numeric values
to compute the overall feedback. These two questions identify the ‘usefulness’ of the developed resource
for understanding and identifying project-specific retrofit financing choices; and the ‘relevance’ of this
resource in assisting the user with their retrofit investment decision.
6.5.1.2

Interview set-up:

The second activity conducted to consult the involved stakeholders was semi-structured interviews with
each of the 9 stakeholders involved. The interview set-up was done using either two methods described
below:
•

In the first format, the stakeholders were provided with an online link to submit the user-input,
through an online interactive survey platform ‘Typeform’ prior to the interview. This tool has
flexibility to be linked to the database prototype developed in ‘Airtable’. Based on the processing, the
output results were provided during the interview accompanied with a demonstration to explain how
the processing of the tool works.

•

In the second format, the stakeholders were walked through the user-input with hypothetical data
during the interview followed by a demonstration of the prototype in terms of its processing and
output.
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Following either of these processes, the stakeholders were asked open-ended questions in a brief semistructured interview to get insights into their perception about:
1) Barriers they experience
2) Usefulness and relevance of the developed policy tool
3) Ideal implementation strategy – paid v/s free, commercial v/s government resource

The findings from the stakeholder feedback used as field data to confirm or refute the hypothesis is
mentioned in detail in the following section.

6.5.2 Feedback from focus group
A focus group was conducted on June 18th , 2019 in Pittsburgh and comprised of Pittsburgh 2030 District
property partners and affiliates. The focus group has fourteen participants and was preceded by an
educational presentation that explained the developed policy tool, attended by ~40 GBA partners. The
composition of the focus group was such that 50% represented small commercial buildings, 20% medium
and 30% large (above 100,000 sq.f.). They collectively represented 90 commercial buildings in the
western PA region and were committed to achieving energy reduction within their portfolio. It is noted
that the participant group is relatively small and the views presented may not be representative of the
general population. However, this is a key step for pattern identification within the targeted sub-group of
commercial building decision makers.
Considering all the undecided and unlikely responses, the policy tool received a positive response from
the focus group. 72% of the participants found the tool as a useful resource to understand and identify
the project-specific external financing choices available to them. 14% had a neutral stance and two
participants chose to not answer the question (Figure 55).
77% of the respondents found this to be a relevant resource in assisting them with their retrofit financing
decision. One of the 14 participants responded saying this tool would be ‘irrelevant’ to their organization
owing to internal company policies and two others chose to not respond (Figure 55).
The data collected through various methods including feedback from the focus group provides evidence
to confirm the hypothetical propositions stated in section 1.3.
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Figure 55: Focus group response

6.5.3 Feedback from stakeholder interviews
Detailed semi-structured interview s conducted with each of the stakeholders identified in chapter 4.
During the 45 – minute interview, the stakeholders were first given a 20-minute demonstration of the
capability of the developed policy tool followed by open ended questions. This section discusses the
feedback received from the stakeholders pertaining to the ‘usefulness’ of this resource in identifying
external financing and ‘relevance’ in addressing their barriers. All stakeholders saw value in the policy
tool, however, had mixed feedback about the implementation strategy. Smaller buildings and businesses
which lack technical staff or special skills benefit directly from this tool, ESCOs and EE advocacy nonprofits consider this as a ‘value-add’ to the service they provide and
Overall, there seems a high ease of political acceptability for implementation for a free resource of this
kind. The table below shows the building type and size represented by the interviewed stakeholders:
Table 40: Summary of feedback from key stakeholders about the policy tool

STAKEHOLDER

RESPONSE
•

A free resource like this can overcome the difficulty to identify
qualifying rebates and incentives, and help improve visibility.

•

This can reduce the time taken to find a single portfolio-wide
financing solution for the buildings that match our organizational
preferences

Business owner
Building Owner
(under 100,000 sq.f.)
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•

This task is generally conducted by the facilities manager
responsible for streamlining the operating costs across the
portfolio.

•

Most clients base their decisions for energy efficiency measures off
of the best ROI, so the improvements pay for themselves. This tool
can lay out all possible scenarios.
People also often do the energy efficiency upgrades as a part of
general retrofits, so they already have access to finance.

Building Owner
(over 100,000 sq.f.)

ESCO
(under 100,000 sq.f.)

•

•

We lack the resources to motivate commercial building owners to
voluntarily fix their buildings. Supplementing outreach with
information from this tool showing that they don’t have to pay
from their pockets may increase motivation.

•

This tool would be a valuable resource for providing technical
assistance to building owners

•

This is a great first step to build a case for energy retrofit
investment. CFOs need hard evidence that minimum internal
resources will

•

This resource could be like ‘craigslist’ for external financing. It will
improve visibility and let more people know about the services we
offer

•

This resource sent as supplemental information with benchmarking
data can help achieve the energy reduction goals faster

ESCO
(over 100,000 sq.f.)

EE Advocacy non-profit

Energy Manager

External Financier

Local Government
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7 CONCLUSION

The main driver behind this research is the need to understand and overcome inaction from commercial
building decision makers towards energy efficiency investments, despite the benefits outweighing the
costs. This tripartite research provides a deeper insight into the a framework is presented for
understanding energy efficiency investment decisions drawing on. This chapter outlines the outcome of
conducting this research – the key findings from each step of the qualitative analysis and feedback from
stakeholders, the success and limitations of the research and how future work can further build on it.

7.1 Research Contribution
This dissertation has the following contributions and target audience:
The first part of the dissertation provides policy makers detailed insights into the barriers inhibiting
commercial building decision makers from investing in energy retrofits through an extensive qualitative
analysis of the barriers and policies for commercial building energy efficiency. It begins with data analysis
to identify the key barriers through semi-structured interviews, literature review, meta-analysis of select
literature, and compares this to feedback from focus group, then concludes with policy mapping
suggesting how policy tools are designed to bridge the gap. Additionally, this research also provides a
prioritized list of barriers inhibiting uptake of commercial building energy retrofits. There exists limited
literature focusing on commercial building energy efficiency, with their breadth and depth is restricted
and often lacks the perspective of commercial building decision makers such as building owners, building
managers, business/tenants or the management.
Second part of the dissertation is a prescriptive policy analysis for neutral evaluation of the mapped policy
tools and analysis of the degrees of likelihood of success for potential solutions to address the barriers
within realistic constraints based on actual comparable data. The deliverables from this section provides
energy efficiency program designers an evaluation of the impact of potential policy solutions to address
the barriers based on predetermined criteria, and identifying an optimal solution based on available
evidence. Research focusing on policy analysis is often restricted to an empirical program evaluation and
quantitative performance analysis, this research provides supplementing information for easy
understanding of probable success of proposed policy tools.
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The tool developed as a part of this research successfully developed and filled in gaps and limitations
presented by existing retrofit financing support resources (table xx). This database was built on Microsoft
access and hosted on to Airtable, a secure, cloud-based relational database engine supporting real-time
synchronization for easier accessibility. The resource successfully provides enhanced EE retrofit financing
decision support for stakeholders through a comprehensive resource:
•

Simplified Economic Assessment Information: simplified cashflow analysis through impact on ROI,
out-of-pocket expense and payback period for 14 external financing vehicles

•

Comprehensive External Financing Database: granular information about different external
financing programs by geography, building type, financing source and energy conservation
method

Existing retrofit financing decision support tools lack granularity and comprehensiveness, hence, cannot
successfully provide support to commercial buildings of different types and sizes. Developing and
demonstrating the applicability of the tool prototype for greater Pittsburgh region, validated the ability of
this resource to successfully address the knowledge barriers experiences by providing holistic support
through the entire cycle - from understanding and identifying available programs, to assessing
qualification and application process.

7.2 Findings & Discussion
The findings of this dissertation are listed following the logical flow based on the research methodology.
The key findings synthesized here can help all the stakeholders better understand the observed trends
and problem statement, and discussion presented in this section provides various perspectives on the
observed findings.

Figure 56: Highlights from conversation with commercial building decision makers
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•

Despite multiple policy interventions - financing and knowledge barriers still persist

Interviews with over 40 stakeholders, meta-analysis of literature representing over 3500 data-points
and feedback from focus group all indicate a widespread lack of ability to understand, identify and
obtain external financing for energy retrofits across different building types and sizes. The figure
below shows a compilation of select feedback highlighting extensive reliance by commercial building
decision makers on internal capital and operating budget; restricting the scaling of commercial
building retrofit market.
•

Barriers as well as decision making criteria varies by building sub-type

Consistent with literature, conversations and interviews conducted as a part of this thesis also
observed a variation in the barriers, constraints, preferences and decision-making criteria by building
size. The barriers experienced by small buildings are more pronounced and stem from the limited
financial flexibility, skillset and understanding of the relative benefits, while for larger buildings it
tends to be more about institutional barriers. Smaller buildings use payback period as a metric to
gauge investment, medium sized buildings use both ROI and payback period while larger buildings
tend to rely on LCCA.
•

Over 60% of building owners still have reservations about external financing, and rely only on internal
capital budget to fund retrofits

Peer-reviewed articles, market research surveys and policy evaluation reports all indicate low
utilization of external financing for commercial building energy efficiency projects, between 20-35%
of all retrofitted building stock. Findings from focus group and semi-structured interviews with key
building decision makers direct at the number being close to 40%.
Through research one of the identified shortcomings that feeds into this reservation is unequitable
nature of the offered financing products. In Pittsburgh region alone, most financing products target
large building owners. The limited programs offered for the small businesses too remain low on
visibility and poorly advertised.
•

Specialized external financing vehicles are ‘hard to find’ and ‘complicated to understand’

Discussion with the focus group indicated that of the 14 external financing vehicles, traditional
funding mechanisms such as grants, and traditional debt were better received than specialized
methods. Associated shortcoming such as lack of aggregated information, difficulty to comprehend
the eligibility and extensive processes and associated costs are speculated to be the key influencing
factors based on stakeholder interviews.
•
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Consistent with literature, interviews with stakeholders suggested existence of constraints and
preferences for different building subtypes. Common trends are noticed for an off-balance sheet
treatment towards capital required for capital, buy/hold period independent, positive cashflow
through the payback period. In addition to the barriers discussed in chapter 3, these borrower
preferences also pose a barrier to uptake of energy retrofits, the extent of which could be identified
by future research.
•

Small and Medium sized commercial building owners often have difficulty assessing the relative
merits and suitability of the financing product to their needs

Literature suggests that smaller businesses ( <50,000 sq.f.) often lack the staff and sophistication
needed to identify and evaluate the suitability of different penancing strategies for energy
investments into their properties. Feedback from interviews with small and medium sized building
and business owners also indicated towards the inherent opacity and complexity of the resources
available at their disposal.
•

Feedback from stakeholders suggest a strong value proposition across all stakeholder groups for the
proposed ‘retrofit financing decision support’ resource

Comparative analysis of exiting financing decision support resources emphasizes the inability of
these tools to comprehensively address various commercial building sub-groups. In addition to
commercial building decision makers, feedback from interviews highlight the value-proposition of
such a resource for multiple stakeholders:
1) Small business owners – This resource makes a strong argument for investing in energy retrofit
and simplifies the process of identifying resources, and streamlines monthly operating expenses.
2) ESCO/ 3rd party service providers - Such a resource allows them to effectively cater to wider
customer base, expanding the avenues for financing available to them
3) External Financiers – Such a resource acts as an interface to increase the visibility of different
products offered by them and connect the
4) EE Advocacy Non-profits - This resource can assist advocacy groups in providing technical
assistance to building owners, effectively addressing multiple prevalent knowledge barriers
5) Energy Managers – Use it as a first step to present the retrofit proposal to CFO or board. The
information provided through this resource can highlight alternate strategies that could be used in
alignment with the organization’s preferences.
•
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An easy to use support tool can overcome multiple financial, knowledge and technical barriers and
provide assistance to a wider group of commercial building decision makers undertake retrofit
projects.
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Feedback from stakeholders affirms the value of the developed resource as a user-friendly, simple
retrofit financing decision-making tool that can overcome financial barriers such as perception of high
transaction costs and upfront investment, low ROI; knowledge barriers such as lack of awareness and
uncertainty about value and technical barriers such as lack of owner expertise.

•

Program integration is the key for such a policy tool - targeting information and technology, as their
impact to restricted to influencing the user’s perception

Stand-alone policies have a lower impact, and would often fail to justify the cost-benefit, like PA’s Act
129. Benchmarking policy, for instance, has many supplementing policy efforts integrated under its
umbrella – data access, customer support, stakeholder education and engagement, disclosure etc.
The overall energy reduction in benchmarked buildings and an increase in compliance rate can be
attributed to the collective impact of this integrated policy effort, and not one individual policy.
Conversely, the success of each of those individual policies could be tracked only through metrics that
measure the ability to sway the user’s perception to confine with the benchmarking policy. If data
access was implemented in isolation, it would be difficult to justify the need and measure the
success.

•

Energy efficiency upgrades has to compete with other priorities for other building owners, and often
comes second

Lots of programs/tools developed to directly target building owners, fall short on effectiveness as
building owners often don’t have time to even think about energy efficiency. Building owners often
rely on service providers, building managers, financial advisors, consultants, etc., who have more
regular business with building. They have more opportunities to influence the owners’ decision
making.

7.3 Continuity Plan
This research was focused on the first two steps of the 4-step policy development process, focused on
identification and formulation of the policy tool, explained in the figure below. The feedback received
from focus group and stakeholder interviews provide a proof of concept, and verify the usefulness and
relevance of this resource. As a part of implementation plan, this section discusses potential pathways for
developing a holistic sustainable solution, with respect to the resources needed for it to function as a
holistic sustaining system.
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Figure 57: 4-step process for policy development

7.3.1 Resources
The two key features for maximizing the effectiveness of the resource is simplified user experience and
up-to-date data. Without properly maintaining databases, its application will reduce, and it may render
useless in achieving the objective, and lead to a loss in energy retrofit investments nationwide. A process
requiring complex data entry from the end-user would make the process time consuming and an
impaired or complicated user experience could restrict the adoption of the tool. To ensure both these
features are maintained – the tool would require financial support and a team of two specialists for
development, maintenance and upkeep of the resource - a software specialist and a data analyst through
the life of the resource.
Associated resources are data about different financing products, network to utilize this information

7.3.2 Data Collection
The data aggregated in this repository is extremely fragmented and exists in multiple locations, hence
difficult to extract the information electronically. Further, it houses information that evolves periodically
based on the market trends, and needs regular maintenance to ensure the most up-to-date information
is available for users to take informed decisions. To address these concerns, two envisioned treatments to
build and deploy this database at scale are proposed.
Closed Source: This approach refers to a process where the data is captured through internally by the

development team through physical and electronic means. In such a case, the database could be
commercialized, providing this information using ‘service as a cost’ model. This model has been applied
by a young start-up in this space – Incentifind. Such a model would be:
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•

Self-sustaining as the subscription would pay for the associated costs

•

Have high data integrity with less chances of erroneous data

•

Resource intensive due to constant upkeep.
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Open Source: This approach uses a data collection method where information is collected electronically

from users, or verified through a relatively inexpensive crowdsourcing model. Such a model is a free-forall resource, and would be dependent on financial sponsorship for development maintenance and
upkeep. Such a model would be:
•

Low maintenance & less resource intensive, as personnel is required only for data verification

•

Housing data that may not always reliable, or regularly updated

The table below provides a comparative analysis of these two prospective implementation pathways.
Table 41: Comparison of two prospective pathways for implementation – closed source and open source

CLOSED SOURCE

OPEN SOURCE

Example

Netflix, Amazon Prime, Bloomberg
data

Waze, Wikipedia

Additional Data
sourcing

Captured via research and through
exclusive partnerships

Sourced from public

Data QC

In-house workflows and analysts to
validate and QC data. Data profiling

All submissions shall be backed by a
verification link

Revenue model

Monthly subscription fee

Non-profit funded by grants

On-going costs

Continuous maintenance

Minimal maintenance

Resource
intensiveness

High

Comparatively low

Accessibility

Only to subscribers

Open to all

Ease of
acceptability

Associated cost may be a factor (if
charged)

Data integrity may be a factor

Tangible benefit

Readily available data for informed
decision making

Potentially ready data, that may need
another layer of QC
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7.3.3 Feedback on implementation pathway:
In order to identify the preliminary stance of the key users and stakeholders, the two above mentioned
scenarios – A closed source commercial product and an open-source government sponsored product,
free for all users are explained to the users. End-users representing smaller buildings and businesses
showed inclination towards a free resource while their larger counterparts showed willingness to license
a commercially available product as well. While ESCO believes that the cost for such service can be off set
thorough the potential revenue it can generate, the response from local government representative
sheds light on limited budget to afford and deploy a commercial resource at scale. Through the mixed
feedback, one common thread of feedback was the potential of building this with other services or
initiatives to offset the cost and improve the efficiency of such a service.
Table 42: Highlights of feedback from key stakeholders on the implementation pathway

STAKEHOLDER

RESPONSE
•

A free resource like this can help streamline monthly operating
expenses.

•

Would be vary if the tool was provided by the government

•

We could benefit from a version of this tool if it could be bundled
with the BMS tool and provide feedback based on real-time data.

•

If the cost of using this tool is bundled in overall transaction cost,
customers may not object.

•

A commercial service can make sense at scale

•

It would be great if this tool can be financed through integration
with other city initiatives.

•

We prefer building tools in-house, but often leverage resources
through networks and relationships through leadership programs.

•

Subscription model is viable if permissible within the
advertising/outreach budget

•

City lacks budget for a commercial resource, cannot justify without
tangible benefits

Business owner
Building Owner
(under 100,000 sq.f.)
Building Owner
(over 100,000 sq.f.)
ESCO
(under 100,000 sq.f.)
ESCO
(over 100,000 sq.f.)
EE Advocacy non-profit
Energy Manager
External Financier
Local Government
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7.4 Limitations & Future Work
This thesis was designed as an extensive qualitative research using feedback-based approach aimed at
revealing the perception of commercial building decision makers with reference to uptake of energy
retrofit projects. Such an approach breaks the complex issue and arrives at meaningful inferences based
on multiple sources of data - literature, semi-structured in-depth interviews and focus group. However,
this research faces a general limitation experienced by all qualitative research – where validation can be
restricted to only pattern identification.
1) Due to the inherent nature of the approach, the scope is restricted to policy identification and
formulation. It is proposed that future work can further build upon the findings of this research, and
through policy implementation and evaluation it could carry out more qualitative studies and field
experiments to:
•

Test the hypothesis using a quantitative approach to ascertain statistical significance across
multiple stakeholders.

•

Test uncertainty reduction to assist in the most effective approaches to encourage energy
efficiency investments.

2) While the proposed policy tool architecture is developed to seamlessly expand across zip codes for
the whole country, due to time constraints and limited resources, the prototype was structured as
stand-alone database with manual queries coded into it as calculated fields based on user inputs as
received through survey. Deploying the resource in its current format would restrict its usability.
Using one of the two policy implementation pathways discussed in the continuity plan, future work
can:
•

Expand the database to contain information about private sector financing for other
geographic regions across the country.

•

Improve automation and aesthetics of the tool to facilitate a seamless user experience,
accompanied by series of beta-testing to improve the general design and usability of the tool.

•

Focus on developing a semi-automated process through API push/pull technology to maintain
up-to-date information about external financing products offered by the private sector.

3) Lastly, due to time constraints the project financing calculations built in to provide cashflow analysis,
ROI, payback period, IRR and NPV for the 14 external financing method individually and the output
graphic compared it to a baseline scenario with a project funded 100% using internal financing.
Future work can:
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•

Program to expand the calculations to consider hybrid financing structures (using 2 or more
strategies) to get a more detailed estimate on financial performance of the project. (For
example: A project can use utility rebate for 1 ECM, which is also eligible for tax benefits and
find rest of the retrofit through a loan).

•

Program to provide comparative analysis of different financing options to provide users a
case-by case assessment of different potential pathways and its impact on the decision
maker.
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APPENDIX
A – COMPARISON OF CITY POLICY FOR BUILDING CODES ACROSS US
City

State

Albuquerque NM

Atlanta

GA

Aurora

CO

Energy Code
Stringency

Code
Equivalent

Albuquerque has not adopted a stretch code. New Mexico
requires residential and commercial properties to comply with
the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). To
2009 IECC
learn more about the building energy code requirements for the
State of New Mexico, please visit the State Policy Database.

zEPI
Score

69.5

The State of Georgia is a home rule state in which jurisdictions
may set their own building energy codes. The state has made
two optional building codes available to any jurisdiction to adopt,
the2011 Georgia State Minimum Standard Energy Code and
ASHRAE 90.1- 66.9
the2011 Georgia State Minimum Residential Green Building
2007
Standard. The commercial section is based on ASHRAE 90.12007.
The State of Colorado is a home rule state with a voluntary
53.6
building code for both residential and commercial construction. 2015 IECC

Dedicated staff
for
Enforcement

Site
Inspections
Enforced

Dedicated full time
trained employees yes

NA

NA

Assistance
Updated
Provided

yes

Mar-19

third-party

NA

Jun-19

yes

NA

Mar-19

yes

Mar-19

NA

Mar-19

The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes more stringent than the Texas Building Energy
Code. All commercial building construction must comply with the
2015 International Energy Conservation Code?(IECC). Statefunded building construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.12013
Austin

TX

Bakersfield

CA

Baltimore

MD

In February 2007, the city council passed the Austin Climate
Protection Plan, calling for the drafting of new building codes
consistent with reducing energy use in all new buildings by 75%.
The 2015 City of Austin Energy Code is based on the 2015 IECC
with amendments according to program targets.
California requires all buildings to meet statewide codes but
grants local jurisdictions the authority to adopt more stringent
codes.
The State of Maryland is a home rule state and allows local
jurisdictions to adopt building energy codes that are more
stringent than the minimum state requirements, or to suit their
local conditions. Maryland requires that at a minimum,
residential and commercial construction must comply with
the2015 Maryland Building Performance Standards, which are
equally as stringent as the 2015 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC).

2015 IECC

52.3

CalGreen

49.1

2015 IECC

55.3

no dedicated staff third-party

NA

NA

no dedicated staff third-party

as needed Mar-19

Commercial - Baltimore has adopted the 2015 Maryland Building
Performance Standards for commercial construction into
theBaltimore County Building Codewith local amendments

Birmingham

AL

The State of Alabama allows local jurisdictions to adopt more
stringent codes than the state mandated energy codes. The2015
Alabama Residential Energy Code references to the 2015 IECC,
however, state-specific amendments weaken it significantly.
The2015 Alabama Commercial Energy Code is based ASHRAE
ASHRAE 90.1- 53.9
90.1-2013.
2013

NA

NA

NA

Mar-19

yes

May-19

Commercial - Birmingham has not adopted a stretch code.
Birmingham adheres to the Alabama Commercial Energy Code.

Boston

MA

Conservation Code edition within one year of its publication.
Massachusetts adopted the 2015 IECC for commercial and
residential buildings. Massachusetts allows its local jurisdictions
to upgrade their energy codes with a state-determined stretch
code, which Boston adopted. By adopting the statewide stretch
code, the city requires new buildings to exceed the base energy
code by 20%. The adoption also designates Boston as a Green
Community

2015 IECC

49.8

no dedicated staff 25 Building
Inspectors

Commercial - Commercial buildings must comply with the
Massachusetts Stretch Energy
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The State of Colorado is a home rule state meaning local
jurisdictions may set their own building codes for both
residential and commercial construction. Localities which choose
to set a building code must comply with the 2003 IECC at a
minimum.
Boulder

CO

Bridgeport

CT

Buffalo

Burlington

NY

VT

Commercial - The City of Boulder has established the IECC
2012/ASHRAE 90.1-2010as the required commercial building
energy code. The city amended the code to require a 30%
increase in performance requirements. At this time, Boulder
has not begun to advocate at the state level for increased
stringency in building energy codes.
The State of Connecticut requires cities to adhere to stateadopted commercial and residential energy codes. Connecticut
adopted the 2015 IECC with state amendments in 2018.
The State of New York allows local jurisdictions to adopt
building energy codes more stringent than the New York State
2016 Energy Conservation Construction Code (NYSECCC). The
NYSECCC incorporates the 2015 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC), ASHRAE 90.1-2013, and the 2016
Energy Code supplement. As stated in the Five Cities plan, the
City of Buffalo enforces the NYSECCC.
The State of Vermont requires local jurisdictions to follow the
state-mandated building energy codes. Commercial
construction must follow the 2015Commercial Building Energy
Standards(CBES) which references the 2015 IECC with
amendments. The CBES also allows an alternative compliance
path of ASHRAE 90.1 2013 with Vermont specific amendments

NA

IECC 2012

2015 IECC

55.0

2015 IECC

56.5

no

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

2015 IECC

Third Party

yes

Jan-19

not required

no

Mar-19

not required

no

Apr-19

not required

no

Mar-19

not required

no

Jan-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

not required

no

Jan-19

Commercial - Commercial buildings in Burlington comply with
the 2015 CBES. The City of Burlington has not yet begun to
advocate to the state for increased stringency in commercial
building energy codes.
The State of North Carolina requires local jurisdictions to comply
with the state mandated building energy codes. All buildings
must comply with the 2012 North Carolina Energy Conservation
Code, which is more stringent than the 2009 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and the ASHRAE 90.1-2010.
Carrboro

Charlotte

NC

NC

Commercial - Commercial construction in Carrboro complies with
the North Carolina Energy Conservation Code. We did not find
information regarding Carrboro's advocacy for increased
stringency in commercial building energy codes.

no dedicated staff

2009 IECC

The State of North Carolina requires local jurisdictions to comply
with the state mandated building energy codes. All buildings
must comply with the2012 North Carolina Energy Conservation
Code, which is more stringent than the 2009 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and the ASHRAE 90.1-2010. To
learn more about the building codes and requirements for the
State of North Carolina
2009 IECC

63.6

NA

Commercial - Commercial construction in Charlotte complies
with the North Carolina Energy Conservation Code. Charlotte has
not yet begun advocating for increased stringency in commercial
building energy codes.

Charlottesville VA

The State of Virginia requires its local jurisdictions to follow the
2012 Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code(USBC) for
residential and commercial construction. As of July 14, 2014, the
USBC was updated to reference the 2012 IECC and 2012
IRC.Residential buildings must comply with the 2012 IRC, while
commercial buildings must meet 2012 IECC standards with
reference to ASHRAE 90.1-2010.
2012 IECC

no dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial construction in Charlottesville
complies with the Virginia USBC. Charlottesville submitted public
comments in support of commercial building energy codes
upgrades during the code change rulemaking-process.
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The State of Illinois allows local jurisdictions to adopt energy codes more
stringent than the state’s. Currently, both the state and the City of
Chicago follow the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code for
commercial and residential buildings. The state has formally adopted the
2018 International Energy Conservation Code for both residential and
commercial, and the Code is set to take effect in March 2019.
Chicago

IL

Chula Vista

CA

2015 IECC
Commercial - Chicago complies with the 2015 International Energy
Conservation Code for all commercial buildings. The city adopted an
amendment to the 2015 IECC to include a cool roof requirement.
The State of California requires all buildings to meet statewide codes, but
CalGreen
grants local jurisdictions the authority to adopt more stringent codes.

53.4

49.1

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

online

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

not required

no

Jan-17

not required

no

Mar-19

The State of Ohio has set mandatory building energy codes statewide.
The Ohio Board of Building Standards adopted the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1-2010
withamendmentsfor commercial buildings. Ohio based its energy code
for residential buildings on the 2009 IECC.
Cincinnati

OH

Cleveland

OH

2012 IECC
Commercial - Commercial buildings in Cincinnati comply with the state
mandated codes. The city actively monitors state level discussions
concerning building codes, advocates for improvements and participates
in the 2018 IECC voting process.
The State of Ohio has set mandatory building energy codes statewide.
The Ohio Board of Building Standards adopted the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1-2010
withamendmentsfor commercial buildings. Ohio based its energy code
2012 IECC
for residential buildings on the 2009 IECC. The city advocates to the state
for more stringent energy codes through the Midwest Energy Efficiency
Alliance.

59.0

59.0

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

The State of Ohio has set mandatory building energy codes statewide.
The Ohio Board of Building Standards adopted the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1-2010
withamendmentsfor commercial buildings. Ohio's energy code for
residential buildings is based on the 2009 IECC.
Columbus

OH

Commercial - Commercial buildings in Columbus comply with the state 2012 IECC
mandated codes. The City of Columbus testifies at state board meetings for
increased stringency in the commercial building energy codes and
participates in the 2018 IECC voting process.

59.0

no dedicated staff

The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt and amend the
Texas Building Energy Code. All residential and commercial building
construction must comply with the2015 International Energy
Conservation Code(IECC).
Dallas

Denver

Detroit

TX

CO

MI

Commercial - Effective September 2016, commercial buildings in Dallas
must comply with the Dallas Energy Conservation Code that incorporates 2015 IECC
the 2015 IEEC with amendments. In March 2017, Dallas amended the
code to include an alternative compliance path for buildings meeting
ENERGY STAR program certification.
The State of Colorado is a home rule state meaning local jurisdictions
may set their own building codes, if they choose to, for both residential
and commercial construction. Localities that choose to set a building
code must comply with the 2003 IECC at a minimum. The 2016 Denver
Building Code includes the 2015 IECC with city-specific amendments.
Denver participated in the ICC voting process for the 2018 IECC.

2015 IECC

Commercial - Denver has adopted the 2015 IECC with local amendments.
The State of Michigan requires its local jurisdictions to comply with the
2015Michigan Energy Code. The state based the Michigan Residential
Code on the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) for
residential buildings. However, the state amended the 2015 IECC,
2012 IECC
weakening it to 2012 IECC levels. The State of Michigan currently
requires commercial buildings to comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2013.

53.7

52.3

50.3

2 trained FTE

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

allows loyalties to adopt stretch-codes that are more stringent than
the mandated state codes. Commercial construction must at least
comply with the 2012 IECC and the ASHRAE90.1-2007.
Dubuque

El Paso

IA

TX

Commercial - Although local permitting is allowed, Dubuque uses the
minimum commercial building energy codes set by the state.

no dedicated staff

ASHRAE 90.12007

The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes more stringent than the Texas Building Energy Code. The minimum
state standard for single-family residential construction must comply with
the 2015 International Residential Code (IRC). All other residential and
commercial building construction must comply with the 2015
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). State-funded building
2015 IECC
construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2013.

53.7

no dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the 2015 IECC.
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The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes that are at least as stringent as the Texas Building Energy Code.
The minimum state standard for single- family residential construction
must comply with the 2015 International Residential Code (IRC). All other
residential and commercial building construction must comply with the
2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). State-funded
building construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2013.
Fort Worth

TX

Grand Rapids MI

Commercial - Fort Worth based its Energy Code for commercial
buildings on the 2015 IECC with amendments. The Code permits
ENERGY STAR certification as an alternative compliance option.
The State of Michigan has statewide requirements for residential and
commercial buildings. We did not find information regarding city
advocacy for state improvement in residential or commercial energy
codes.

2015 IECC

53.7

ASHRAE 90.12007

50.3

Commercial - Commercial construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.12007.
The State of Connecticut requires residential and commercial buildings to
comply with the Connecticut State Building Code. The state’s code
references the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
Hartford

CT

Henderson

NV

2015 IECC
Commercial - Commercial buildings must comply with the Connecticut
State Building Code.
The State of Nevada allows local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes at the municipal level. Nevada has adopted the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) with state amendments for residential
and commercial buildings.
2018 IECC

HI

Commercial - Commercial properties in Henderson must comply with the
2018 IECC.
Overview - The State of Hawaii requires all counties to adopt the Hawaii
Energy Code in 2015. The code adopted the 2015 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1-2013 with state-specific
amendments.
2006 IECC

Honolulu

55.0

45.3

75.4

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

no dedicated staff

NA

no dedicated staff

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

no

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

Commercial - Commercial properties must adhere to the 2006 IECC.

Houston

TX

The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt and amend
building energy codes that are at least as stringent as the Texas Building
Energy Code. The minimum state standard for single-family residential
construction must comply with the 2015 International Residential Code
(IRC). All other residential and commercial building construction must
comply with the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
State-funded building construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.12013.

2015 IECC

53.7

2009 IECC

69.0

2015 IECC

53.4

2012 IECC

50.1

As the state of Tennessee allows cities to adopt home-rule charters, the
City of Knoxville holds jurisdiction over its cityís building energy code. The
city adopted the 2018 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) by
ordinance for both commercial and residential properties. To learn more 2018 IECC

51.6

no dedicated staff

Commercial - Houston adopted the 2015 IECC for commercial buildings
with amendments, effective December 2016. The city also adopted
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 with amendments, effective December 2016.
The State of Indiana has established mandatory building energy codes for
commercial and residential construction. The Indiana Energy
Conservation Code, updated in 2011, references the 2009 IRC and 2009
IECC for residential construction. The commercial construction codes are
as stringent as the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 standard.
Indianapolis

IN

Commercial - Commercial construction in Indianapolis complies with the
Indiana Energy Conservation Code. Indianapolis has not yet begun
advocating to the state for increased stringency in commercial building
energy codes.

Dedicated full time
trained employees

State of Florida law requires that residential and commercial buildings
comply with the6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation.
The 6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation is based on
the 2015 IECC with amendments. The state bars cities from adoption
codes more stringent than the state codes.
Jacksonville

FL

Commercial - Commercial construction in Jacksonville complies with the
Florida building energy codes. Jacksonville has not yet begun to advocate
to the state level for increased stringency in commercial building codes.
The State of Missouri is home-ruled and allows local jurisdictions to set
their own building codes. The State of Missouri has not adopted
statewide building or energy codes.

Kansas City

MO

NA

2 FTE

Commercial - Kansas City has the authority to set its own building codes.
The city council adopted the 2012 IECC with amendments.

Knoxville

TN

no
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about Tennessee’s building energy code requirements
Commercial - Commercial properties must adhere to the 2018 IECC.

The State of Nevada is a home rule state and allows local governments to
adopt building energy codes for their own jurisdiction. Effective July
2015, the State of Nevada adopted the 2012 IECC with state specific
amendments for residential buildings and ASHRAE 90.1-2010 for
commercial buildings.
Las Vegas

NV

Building professionals from Clark County participate the Southern Nevada
2018 IECC
Building Officials organization that promotes regional adoption of
recommended building codes. [HB1][AJ2]Since local jurisdictions are still
responsible for adopting energy codes, the city adopted the 2018
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).

45.3

The State of Kansas is a home-ruled state, and there are no statewide
building energy codes. No jurisdiction is required to adopt building codes,
but they may adopt the applicable 2006 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) standards.
Lawrence

KS

yes

NA

2015 IECC

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Jan-17

yes

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

yes

yes

Mar-19

not required

yes

Jan-17

NA

NA

Mar-19

yes

no

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

Commercial - The City of Lawrence has adopted the 2015IECC with
amendments for commercial construction, effective July 2016

Long Beach

CA

The State of California requires all buildings to comply with statewide
energy codes but allows local jurisdiction to adopt their own more
stringent codes.

calGreen

49.1

calGreen

51.7

2 FTE

Commercial - Commercial buildings in Long Beach must comply with
CalGreen.

Los Angeles

CA

more stringent than the mandatory state codes. Title 24, Part 6 includes
the California Energy Code and the California Building Energy Efficiency
Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11 includes the California Green Building
Code. The State of California updated the California Energy Code, BEES
and California Green Building Codes in 2016 and are effective January 1,
2017. The 2016 codes exceed the 2015 IECC standards and
ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013.

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Los Angeles adopted the 2016 BEES and the 2017 Los
Angeles Green Building Code.

Louisville

KY

The State of Kentucky requires its local jurisdictions to follow the2018
Kentucky Building Code(KBC) and 2018 Kentucky Residential Code (KRC).
The 2018 KBC references the 2012 International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) for commercial buildings and the 2009 IECC for residential
buildings.
2012 IECC

58.6

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the 2018 KBC.
The State of Wisconsin requires local jurisdictions to follow the state
building codes. Residential construction must follow the Wisconsin
Uniform Dwelling Code, which references the 2009 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC). Commercial construction must follow the
Wisconsin Commercial Building Code, which references the 2009 IECC.
Madison

McAllen

WI

TX

No dedicated staff

2009 IECC
Commercial - Commercial construction in Madison complies with the
Wisconsin Commercial Building Code. The City of Madison advocates for
more stringent energy codes. The City also lobbies through Code Council
groups to provide feedback on potential changes.
The State of Texas allows its local jurisdictions to adopt and amend the
Texas Building Energy Code. All residential and commercial building
construction must comply with the2015 International Energy
Conservation Code(IECC).

2015 IECC

53.7

TN

The State of Tennessee allows cities to adopt home rule charters by local
referendum, as the City of Memphis did. Thus, the city adopts and
enforces its own building energy codes.
2015 IECC
Memphis and Shelby County recently adopted the 2015 International
Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) with local amendments.

52.7

AZ

The State of Arizona is a home rule state which allows local jurisdictions
to set their own building energy codes. Most jurisdiction have adopted
the 2012 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), but Mesa
adopted the 2018 IECC with amendments.

48.6

NA

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the Texas
Building Energy Code.

Memphis

Mesa

2018 IECC

No dedicated staff

NA

State of Florida law requires that residential and commercial buildings
comply with the6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation.
The 6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation is based on
the 2015 IECC with amendments. The state bars cities from adoption
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codes more stringent than the state codes.
Miami

FL

Commercial - Commercial construction in Miami complies with the
Florida building energy codes. Miami has not yet begun to advocate to
the state level for increased stringency in commercial building codes.

2015 IECC

53.4

2009 IECC

53.8

No dedicated staff

not required

no

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

no

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

Residential construction must follow the Wisconsin Uniform Dwelling
Code. The Wisconsin Uniform Dwelling Code incorporates the 2009
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). Commercial construction
must follow the Wisconsin Commercial Building Code, which is based on
the 2009 IECC.
Milwaukee

Minneapolis

Nashville

WI

MN

TN

Commercial - Commercial construction in Milwaukee complies with the
Wisconsin Commercial Building Code. The City of Milwaukee does not
advocate for more stringent energy codes.

The State of Minnesota currently requires local jurisdictions to comply
with the2015 Minnesota Energy Code. The state based the 2015
Minnesota Energy code on the 2012 International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) for both residential and commercial codes. Minneapolis does 2012 IECC
not have the authority to set its own building energy code, but actively
advocates to the state for more stringent codes.
Tennessee allows municipalities to adopt home-rule charters and thus
adopt and enforce building energy codes at the jurisdictional level.
Nashville has not adopted a home-rule charter, so the city enforces
state building energy codes. Tennessee’s commercial energy code are
equivalent to the 2012 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)
and the residential energy code is equivalent to the 2009 IECC.

57.3

2012 IECC

59.2

2015 IECC

55.0

ASHRAE 90.12007

70.3

ASHRAE 90.12013

53.7

ASHRAE 90.12013

52.0

calGreen

49.1

NA

No dedicated staff

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the state code
The State of Connecticut requires residential and commercial buildings
to comply with the Connecticut State Building Code. The states code
references the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
New Haven

CT

Commercial - New Haven requires state code compliance
The State of Louisiana is a home rule state and allows local jurisdictions
to adopt building energy codes which are more stringent than the
minimum state requirements, or to suit their local conditions.
Commercial buildings must comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2007.

New Orleans

LA
Commercial - Despite having local authority, New Orleans has not
adopted amendments or stretch codes regarding commercial buildings.

NA

No dedicated staff

The State of New York allows local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes that are more stringent than the minimum state standards.
The2016 Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York(2016
ECCCNYS) is the minimum mandatory code for residential and
commercial buildings. ECCCNYS 2016 is as stringent as the 2015 IECC for
residential buildings and ASHRAE 90.1-2013 for commercial buildings.
New York City Local Law 32 compels the city to pass a stretch code in
2019 that is at least 20% more stringent than the state code.

New York City NY

Commercial - New York City has adopted the2016 New York City Energy
Conservation Code (NYCECC). The city based the code on the 2016 New
York State energy code with strengthening amendments. The 2016
NYCECC is more stringent than the ASHRAE 90.1-2013 and went into
effect in October 2016. New York City advocates for more stringent
building codes at the state level through the NYC Green Codes Task
Force, which recommends specific amendments to the state code.
The State of New Jersey requires all commercial buildings to meet
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 and all residential buildings to meet IECC 2015.

Newark

NJ
Commercial - comply with New Jersey state code
state. Oakland formally adopted the Green Building Ordinance that
exceeds the statewide code.

Oakland

CA

Oklahoma City OK

Commercial - Commercial buildings adhere to the city’s Green Building
Ordinance.

The State of Oklahoma allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes other than the state standards. Oklahoma adopted the 2015
International Residential Code (IRC) withamendmentsthat require cities to
comply with the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).
Oklahoma adopted the 2015 International Building Code
withamendmentsthat require cities to comply with the 2006 IECC.
2006 IECC

Dedicated full time
trained employees

NA

No dedicated staff

No dedicated staff
56.4

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the 2006 IECC.
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Omaha

NE

The State of Nebraska allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes other than the state standards. The state's building energy
2009 IECC
code is the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code. Omaha has not
adopted an energy code more stringent than the stateís.

67.0

NA

not required

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

no

Mar-19

not required

no

Jan-17

yes

no

Mar-19

yes

no

Mar-19

yes

yes

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

not required

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

Effective 2017, Florida law requires that residential and commercial
buildings comply with the 6th Edition Florida Building Code. The code is
based on the 2017 International Energy Conservation Code with state
amendments. Cities are not permitted to adopt codes more stringent
than the state codes.
Orlando

FL

Commercial - Commercial projects in Orlando comply with Floridaís
building energy codes. Orlando has not yet begun to advocate to the state
level for increased stringency in commercial building codes.

2017 IECC

534.0

Utah's Uniform Building Code (UUBC) for residential and commercial
building energy codes is mandatory statewide. The UUBC is based on
the 2015 IECC with weakening amendments.While localities may adopt
stretch codes, it is a difficult process to do so.
Park City

UT

No dedicated staff

No dedicated staff

2015 IECC
Commercial - Park City adopted the UUBC. The city does not currently
advocate for more stringent standards at the state level.

Philadelphia

Phoenix

PA

AZ

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania requires its local jurisdictions to
comply with state- mandated building energy codes. However, in 2018
the state granted Philadelphia a one-time opportunity to adopt its own
building energy codes, and so the city adopted the 2018 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC).

2018 IECC

46.4

2018 IECC

48.6

2009 IECC

54.0

2009 IECC

59.9

The State of Rhode Island requires local jurisdictions to comply with the
SBC-8 State Energy Conservation Code. The Conservation Code requires
residential and commercial developments adhere to the 2012
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). In 2018, the state adopted
a voluntary stretch code that individual projects and developments may
adopt. The state bars cities from adopting the stretch code as its standard
2012 IECC
building code.

60.0

The State of Arizona is a home rule state which allows local jurisdictions
to set their own building energy codes. The City of Phoenix participated
in the ICC voting process for the 2018 International Energy
Conservation Code, and adopted the code in June 2018. The city also
created the Phoenix Green Construction Code as an alternative
compliance path.

No dedicated staff

NA

mandated building energy codes. Residential construction must comply
with the 2009 IECC, although several residential provisions from the 2015
IECC were adopted by the state on January 1, 2016. Commercial
construction must comply with the 2009 IECC and ASHRAE 90.1- 2007.
Pittsburgh

PA

Commercial - Commercial projects comply with the state's mandated
codes. Pittsburgh created a working group with the assistance of the
Green Building Alliance to improve city codes for Pittsburgh and work
with partner cities to advocate for improved energy codes
The State of Oregon requires its local jurisdictions to follow the2014
Oregon Energy Efficiency Specialty Codefor residential and commercial
construction. The 2014 Oregon Energy Efficiency Specialty Code is more
stringent than the 2009 IECC for residential buildings and is more
stringent than the ASHRAE 90.1-2010 for commercial buildings.

Portland

OR

Dedicated full time
trained employees

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the 2014 Oregon
Energy Efficiency Specialty Code.

Providence

RI

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the State Energy
Conservation Code. The city does not advocate the state to adopt more
stringent commercial energy codes.
building energy codes. All buildings must comply with the2018 North
Carolina Energy Conservation Code, which is less stringent than the
2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and the ASHRAE
90.1-2007.
Raleigh

Reno

NC

NV

2015 IECC
Commercial - Commercial construction in Raleigh complies with the
North Carolina Codes. Raleigh has not yet begun advocating for increased
stringency in commercial building energy codes.
The State of Nevada allows local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes at the municipal level. Nevada has adopted the 2012
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) with state amendments
for residential and commercial buildings. Reno has exceed the state
code and adopted the 2018 IECC for residential and commercial
buildings.

2018 IECC

63.6

45.3

No dedicated staff

3 FTE
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Uniform Statewide Building Code (USBC). The state recently updated the
code to reference the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC) and 2015 International Residential Code (IRC).
Richmond

VA

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the USBC. The city is
a member of the Virginia Energy Efficiency Council (VAEEC) which
advocates for higher energy standards.

2015 IECC

56.3

2015 IECC

51.7

2015 IECC

56.5

2015 IECC

51.7

2012 IECC

57.3

2015 IECC

55.4

2015 IECC

47.2

2015 IECC

51.7

stringent than the mandatory state codes. Title 24, Part 6 includes the
California Energy Code and the CaliforniaBuilding Energy Efficiency
Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11 includes the California Green Building
Code. The 2016 codes exceed the 2015 IECC standards and
ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013.
Riverside

CA

No dedicated staff

No dedicated staff

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

no

Mar-19

yes

no

Mar-19

yes

no

Mar-19

yes

no

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

Mar-19

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the 2016 California
Building Standards Code.

Rochester

Sacramento

NY

CA

New York State allows local jurisdictions to adopt building energy codes
that are more stringent than the state code. New York requires
residential buildings to comply with 2015 IECC and commercial buildings
to comply with 2015 IECC or ASHRAE 90.1-2013. Rochester has not
adopted a stretch code.
The State of California allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes more stringent than the mandatory state codes.Title
24outlines all California building codes. Title 24, Part 6 includes the
California Energy Code and the CaliforniaBuilding Energy Efficiency
Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11 includes the California Green Building
Code. Sacramento has not adopted a stretch code and enforces state
building energy codes. The 2016 codes exceed the 2015 IECC standards
and ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013.

No dedicated staff

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with Title 24.

Saint Paul

MN

The State of Minnesota currently requires local jurisdictions to comply
with the2015 Minnesota Energy Code. The state based the 2015
Minnesota Energy Code on the 2012 International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) for both residential and commercial codes.St. Paul does not
have the authority to set its own building energy code, but actively
advocates to the state for more stringent codes. Additionally, the state
allows St. Paul to set stricter building standards if the development is
receiving public funding.

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the 2015
Minnesota Energy Code. Paul actively advocates to the state to adopt
more stringent energy codes.
Utah's Uniform Building Code (UUBC) for residential and commercial
building energy codes is mandatory statewide. The UUBC is based on
the 2015 IECC with weakening amendments.While localities may adopt
stretch codes, it is a difficult process to do so. Salt Lake City participated
in the ICC voting process for the 2018 IECC.
Salt Lake City UT

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial construction in Salt Lake City complies with the
Utah Codes. Salt Lake City actively lobbies the state to increase the
stringency of building energy codes.

San Antonio

TX

that are at least as stringent as theTexas Building Energy Code. The
minimum state standard for single-family residential construction must
comply with the 2015 International Residential Code (IRC). All other
residential and commercial building construction must comply with the
2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). San Antonio has
adopted the 2018 IRC and 2018 IECC, effective October 2018. Statefunded building construction must comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2013.

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties in San Antonio must comply with
the 2015 IECC.
stringent than the mandatory state codes. Title 24, Part 6 includes the
California Energy Code and the CaliforniaBuilding Energy Efficiency
Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11 includes the California Green Building
Code. The 2016 codes exceed the 2015 IECC standards and
ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013.
San Diego

CA

Dedicated full time
trained employees

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the 2016 California
Building Standards Code.
The State of California allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes that are more stringent than the mandatory state codes.
Title 24, Part 6 includes the California Energy Code and the
CaliforniaBuilding Energy Efficiency Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11
includes the California Green Building Code. The 2016 codes exceed the
2015 IECC and ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013. To learn more about Californiaís
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San Francisco CA

building energy codes, please visit theState Policy Database.

calGreen

49.1

2015 IECC

51.7

11 FTE

Third Party

NA

Mar-19

Third Party

no

Mar-19

yes

yes

Mar-19

not required

no

Mar-19

Third Party

NA

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

May-19

NA

NA

Mar-19

not required

yes

Mar-19

Third Party

yes

May-19

Commercial - San Francisco amended the California Green Building Code
to create the more stringent San Francisco Green Building Code for
commercial buildings.
more stringent than the mandatory state codes. Title 24, Part 6 includes
the California Energy Code and the CaliforniaBuilding Energy Efficiency
Standards(BEES). Title 24, Part 11 includes the California Green Building
Code. The 2016 codes exceed the 2015 IECC standards and
ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013.
San Jose

CA

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the 2016 California
Building Standards Code.
residential building energy codes but permits local jurisdictions to have
more stringent commercial codes. The 2015 Washington State Energy
Code is a state-developed code that is mandatory statewide. As of July 1,
2016, the 2015versions of the residential and commercial codes include
standards more stringent than the 2015 IECC and ASHRAE 90.1- 2013.
Seattle

St. Louis

WA

MO

St. Petersburg FL

Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the Seattle Energy
Code. At this time, New Buildings Insititute is unable to produce azEPI
scorefor Seattle because there are no available analyses comparing the
cityís code to model energy codes.
The State of Missouri allows local jurisdictions to adopt building energy
codes more stringent than the stateís code. In 2018, St. Louis adopted
the 2018 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) by ordinance,
along with several other of the 2018 ICC codes. To learn more about
Missouriís building energy codes, please visit theState Policy Database.

5 FTE

2015 IECC

2018 IECC

41.5

2015 IECC

53.4

2015 IECC

53.4

2018 IECC

48.6

2006 IECC

74.5

Commercial - Commercial buildings must meet 2012 IECC standards with 2012 IECC
reference to ASHRAE 90.1-2010. The city is a member of the Virginia
Energy Efficiency Council (VAEEC) and advocates for higher energy
standards through the organization.

56.3

State of Florida law requires that residential and commercial buildings
comply with the6th EditionFlorida Building Code, Energy Conservation.
The 6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation is based on
the 2015 IECC with amendments. The state bars cities from adoption
codes more stringent than the state codes.

No dedicated staff

NA

Commercial - Commercial construction must comply with the Florida
Building Code.
State of Florida law requires that residential and commercial buildings
comply with the6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation.
The 6th Edition Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation is based on
the 2015 IECC with amendments. The state bars cities from adoption
codes more stringent than the state codes.
Tampa

FL

No dedicated staff

Commercial - Commercial construction in Tampa complies with the
Florida codes. Tampa has not yet begun advocating for increased
stringency in commercial building energy codes.
Tucson

Tulsa

AZ

OK

The State of Arizona is a home rule state which allows local jurisdictions
to set their own building energy codes. Tucson adopted the 2018
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) with amendments.
The State of Oklahoma allows its local jurisdictions to adopt building
energy codes other than the state standards. Oklahoma adopted the
2015 International Residential Code (IRC) withamendmentsthat require
cities to comply with the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC). Oklahoma adopted the 2015 International Building Code
withamendmentsthat require cities to comply with the 2006 IECC.

No dedicated staff

NA

The State of Virginia requires its local jurisdictions to follow the
2012Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code(USBC) for residential and
commercial construction.The USBC references the 2012 IECC and 2012
IRC.
No dedicated staff
Virginia Beach VA

Washington

DC

Washington, D.C.ís energy codes are mandatory across the District.
Residential and commercial construction must comply with the 2013
D.C. Construction Code. The D.C. Construction Code includes the Energy
Conservation Code which is more stringent than the 2012 IECC and
ASHRAE 90.1-2010. The Construction Code also includes the Green
Construction Code which is based on the 2012 International Green
Construction Code. The city's 2017 DC Construction Code update is out
for public review and includes an alternative compliance pathway for
net-zero energy buildings called Appendix Z. To learn more about the
District of Columbiaís required energy codes, please visit the State
Policy Database.

2012 IECC

63.9

Dedicated full time
trained employees
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Commercial - Commercial properties comply with the 2013 D.C.
Construction Code. Projects over 10,000 square feet must comply with
the Green Construction Code.
The State of Massachusetts requires all buildings to be consistent with
2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)/ASHRAE 90.1-2013,
but grants municipalities the authority to adopt a state-determined
stretch code. Worcester adopted this stretch code in 2010.
Worcester

MA

Commercial - Commercial properties must comply with the 2015
IECC/ASHRAE 90.1-2013. The cityís zEPI score for their commercial
energy code is 49.8.

2015 IECC

48.9

No dedicated staff

not required

no

Mar-19
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Energy Audit &
Retrofit
Requirements

Additional
Requirements

Method

Benchmarking
Threshold
Disclosure Details

Benchmarking
Compliance
Details

Verification: Yes
Notes: The building owner or the owner's
authorized representative shall run all
automated data quality checker functions
available within ENERGY STAR Portfolio
Manager, and shall correct all missing or
incorrect information as identified by ENERGY
STAR Portfolio Manager prior to submitting the
benchmarking report to the Department.

Public Website
Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: $75 to $200 per day for owners.
Maximum annual fine is $3,000. Non-residential
tenants may be fined up to $35 at a time for
failing to supply building owners with their
energy data. Residential tenants will not be
fined.
Compliance Rate (Based on Building Area): 84%
(2014)
Description: In the case of non-compliance,
warning notice is mailed to the building owner,
indicating 30 days to comply or request a
hearing. Failure to comply with the notice of
violation or adverse hearing decision may result
in fines based on square footage of property.
Fines also listed for non-residential tenants who
fail to comply.
Audits: Yes
Water Use Tracking: Yes
Start Year: May 2019
Policy: Building Energy Reporting and Disclosure
Ordinance (2013)
Threshold: 50,000 sqf, not ENERGY STAR
certified or showing documented improvement
in energy use reductions
Frequency: 5 Years
This requirement covers both residential and
commercial buildings.

Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: Written notice of first violation; Fine
of $1,000 if 30 days late, an additional $1,000
every year thereafter

Audits: Yes
Water Use Tracking: Yes

Start Year: 2016
Policy: Commercial Buildings Energy Efficiency
Ordinance
Threshold: 25,000 Sqf All building required to
benchmark
Frequency: 10 years

Mandatory

Mandatory

Public Website

Yes
Date
Annually

Yes

Date
Annually

Start Year: Jan 2019
Policy: City of Los Angeles Existing Buildings
Energy and Water Efficiency (EBEWE) Program
Threshold: 20,000 sqf or more
Frequency: 5 years

Audits: Yes
Retrocommisioning: Yes
Water Use Tracking: Yes

Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: Failure to comply with this division
shall subject the owner to noncompliance fees
as specified in Section 98.0411 of the Los
Angeles Municipal Code, except that the amount
of the noncompliance fee shall be $202.

Public Website

Mandatory

No

Yes

Start Year: 2013
Policy: Local Law 87 (2009)
Threshold: ASHRAE 2 or 3 for 50,000 gross sq.f
or more
Frequency: 10 years
Commercial buildings are also subject to NYC
Local Law 88 requiring lighting retrofits to meet
current NYCECC standards, and to install electric
sub-meters for each tenant space.

Audits: Yes
Retrocommisioning: Yes
Water Use Tracking: Yes

Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: $500 fine for missing May 1st
benchmarking deadline, additional $500 fines for
each subsequent quarter failing to benchmark
(maximum: $2,000)
Compliance Rate (Based on # of Buildings): 87%
Description: Compliance data is based on NYC's
Energy and Water Use 2013 Report, released in
August 2016. This report analyzed benchmarking
data collected for calendar year 2013.

Public Website

Mandatory

Date
Annually

No

Continuous (Relative) Best/Worst Value: 100/1

Continuous (Relative) Best/Worst Value: 100/1

Scale Type
No

Lighting, Mech. Vent., DHW, Heating, Cooling,
Plug/Process Loads

Lighting, Mech. Vent., DHW, Heating, Cooling,
Plug/Process Loads

Total

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager
Measured

End Uses

No

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager

2,800,000,000 Sq. F.

33,417

New York City

All - Gross

Total

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager
Measured

900,000,000 Sq. Feet

14,000

Los Angeles

All - Gross

Required
Reporting Details Trigger
Frequenct

Verification

Tool
Characteristics

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager

250,000,000 Sq. F.

402,000,000 Sq. Feet

Rating Type
Energy Type
Floor Space

1,600

2,900

Boston

Atlanta

Jurisdiction

Buildings Affected
Floor Area
Affected
Tool Name

No

Start Year: May 2020
Policy: part of the Building Energy and Water
Efficiency Strategy
Threshold: buildings that score under the
national average (ENERGY STAR score below 50)
Frequency: 5 years

Audits: Yes

Public Website

Mandatory

Date
Annually

Yes

Verification: Yes
Notes: Benchmarking must be conducted by a
qualified benchmarker defined as an individual or
entity that possesses a benchmarking certification or
other credential approved by the director. Qualified
benchmarkers include Registered Architects,
Professionals Engineers licensed in the State of
Florida, Certified Energy Managers, Certified Facilities
Managers, Building Energy Audits Professionals,
Individuals with a Certificate of Proficiency of
Benchmarking, Real Property Administrators,
Facilities Management Administrators, System
Maintenance Administrators, System Maintenance
Technicians, High Performance Managers, Certified
Healthcare Facility Managers, Certified Plant
Maintenance Managers, or designated staff with at
least three years of professional experience
performing benchmarking and energy audits on
similar types of buildings, or additional credentials
approved by the director.

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager

125,600,000 Sq. Feet

826

Orlando

Yes

Start Year: 2012
Policy: Commercial Buildings Energy
Performance Ordinance
Threshold: ASHRAE 1 for 10,000-49,999 sq.f.
ASHRAE 2 for 50,000 sq.f. or more, expemtion
for high performing buildings, vacant buildings,
buildings in financial distress
Frequency: 5 years.
cost-effective ECMs only with payback period of
3 years or less

Audits: Yes
Retrocommisioning: Yes
Water Use Tracking: Yes

Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: Warning, then public notice, then
fine
Compliance Rate (Based on Building Area): 82%
(2013)

Public Website, Tenants

Mandatory

Date
Annually

No

Continuous (Relative) Best/Worst Value: 100/1

Lighting, Mech. Vent., DHW, Heating, Cooling,
Plug/Process Loads

All - Gross

Total

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager
Measured

203,000,000 Sq. F.

2,312

San Francisco

Yes

Start Year: March 2019
Policy: Seattle's Building Tune-Up policy
Threshold: 50,000 sq.f. or more
Frequency: 5 years
The buildings need to carry out the tune-up
changes before the reporting deadline!

Enforcement: Yes
Penalties for Non-Compliance: Yes
Description: Penalties accrue quarterly, starting
90 days after reporting deadlines. Buildings
50,000 SF or greater: $1,000/quarter. Buildings
greater than or equal to 20,000 SF and less than
50,000 SF: $500/quarter
Number of Buildings in Compliance: 2,992
Area of Buildings in Compliance: 267,200,000 Sq.
F.
Compliance Rate (Based on # of Buildings): 99.2
(2013)
Compliance Rate (Based on Building Area):
99.4% (2013)
Description: This compliance data is for the 2013
energy reporting year. Non-Residential: 1,651
buildings (99% compliance) with 178.6 million
square feet (99.2% compliance). Multifamily:
1,565 buildings (99.5% compliance) with 102.4
million square feet (99.7% compliance).
Audits: No
Retrocommisioning: Yes
Water Use Tracking: No

Public Website, Tenants, Buyers, Lenders

Required: Yes
Method: Public Website, Report to Recipient
Recipients: Public Website, Tenants, Buyers,
Lenders
Trigger: Point of Transaction
Trigger Events: Purchase/sell (on demand), Rent
(on demand), Financing

Date
Annually

No

Continuous (Relative) Best/Worst Value: 100/1

Lighting, Mech. Vent., DHW, Heating, Cooling,
Plug/Process Loads

All - Gross

Total

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager
Measured

281,200,000 Sq. F.

3,250

Seattle
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APPENDIX C: PRINCE ANALYSIS FOR IDENTIFYING EASE OF POLITICAL ACCEPTABILITY
Status Quo:
Status Quo – Financial Tools
Issue
2
Position
Local
Government

Building
Owners &
Managers

ESCO

Energy
Advocacy
Groups/ Nonprofits

They are aware about the need to improve EE retrofit uptake
and try different financing tools.

Power

4

High. Programs like C-PACE have to be adopted by the local
government. Statistics suggest more jurisdictions are adopting it

Priority

1

Low. Many cities have adopted energy savings target – but
leveraging government money to finance is not the preferred
strategy

Issue
Position

-4

They struggle to identify ways to finance EE projects externally
and are not available for all sub-groups

Power

1

Low. They do not have much say or representation in the
current policy option

Priority

3

Moderate. Priority is moderate as energy expenditure is a small
fraction of their overall operating budget currently. They are
also vary of external financing

Issue
Position

4

Specialized financing can increase business volume, hence they
support adoption of financing tools

Power

3

Moderate. They are well represented in the working groups, to
develop programs for implementing these policies

Priority

4

High. While it is not a key issue directly, it impacts their market
share and bottom line.

Issue
Position

2

They are neutral third party conveners, with an aim to reduce
environmental impacts. Providing financial tools brings them
closer to that goal

Power

4

High. They often find themselves in key position as conveners
and influence the building owners and the government with
their findings as specialists on the topic
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External
Financiers

Priority

2

Moderate. This is not the top priority but they participate in
working groups to structure the programs to maximize the
benefit.

Issue
Position

-4

Traditional debt represents 85% of external financing – this
group would have to evolve their underwriting process and take
time to warm up to it. C-PACE has only 100 commercial banks
participating after 6 years

Power

4

High. They are well represented in the working groups, to
develop programs for implementing these policies

Priority

2

Moderate. Expanding their programs to include these are not
their top priority but are increasingly coming on board

PLAYERS

Issue
Position
(-5 to +5)
2

X

Power
(1 to 5)

X

Priority
(1 to 5)

=

X

4

X

1

=

(Calculation 1)
Player’s Prince
Scores
4

Building Owners &
Managers

-4

X

1

X

3

=

-12

ESCO

4

X

3

X

4

=

48

Non-Profits

2

X

4

X

2

=

16

External Financiers

-4

X

4

X

2

=

-32

Local Government

Total

(A)

45

Calculate the probability:
• Calculation 2:
Sum of all of the positive scores plus 1/2 neutral scores = 64
•

Calculation 3:

Sum of all scores ignoring signs and parentheses

= 108

•

Calculation 4:

Probability of support (Calculation 2/Calculation 3)

= 59.8%

Status Quo – Technology & Information Tools
Issue
2
Some leading local governments invest in R&D with
Position
partnership with industry and non-profits in their jurisdiction,
however it is not common practice
Local
Government

Building
Owners &
Managers

Power

1

Low. Implementation or development is not directly under the
local government, they can however opt to adopt them to
support regulatory tools

Priority

1

Low. Implementation could be onerous with need for training
and outreach, hence not a priority.

Issue
Position

3

These tools are accessible and relevant to all building subtypes and helps overcome technical barriers, hence would
support

Power

3

Moderate. As primary end-users, the success primarily
depends on successful adoption by building owners

Priority

3

Moderate. The priority is varied by sub-groups. EE is often low
on priority for large building owners, but managers find these
tools helpful to manage the energy use of their portfolio

Issue
Position

0

Some of the tools aid ESCO as well, it does not negatively
impact their business, nor does it have any direct benefits.

Power

2

They do not have a say in development or implementation of
these tools, some programs however include them as key endusers.

Priority

2

Moderate. New tools and technology are not top priority, but
adoption of new workflows into their operations can benefit
them.

Issue
Position

2

Such policy tools help overcome hurdles to EE, and can be
beneficial in helping them further their cause and assist
building owners.

Power

3

Moderate. They assist in adoption of these tools, but no not
the influence development much.

Priority

1

Low. Not all would prioritize development of tools are
resources

ESCO

Non-profits

External
Financiers

Issue
Position

1

They indirectly benefit from development in strategy to
ascertain operational savings.

Power

0

Low. They are not in a power position to influence the
implementation or outcome of these policies

Priority

0

Low. They are neutral to this as it does not impact them

PLAYERS

Issue
Position
(-5 to +5)
2

X

Power
(1 to 5)

X

Priority
(1 to 5)

=

X

1

X

1

=

(Calculation 1)
Player’s Prince
Scores
2

Building Owners &
Managers

3

X

3

X

3

=

9

ESCO

0

X

2

X

2

=

(4)

Non-Profits

2

X

3

X

1

=

6

External Financiers

1

X

0

X

0

=

(1)

Local Government

Total

(B)

22

Calculate the probability:
• Calculation 2:
Sum of all of the positive scores plus 1/2 neutral scores = 19.5
•

Calculation 3:

Sum of all scores ignoring signs and parentheses

= 22

•

Calculation 4:

Probability of support (Calculation 2/Calculation 3)

= 88.63%

Status Quo – Regulatory Tools
Issue
2
Position

Local
Government

Building
Owners &
Managers

Power

5

High. Local government has the power to implement and
enforce these policies

Priority

2

Moderate. Regulations for EE in buildings is not prioritized by
all governments, many cities prefer community wide and
transportation sectors

Issue
Position

2

Many building owners are not fully aware about the benefits,
medium and large buildings only fall under the legislation

Power

2

Moderate. Building owners are key end-users, hence critical
for success of the program. The cities convene with these
stakeholders to simplify the process and ensure compliance

Priority

2

Moderate. EE is often low on priority for owners, but
managers find these tools helpful to manage the energy use of
their portfolio

Issue
Position

1

Regulations help bring awareness and indirectly benefit from
an increase in their customer base.

Power

0

Low. ESCOs are not prominent stakeholders that influence the
implementation of the policy, but they are well connected to
influence the outcome

Priority

1

Low. They are not actively involved in regulatory efforts,
however they play a role in compliance

Issue
Position

2

Non-profits advocate and support successful implementation
of the regulatory tools and provide the required assistance for
compliance

Power

3

Moderate. They often drive the efforts to assess the impact of
these tools and bring them to legislation

Priority

4

High. Non-profits actively encourage and support the local
government to adopt regulatory measures to improve the
impact of EE programs, hence will prioritize this effort

ESCO

Non-profits

More local governments are moving towards implementing
regulatory tools to promote EE, they see this as a direct way to
improve their building stock

External
Financiers

Issue
Position

1

They indirectly benefit from an increase in EE retrofit uptake
to comply with policy

Power

0

Low. They do not have any opinion on these issues, and are
not in a driving position to impact the outcome of this policy

Priority

0

Low. They are not likely to actively cat on it, as it does not
impact them

PLAYERS

Issue
Position
(-5 to +5)
2

X

Power
(1 to 5)

X

Priority
(1 to 5)

=

X

5

X

2

=

(Calculation 1)
Player’s Prince
Scores
20

Building Owners &
Managers

2

X

2

X

2

=

8

ESCO

1

X

0

X

1

=

(1)

Non-Profits

2

X

3

X

4

=

24

External Financiers

1

X

0

X

0

=

(1)

Local Government

Total

(C)

(D)

54

Calculate the probability:
• Calculation 2:
Sum of all of the positive scores plus 1/2 neutral scores = 53
•

Calculation 3:

Sum of all scores ignoring signs and parentheses

= 54

•

Calculation 4:

Probability of support (Calculation 2/Calculation 3)

= 98.14%

Average of probability = 82.19%

Alternate Policy Option 1:
Option 1 – Indirect customer targeting: Educational Programs for ESCO/Contractor Network on
effectively leveraging external financing for their customers
Issue
1
Cities so not perceive need to improve visibility of financing
Position
tools. They already have multiple initiatives in action and
unless for a strong value proposition may not support the
issue
Local
Government
Power
4
High. Local government can support and incentivize energy
advocacy groups to convene and conduct the program

Building
Owners &
Managers

ESCO

Non-profits

Priority

2

Low. Would require training and convening, ranking it among
other EE efforts

Issue
Position

-2

Small Building owners rely on knowledgeable contractors to
guide them through the retrofit process, large buildings do not
benefit from this resource. Some stand to indirectly benefit,
but may not have overall support

Power

1

Low. Building owners are key beneficiaries, but they do not
have the ability to influence the implementation of such a
program

Priority

3

Moderate. While they see merit in such a program, the impact
is still indirect.

Issue
Position

4

Literature supports that companies are increasingly investing
in educational programs to better support and increase their
customer base. Hence, would support such an initiative

Power

3

Moderate. ESCOs do not hold much say in implementation of
these policy, but play an integral role in implementing it

Priority

2

Moderate. Continuing education and workforce development
is standard practice among many companies, even though this
particular issue may not be critical

Issue
Position

2

Non-profits advocate and support successful implementation
of the regulatory tools and provide the required assistance for
compliance.

External
Financiers

Power

4

High. They often drive the efforts to assess the impact of these
tools and use their network to influence the outcome
positively.

Priority

4

High. Non-profits actively encourage and support the local
government to adopt regulatory measures to improve the
impact of EE programs.

Issue
Position

1

Feel the need to streamline the process of project uptake –
they may see this as a way to simplify the financial proposition
to building owners.

Power

1

Similar programs show that they do not have the ability to
influence the outcome, but their participation can improve
the information gain.

Priority

0

Low. They agree with the need for such an intervention, but
may not necessarily prioritize it.

PLAYERS

Issue
Position
(-5 to +5)
1

X

Power
(1 to 5)

X

Priority
(1 to 5)

=

X

4

X

2

=

(Calculation 1)
Player’s Prince
Scores
8

Building Owners &
Managers

-2

X

1

X

3

=

-6

ESCO

4

X

3

X

2

=

24

Non-Profits

2

X

4

X

4

=

32

External Financiers

1

X

1

X

0

=

(1)

Local Government

Total

(E)

61

Calculate the probability:
• Calculation 2:
Sum of all of the positive scores plus 1/2 neutral scores = 62.5
•

Calculation 3:

Sum of all scores ignoring signs and parentheses

= 69

•

Calculation 4:

Probability of support (Calculation 2/Calculation 3)

= 90.57%

Alternate Policy Option 2:
Option 2 – EE Investment Decision Support resources for commercial building owners and
managers to drive wider adoption of EE
Local
Issue
3
This is a less onerous strategy to help overcome barriers and
Position
improve adoption.
Government
Power
4
Local government financing and support is critical to mobilize
this effort

Building
Owners &
Managers

ESCO

Energy
Efficiency
Advocacy Nonprofits

Priority

2

Low. As with all EE programs, the focus on building retrofit is
not always the key priority. Many governments do not identify
with this as a key barrier

Issue
Position

4

Multiple research highlights existence of a knowledge gap and
likelihood of adoption if the benefits are presented

Power

2

Moderate. They are the end-beneficiaries, some programs do
convene with building owners to identify the information they
would find useful

Priority

4

High. Feedback from stakeholders show that this resource
would be of interest to all building sub-groups

Issue
Position

3

Interview and literature suggested lack of knowledge among
customers to be a hurdle for them as well. They indirectly
benefit from increase knowledge among their customers.

Power

0

Low. ESCO do not have any ability to influence the outcome of
the program

Priority

3

Moderate. Feedback from ESCO suggested need for such
intervention to promote their services and expand their
market-share

Issue
Position

2

Non-profits primarily support all stakeholders to achieve EE,
such a tool cold help them better aid the building owners in
achieving their goals

Power

5

High. They have the right network to be able to influence and
implement this strategy

External
Financiers

Priority

3

Moderate. This lies within the core scope of their primary
goals and objective, they however have to rely on financing to
be able to implement it

Issue
Position

2

Directly unaffected, but Commercial lenders and financial
institutions stand to gain from the advertising, increased
understanding and visibility of financing products.

Power

1

Low. Their ability to directly influence the outcome of the
policy is low. However specific data from them can enhance
the ability of the tool.

Priority

1

Low. They would support such a move but may not be actively
taking steps to ensure positive outcome

PLAYERS

Issue
Position
(-5 to +5)
3

X

Power
(1 to 5)

X

Priority
(1 to 5)

=

X

4

X

2

=

(Calculation 1)
Player’s Prince
Scores
24

Building Owners &
Managers

4

X

2

X

4

=

32

ESCO

3

X

0

X

3

=

(9)

Non-Profits

2

X

5

X

3

=

30

External Financiers

2

X

1

X

1

=

2

Local Government

Total

(F)

97

Calculate the probability:
• Calculation 2:
Sum of all of the positive scores plus 1/2 neutral scores = 92.5
•

Calculation 3:

Sum of all scores ignoring signs and parentheses

= 97

•

Calculation 4:

Probability of support (Calculation 2/Calculation 3)

= 95.36%

Summary:
Ease of Political
Acceptability

Status Quo

Option 1

Option 2

82.19%

90.57%

95.36%

Payback period
5 yr ROI
10 yr ROI
20 yr ROI
10 yr IRR
10 yr NPV

maximum amount
interest rate
duration
Amortized? (Y/N)
LTV
repayment schedule
Day 1 out-of pocket
day 1 out of pocket
year 1 cashflow
year 2 cashflow
year 3 cashflow
year 4 cashflow
year 5 cashflow
year 6 cashflow
year 7 cashflow
year 8 cashflow
year 9 cashflow
year 10 cashflow
year 11 cashflow
year 12 cashflow
year 13 cashflow
year 14 cashflow
year 15 cashflow
year 16 cashflow
year 17 cashflow
year 18 cashflow
year 19 cashflow
year 20 cashflow
0%
0

-24%
52%
103%
8%
($304,033.73)

NA
NA
NA
$ 1,000,000.00
$
(1,000,000)
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
2,030,000

Internal

$ 1,000,000.00

Energy Efficiency Retrofit Cost

30%
31,500
120,000
151,500

$
$
$

Annual Energy Reduction
Annual Energy $ Savings
Annual O&M Reduction
Total year 1 operating Expense Reduction

6%
20

74900%
149900%
15299800%
15000%
$5,232.26

Specialized Loans
On-bill
ESA/MESA
$
500,000
2%
5%
5
10
Yes
Yes
100%
100%
monthly
$500,000
$10
$ (500,000) $
(10)
$
51,500 $
1,500
$
51,500 $
1,500
$
51,500 $
1,500
$
51,500 $
1,500
$
51,510 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
1,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$ 2,030,010 $ 1,529,990
2074900%
-48%
4149900%
103%
8299800%
306%
415000%
12%
$144,981.33 ($136,581.40)

$10
(10)
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
41,500
829,990

100%

PACE

annually

Yes

$1,000,000
$ (1,000,000) $
$
185,000 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$
151,500 $
$ 2,063,500 $

NA

NA

52%
-35%
-22%
-21%
203%
40%
53%
55%
406%
92%
105%
106%
28%
6%
9%
9%
$112,632.93 ($381,464.29) ($291,186.51) ($280,769.84)

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$ (1,000,000) $ (1,000,000)
$
40,000 $
170,000
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$
151,500 $
151,500
$ 1,918,500 $ 2,048,500

NA

NA

$500,000
$ (500,000)
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$ 2,530,000

NA

Tax Incentives
tax deduction tax credit
$ 1,000,000
0%
0%
0%

NA

50%

0%

Rebate

NA

NA

Grant

50,000 sq.f.
2.10 /sq.f.
105,000
8 /sq.f.
400,000
505,000

$
$
$
$
$

Building Size
Average annual Utility Cost
Total Annual Energy Bill
Annual O&M cost
Annual O&M Expense
Total Baseline Operating Expense

100%

5%
10

15299800%
15000%
$5,232.26

74900%

$10
$
(10)
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
1,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$ 1,529,990

Yes

ESPC

90%

6%
5

-513%
245%
1660%
25%
$9,980.54

monthly
$100,000
$ (100,000)
$
97,500
$
97,500
$
97,500
$
97,500
$ (802,500)
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$ 1,760,000

No

Green Loan

80%

75%
monthly
$250,000
$ (250,000)
$
76,500
$ (673,500)
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$ 1,880,000

No

10%
2

69%
-157%
238%
146%
895%
652%
32%
8%
$69,159.89 ($208,547.62)

monthly
$200,000
$ (200,000)
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
67,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$
151,500
$ 1,990,000

Yes

5%
10

Traditional Loans
EE Mortgage conventional

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

No

-181%
122%
628%
8%
($163,601.63)

$250,000
(250,000)
81,500
81,500
(668,500)
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
1,820,000

75%

7%
3

Equipment Loan

Appendix D – Cashflow, ROI, NPV and IRR for 14 EE financing vehicles
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